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The services at the Universalist church for
as follows: K. O. K. A., Saturday night; preaching service Sunday morning
at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.
the week will be

of Belfast
ji.

Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant of the Belfast
Baptist Church preached the Memorial sermon
in Monroe last Sunday for E. M. Billings Post
G. A. R.

their

;

hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.
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Methodist church will be as follows: this,
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of in the afternoon

C. E. prayer meeting at 6.30 p. m.
Visitors in the city,
and all who do not worship elsewhere, will find
a cordial greeting at these services.

and
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Stockton
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C. E. Johnson, Mrs. A. G. Spencer, Mrs.
Geo. W. Frisbee and Mrs. Geo. W. Bartlett,
delegates, and Mrs. Sarah R. Pierce, Mrs. A. A.
Blair, Mrs. Giles G. Abbott and Mrs. Fred
Rackliff, alternates. Rev. A. A. Blair and
others of the Belfast Universalist Church, will
attend the State Convention in Bangor June
3rd.

urch
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Mills

Mrs.

the fact that the weather

j

at Mason s

m.,

Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not
attend Sunday school at any other church are
cordially invited. C. E. society at 6.30 p. m.;
evening service at 7.30 p. m.
The
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the winter.

Memorial hall to the church
The Sons of Veterans
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Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Universalist, began
last Sunday to hold afternoon services in
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ill Post and

next

followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
at 2.30 p. in. followed by Sunday school.

BEL-

The

services

ar-

Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sunday at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school
ere potted red geraniums
at
12 m,; Epworth League prayer meeting
in large bouquets. The
Sunday evening at 6,00 p. m.; evening service
1-. Sturtevant, took for
at 7.00 p. m. Dr. W. F. Berry will be the
A arfare.”
The discourse
speaker at the Sunday morning service.
ation of the patriotism
Representatives of the Christian Civic
country of the men oi
League of Maine will be in the city next SunHelpful and inspiring tc day. In the morning Supt. Wilbur F.
Berry,
wrought into the audi- D. D., will speak at the Methodist Church and
■iate the large audience,
Secretary E. H. Emery will speak at the Conwere

the choir seats.
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A beautiful surplice and white stole, which
the Rev. A. G. Roberts wore for the first time
at his ordination, were the gifts of the parishioners of Grace Church, Corona. Thursday
evening May 15th, the members of St
Thomas’ Church presented rector Roberts with
an Individual Communion set.
The Rev. Roy Farrell Duffield, Arch deacon
of Queens and Nassau, presented the Rev. A.
G. Roberts for Priest’s Orders.
The Rev. A. G. Roberts was formerly a
He is a graduate of the
Baptist clergyman.
Newton Theological Seminary at Newton,
Massachusetts. He spent a number of years

H. A. Drink water

Roy Coombs
I HE GRANGES.
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clergyman in New England. Four years
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ago Mr. Roberts left t e Baptist Church
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and
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the General Theological Seminary,
entered
our circle
again
ur midst our
worthy Sis- | in Manhattan, where he finished a Post
Graduate
Course with high honors.
s; therefore, be it
Next Sunday morning at 9 o’clock, the Rev.
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THE SAUTELLE

9-BIG SHOWS.

Originality is the tuning-fork of sweetest
melody. It is the shibboleth this season of
Great Sig. Sautelle 9-Big Shows. That
“something new" the world is always searching for, has been discovered by this wizard
expert among showman in things circussy. He
The

the monotonous sameness, and “damning iteration" of the humped-over, alleged
wild wests.
Those that have done “Deadwood Coach" acts from the days of the “Last
of the Mohigans.”
This show recognizes a
duty to the public that is entitled to the newest, best and most interesting.
The Sautelle Shows, the amusement folk
will be pleased to learn, will give an exhibit at
Belfast June 6th. Mr. Sautelle’s inventive brain
cells, (invigorated by his few years’ rest in
tickling the soil of his farm), have labored
and brought forth an almost miracle
He has
corraled the greatest features, actors, acrobats. athletes, animals and general talent that
ever foregathered at one time.
It is an allstar aggregation; a bouquet of beauty, agility
and nerve. It is THE circus of the coming
season.
Folk will have no need to “wait for
Barnum." The Sig. Sautelle shows are co-ordinate—par excellence in themselves. Don't
miss the parade.
scorns

The Shoe Situation.

will.

Real circus.

Moderate improvement appears in footwear,
substantial orders being received and
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crystal wedding—and this

Clara Burdella, wife of Walter C. Townsend,

Townsend, Lincolnville avenue. She had been
a semi-invalid for several
years, and had failed rapidly in the past few months. When unable to care for her own home in the A. I.
Brown house on Miller street she went to the
Townsend farm, Where she received every attention from the family. She was born in
Palermo, May 22, 1876, the daughter of George j
R. and the late Martha Turner Belden, and her
early life was spent tnere. When a young
girl she went to Augusta and was employed in

Buckley dry goods store,

and

later

was

prise.

^Thursday afternoon, May 22nd, at the
home of his patents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C.

was

Buzzell & Weston.
She married Mr.
Townsend in June, 1909, and came to Belfast
with

make her home, winning here as in her
former places of residence, the love and respect of all who knew her. She was an ideal

tr
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But, though the

hospitable

was

charitable,

a

to be

$340
was

in

January,

were

taken

from

the

receiving tomb in Grove Cemetery to the
family lot in Swanville. It is a stricken home
and the family have the sympathy of all who
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the male
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he

specifying

the earliest

shipment possi-

Leas conservatism ia now shown by
buyers and it is believed that business will
reflect a further gradual betterment with the
advent of settled weather. Certain mauufacturem have a sufficient amount of reserve
,
contracts an hand to keep their plants busy
for some time to come, but the majority of
producers are not so fortunate ia that respect.
—Dun's Review. May 24th.

A Gift lor Good Will.
Hinckley, Mb., May 21th. A gift of $10.•10 is announced from Hon. D. D. Stewart of St.
Albans to the Good WiU Hosae association,
to he added to ita permanent endowment fund
and to be known aa the Levi Stewart fond.

The

season

Mrs. M. G.

Dow, who had beer, away for a
months with her husband, Capt. Dow,
returned to Bucesport on the Boston boat
few

Thursday.
George Emory Fellows, former president of
University cf Maine, has b een elected
president of James Milliken university at
the

Decatur, 111.

Sept. 6th. H. C.
president and H.

It

H.

Miss

constitution and by-laws

were

one

adopted,

Morison spent the weekMiss Marirn Hazeltine.

Kenney

A.

Burgess at

Thursday,

Phillipe-Exeter!

Mrs. Arthur W. Morse
Bpent the week-end
with her husband at the

from each town, and other towns may
be admitted if the association so decides. The
annual meetings will be held in Bangor on the
first Thursday of May each year and at that
time a president and secretary will be elected.

A

P.

with

Donald S. Clark will leave
today,

to visit

voted to

composed of

Evelyn
Bingham

end in

Hackett of

was

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Eames and

of

Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Pearl, who had been
guests of Charles H. 1- it Id, Congress street
for a few days, returned to their home in Bangor last Thursday. May 'JAh was Mr. Pearl's
birthday and it was fittingly observed.

News has been received of the arrival

in

Katherine and

They

Miss

expected

are

to

Katherine C. Quimby
arrive here this week.

Searsport

were

recent

relatives.
CONSTITUTION.

tion.

Article 2—Sec. 1. The object of the association shall be to promote, foster and have general jurisdiction over baseball teams in the folDover and Foxcroft,
lowing named towns:
Old Town. Belfast and Brewer and any other
be
admitted
to the league.
later
towns that may
Article 3. Sec. 1. The officers of the association shall consist of a president, secretary and executive board.
Article 4 Sec. 1. It shall be the duty of
the president to preside at all meetings and he
shall have the same voting privileges as other
members.
Sec. 1. The executive board shall consist of

Mrs. William C.
Thompson of New York,
has arrived at her
cottage on the South

Northport,

for the season.

Shore!

True Hayford. who
spent the v. inter in
Florida, arrived home Tuesday and expects to
remain North until
November.

[

j

Thomas L. Carter of
Lynn, Mass., arrived
Tuesday to attend the funeral of his grandmother, Mrs. Caro E. Carter.

s JI,S- F" VV' Be">' uf Rockland
from each town represented in the
has been the
league and shall be elected by the local as- guest of her mother, Mrs. Eliza Walker, on
sociation in each town. The executive board Spring street for a few
days.
at an annual meeting which shall he held in
Mrs. Frank I. Wilson has
Bangor on the first Thursday of May each
returned from
Camd* n, where she was called
year shall elect from their number a president
by the illness
and secretary.
i u£ her mother, Mrs. Jane Achorn.
It sh ill be the duty of the secretary
Sec. 2.
to
books
of
the
Mr'
a,ld Krs- J- J- Quinn of
to have charge of the
league,
Ft. Paul, .Minn
i
keep a record of all meetings, also to keep | are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Alien Patterson,
the standing in percentage of
a record of
j It is their first visit east in nine years.
games won of each team in the league.
It shall be the duty of th.e executive
Sec. 3.
Mrs. Horace Coombs of
Brunswick and Miss
board to fix the salary limit, to arrange the
Mary Coombs of Castine Normal School were
playing schedule, to fix the amount of guaran- m
Belfast Saturday, guests of Mrs. A.
tee to be paid visiting teams, also to fix the
C. Hupamount to be paid the visiting team in case kins.
the
is
to
where
the
team
is
at
the
game
place
Mias Abbie Doak hag returned
be played and on account of rain cannot he
from visits in
played. They shall decide all disputed ques- Bosto"- Somerv.lle, Providence and Rockland.
tions by vote and shall perform any other duIn Boston she was a
guest of friends for Tecii
thorn
i prom wees.
man

i

|

w in

(Signed)

Mrs. George E. Evans and son
Gerogie of
Stamford, Conn., will arrive early to spend the
summer in Belfast.
Mr. Evans recently returned from an extenai d European trip and
plans to spend a short vacation here.

son Andrew I
Mr. and Mrs. Then as E. Shea have opened
guests of Belfast their summer home “Ferrdale,” on N; rth
Shore, Northport, at d w ill < ccupy it until July
Car] Gray of Bowdoin Medical
College was and then go to Youi psti w n.Ohio. Mr. Shea left
the week-end guest of Mr.
Friday for a short business trip to Boston and
and Mrs. V. A
Simmons.
New' York.

as

Article 1—Sec. 1. This association shall be
known as the Eastern Maine Baseball Associa-

the

dent.

Bangor House, Bangor. New Yoik
Monday, ly steamer from Porte
toco, ol Mrs. C. C. i t.to and baby uaughter

Walter Whitehead ana J. E. Thombs
returned
last week from a vacation
trip to Boston and
New York.

follows:

one

Nominations for the officers of the Agriculthe University of Maine have
tieen
made, and Richard F. Crocker, '14, of
Belfast is one of the nominees for vice presitural club at

Mies Louise Hazeltine went to
Boston by
Tuesday noon train for a short visit.
Gen. C. W. Tilden of Hallowed was
the guest
last week of Capt. George T,
Osborne.
» Miss Helen Sheldon of Boston is
the guest
of her mother, Mrs. Rose
Cressey Sheldon.

will open June 7th
Buzzell of Belfast

chosen

au

the

L. E. Curran,
Geo. E. Mayo,
H. G. Buzzell,
H. H. Hackett,

Mrs. Louise Royal of Ellsworth has
returned
from a visit with relatives in Boston
and has
resumed her work of
indexing in the Waldo
oi
Deeds.
Registry

BY LAWS.

The amonnt of salary paid players
during any one month shall not exceed the
Mr. Charles Bradbury.
sum of $340, and the treasurer of each local
Mr. Wilmer Judson Dorman.
association shall forward to the secretary beMr. Charles Albert Pilsbury,
fore the 10th day of the month a sworn stateMrs Allan Me Lane
ment of the amount paid in salaries during the
Hon William Pitt Thompson.
; preceding month.
Mbs. Lucius Lee Hubbard.
No. 2.
The amount of the regular guarantee to be paid visiiing teams shall be $40, the
LIBERTY.
amount of the holiday guarantee shall be k net
T1 a graduating- exercises of the
Liberty gate receipts, and rain guarantee shall be $20,
High school, class of 1913, were held in the game to consist of at least 4£ innings.
No. 3.
All games postponed on account of
Baptist church Thursday evening. May 22nd, weather shall be played off before the close of
in the presence cf a !arge gathering of
people the season, and unless otherwise agreed upon
The church was prettily decorated with natu- between the managers of the two teams shall
be played on the next regular visit of the team
ral flowers in green and white—the class color.
I to the town w here the game w’as originally
The following program was carried out in a scheduled to be played.
No. 4.
Each local association shall appoint
creditable manner:
very
music, entering 1
an official scorer whose duty it shall be to keep
march; prayer; music, salutatory. Flora Belle
an accurate score of all games and to forward
Knowlton; class history and ciase will, Fannie the same at once to the secretary.
Marie G man; c rophecy; presentation of
No. 5. Each local association shall appoint
gifts
Abbie Georgia Stickney; valedictory, Edna Ar- an official umpire and he shall have all the
authority
delegated to umpires by Spaulding's
line Coos; address by the principal, Norman D.
No. 1.

2408 34th street w., will
J1'?' S-A-Ke*.
the
Minneapolis Chapter of the D. A.

en-

,terta.il
K.

Saturday afternoon at her home.-Minneapolis Daily News.
H°m John R. Dunton and his
sisters, Mrs
Julia Wardwell and Miss
Margaret Dunton,
are at their
cottage, the Barracks, at The Battery, for the season.

Chaplain D. H. Tribou

of Bucksport was the
Mrs. D. B. Phelan over SunHe occupied the
Methodist pulpit Sun-

guest of Rev.

day.
day morning
Mr.

ai

d

and

evening.

Mrs. Frank Harriman of New York
are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. James S. Harriman.
Tney will spend the summer in their
cottage
at

and

Kelley's Cove, Northport.

Mrs. Alice C.

Bramhall and Mrs. B. M. Avery
have returned to their homes from the
Tapley
Hospital, where they underwent critical operations. Both are gaining rapidly.

Charles P. Been, Mrs. F. V. Cottrell and
Sarah E. lt«.r, arrived funs Piston
Friday, accompanying the remains of Mrs.
Amanda M. Bear for interment in Scar.-mont.
They were guests while hereof Mrs. lit)* r. \V
Dr.

Miss

Crosby.
Miss Linda A. Chase, principal of the West
Eden grammar school, who has been home for
several weeks on account of the lbness of
near relative has returned to her
duties at
W est Eden. During her absence her
place
has been taken by Miss Cassilena Perry.—Bar
Harbor Record.

Mrs. Wallace R. Tarbox of Fryeburg was in
yesterday for a short stay to make arrargements of headquarters at City Hail for
the ladies* department of the G. A. R. for
their annual convention in June. Mrs. Tarbox
is the department president.—Pot Hand liventown

ing

Express.

Miss Bernice Rogers, daughter of Reuel W

Regers, Esq., of this city, will sail July ist fo
England ar.d Germany, where she will spend
the summer. Miss Rogers is now instruct r it.
English ar.d German in the R'.ndge Technics'
school of Cambridge, Mass.
George Phelan, soil of Rev. and Mrs. L>. B
Phelan of the Methodist church, v ill he gradu
ated
frtm McGill University, Montreal, in
June with

degree of M. D.

Dr.

Phelan will

spend three weeks with his parents
arriving soon after commencement.

ir Belfast

Dr. Janies D. Clement of Portland arid Mr

Irving Hayden of Raymond will motor to
fast today, Thursday, on their way east
Dr. and

fishing trip.

Belon

Mrs. Clement will go

a
to

Beal Harbor later for the summer, where the

Doctor will have the

practice.

summer

Maurice E. Davidson, a registered druggist
who arrived iecently from XSew York and is tc
be the prescription :lerk in the rtw Old Cor
ner Drug Store, Pythian block, has leased the
first floor tenement in Miss Julia
Cedar street and

on

Mr.

and

Clarence E. Mclntire moved
Colonial to the Cross

Mrs.

Wednesday

J‘err>’s house

moved in this week.

from The

Mr. ar.d Mrs. John 1
on Cedar street.
Mclntire will come to Belfast from Krenchboro and make their heme with them. Mr.
Mclntire will assist his father in 1 is business.

house

Among the Grand Army veterans, who wih
make the trip to Gettysburg for the centennial,
on July 4th, are Dr. A. O. Stoddari of Belfast,

R. A. Packard of Northport, Alfred Stins«>n of
Mrs. Caroline Crosby and Miss Anne
C. North Searsport and Clifton Whittum of
Crosby, accompanied by Mr. Alfred Johnson, Searsport, all members of the VS aido County
went to Newport, R. I., in their car
last Sun- Veterans Association.
day and spent the day with Commander and
Charles McKinley,formerly of this city, row
Mrs. Pratt.

Frank L. Marston, a former
Bangor man,
who has been living at Stockton
Springs, has
moved to Portland, where he is
connected with
government work in an

—Bangor Commercial.

1

UKmkmm n

of Camden has arHaut for the summer and will
supply the Point Lookout club with fish and
lobsters.

^PERSONAL.

a seafar|
followed for about 20
a coasting schooner.
Upon
his retirement from the sea he bought a farm
in Unity, where he resided until he went to j
Rockland. His wife died one year ago last
month and his decline was rapid from that
Mr. Gould is survived by four cniltime.
j
Official Baseball Guide.
dcen, Dr. Gould of Rockland, Leon A. Gould of Lothrop; conferring of diplomas, C. M. Howes,
Each local association shall provide
No. 6.
for sufficient police at each game to keep the
Wellington and Mrs. Emily C. Pillsbury and I superin ter dent; benediction.
the
Following
Mrs. Nellie V. Hatch of Unity.
exercises the class received their friends in- playing field clear, also a space 25 feet outside
of first and third base lines and 40 feet each
formally at Grange Hall, where ice cream side and 90 feet back of the home plate. They
Carrie C., widow of the late Isaac A. Bartwas served.
also
A social hour followed, interprotect the players from any acts of vioiett, of Jamaica Plains, Mas*., died May 23d, at |
with music by Sanford’s orchestra of lence from the spectators.
spersed
her home No. 61 High street, Belfast. She was {
No. 7. Each local association shall deposit
five pieces. The occasion was especially note- the sum of
$25 with the president of the assoborn in Jamaica Plains, Mass., Jan. 1, 1853, the
as the first public graduation held here
as a guarantee that they will finish the
worthy
ciation,
daughter of the late George Soden. For nme since the school was
organized under the High season and will abide by the rules of the constitution and the by-laws.
years she had lived in Jackson with her daugh- school law and
classified as a High school
No. 8.
At the close of the season a pennant
ter, Mrs. Florence A. Moore., *.nd they moved which was in the
fall of 1909. Since that time shall be awarded to the team having won the
to Belfast May 3rd, and took rooms with Mrs.
much progress has been made by the
of games,the cost of same not to
number
good largest
Walter L. Packard. She was taken critically
work of able teachers and the faithful ser- exceed $10.00, the expense of purchasing this
nennant
shall
be
borne eauallv bv the losincr
death
resulted
from bronchial
ill May 20th ax;d
vices of Superintendent C. M. Howes, who
teams.
pneumonia. She is survived by two daughters, 1 has always taken a
No. 9. Special meetings of the executive
deep interest in the schools.
and one son: Mrs. Florence Moore and Miss j
The progress of the school has been very fa- board shall be called by the secretary at any
Gertrude D. Bartlett of Pasadena, California,
time at the request in writing of any two
vorably commented upon by State Superin- members. Notice of each meeting to be
and Hardford A. Bartlitt, of Chicago, 111. The j
tendent Smith and also by the High school in- mailed to each member at least seven days
funeral took place at the Coombs undertaking \
spector. The prospect for the future is en- prior to time when meeting is to be held. All
Rev.
3
27th,
D.
L.
at
room,
p. m., May
and special meetings shall be held at
Wilson,
couraging and it is hoped that the year 1914 ! regular
at Penobscot Exchange Hotel.
Congregationalist, officiating. The interment will show a large attendance, with more inter- Bangor, Me.,
The constitution and bylaws may be
No.
10.
wa8 in Grove cemetery.
est on the part of
parents. Mr. Norman D. added to or amended at any regular meeting,
or special meeting, by a vote of two-thirds of
A letter was received by Belfast relatives Lothrop, the principal for the last year, was a
the members present, provided the notice
last Thursday from Will P. Nickerson of Nor- student at Kent’s Hill, where he took the three of the meeting states that such action is conthe
course
in
years
Mass.,
two
announcing
death,
with
wood,
templated.
years, graduating
May
18th, of his mother, Augusta, daughter of the high honors... .George M. Stevens died May
It is believed that the plan will work well
22nd
after
Mrs.
William
an
and
and
illness of several months. He
wife of
late Mr.
Pitcher,
to enable
was the son of the late Ebenezer and
Gen. Frank S, Nickerson of Boston. She had
Eliza the salary limit being large enough
the teams to hire a few good men to set the
been in unusuaily good health for some time, Currier Stevens and lived in the Stevens
men.
Belfast has good material
but died after nine days'illness will pneumonia. home, which had been in the family name for pace for local
to employ some
The funeral was held May 20th anc the remains over one hundred years. He waa a member of at home and it ia expected
Frank James of Colby, who was
men.
the Baptist church to which he gave
college
wars cremated at Forest Hills Cemetery, as
liberally,
here as a pitcher last season, will probably
that was her wish. She is survived by her ! and waa generous to a fault. He waa a kind
husband and several children; by one sister. husband, a loving father, and will be missed return, and it is excepted that Kail Albert,
is now at
Mrs. Annette Fletcher of Camden, and one ! by a large circle of friends. Mr. Stevens is who was the catcher last season and
1 survived by one
brother, Frank C. Pitcher of Medford, Mass.
sister, Mrs. Daniel Low of Higgins Classical Institute at Charleston, will
Salem, Mass.; by three daughters, Mrs. Charles return. Others are under consideration, and it
Walter Richard Ward, second son of tha late Abbott of Palermo, Mrs. Inez Marden of Lib- is intended to have a clean
up-to-date team
Mrs. Chester Dunkley of Brockton, Mass.,
erty,
John Melbum and Elnora Gray Ward, died and
by one son, Earl Stevens, who lives at that will give Belfast a show for the pennant
the
in
22nd
Beverly,
Maas.,
of
h<
hospital
me.
May
The burial services waa held at the
pneumonia, aged 62 years and 6 months. He .burch Saturday afternoon. Rev. H. M. Abbott
Director Charles D. Wood of the ExperiThe floral offerings from relatives mental Station was one of
in
his
officiating.
Sears
in
early years. He is
lived
port
the speakers at the
and friends were
beautiful....Mr.
mid annual
very
his
three
mother,
brothers and Mrs. J. J.
survived by
meeting of the Fort Fairfield Board of
Walker were called to Brooklyn, N. Trade held
16th
ult.
His
May
subject was "An
two siaters: John M., Richard G Melburn P.» Y., last week by the death of Mrs. Walker's
Experimental farm for Aroostook county.'*
Elnora R. and Isabella A. Ward. The funeral uncle, John W. Brookman...-B. B. Wentworth Director Wood is a most
important factor in
took from Georges Lake a fine 9-pound salmon
the agricultural development of Maine and he
was hsld at his mother’s home, 47 Warren
last weak. The salmon fishing has been good
is very much in demand as a speaker on agri•tie et, Peabody. Mam., Saturday afternoon.
this season, many having been caught
cultural topics—Old Town Enterprise.

ing career. This
years,commanding

Capt. Charles Chapin

rived at Isle

and

ture.

Irnnar them

Elihu H. Gould, who had made his home with
his son, Dr. Edwin W. Gould, School street,
Rockland, the past eight years, was found dead
in bed Thursday morning, May 15th.
He had
been in ill-health for a long time and at the
time of his death was also mentally enfeebled.
The deceased was nearly 87 He was born in

Town

member

The book has been set up in type for some
week:, the proofs read and corrected and the
illustrations prepared, but it has been thought
advisable to defer publication until many minor
de-ails relative to the biographical notices of
deceased residents could be obtained. Replies
have now been received from the greater
part
of the letters asking for this missing data, and
r is honed to issue the volume in the near fn-

account of

who died

of

month.

South Brewer, secretary.
have an executive board

persons whose
for the fund

publication
Williamson’s History

a

and close

are

the

Old

a semi-professional organization, playing
Saturdays and holidays. The salary limit is

and the deficit met.

the serious illness with
pneumonia of her little granddaughter Marian.
The remains were taken to Swanville for interment, and at the same time the remains of
her little grandson, William Vaughan Knox
on

the

These

LEAGUE.

be

second volume of
of Belfast, the surplus to be returned, pro rata, in
the form of a dividend, to each subscriber
after the book is published and put on sale,

blessing

always in her own home, and a considerate
neighbor. She was unusually fond of reading
and kept well posted on the topics of the day.
The funeral sevice, Wednesday at 1 30 p. m.»
by Rev. Wm Vaughan, was private at the
home

from

Gen. Charles W. Tilden of [Hallowed was a
guest at the Castins House last Thursday
night. His Castine friends were glad to see
him.

~S E. Kiser.

South Brewer Will Have Teams.
The Eastern Baseball League was organized
at Bangor May 23d by representatives of the
Old Town, Dover-Foxcroft, Belfast and the
Eastern Association of South Brewer. It will

Williamson’s History Association wishes
acknowlt dge, with thanks, and in the order
checks

BASEBALL

Belfast, Dover-Foxcroft,

The

appear below’
used to aid in

Hon. and Mrs. C. E. Littlefield and Miss Caro
Littlefield have sailed from New York for
Europe, where they will spend the summer.

sur-

her husband she

names

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs of Belfast
were guests .last week of Mr.
and Mrs. H. W
Thorndike in Rockland.

_

EASTERN

route."

en

ago >

cannon

But these old men, v hose heads are
bowed,
Are worthy still of our applause;
Their valor still may make us proud,
Though Time has cleared away their cause.
Peace reigns, and shall through all the
years.
Yet, mean at heart, his blood is cold'
Who feels no thrill and sheds no tears
As their brave story is retold.

rlnlloi-c

received,

madly long

Hon. and Mrs. Wm. B. Swan arrived in St.
Paul last Friday, having visited
many placet

For worldwide peace we may
appeal
And scorn the belted soldier’s
trade,
Or speak the deep contempt we feel
For mimic warriors on parade,

It is always customary, in reporting such
to record that
the recipient, although completely overcome by surprise, rehome-maker, a thoughtful and considerate sponded with well-chosen words of thanks.”
But Mr. Smith was not completely overcome,
neighbor and a loyal friend. She is survived great though his surprise
was. and he exher
her
father
and
husband,
three brothers pressed the thanks of himself and Mrs. Smith
by
—Winfield of Palermo, Norman of Etna and very neatly and gracefully. Then, T.he little
Russell of Prentiss. She was a member of ceremony being over, the remainder of the
evening was devoted to a reception.
R
B. Capen Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F.. of
It was one of the most elaborate social
Augusta and of Seaside Grange,P. of H.,of Bel- events held in church circles for a long time.
fast. The bereaved have the sympathy of a The vestries were beautifully decorated, with
a profusion of
flowers, and oriental rugs
large circle of friends. Mr. Townsend will and craperies, lights,
while every parishioner who
make his home for the present with his parcould possibly attend was there. Coffee was
served by Mrs. M. fcstella Pecx and Mrs.
ents. The funeral took place Sunday at 1
Elmer
F. Pember, and punch by Mrs. W. M.
o’clock, Rev. D. B. Phelan, Methodist, officiSawyer, each being assisted by groups of
ating. The interment was in Grove cemetery. young ladies
There was music by a victrola,
kindly loaned by the Steinert company, and
the
vestries had been lighted and beautified
Myra, widow of the late Zenas Maddocks,
under the direction of W. M. Sawyer and
died Monday, May 26th, at the home of her
George I. Mansur. It was late when the last
only daughter, Mrs. Charles Knox, in East guest departed into the stormy night.—Bangor
Belfast. She was born in Presque Isle, the Daily News.
daughter of late Jason Russell, and spent her
married life in Swanville. Since the death of WILLIAMSON’S HISTORY OF BELFAST

to

so

a

E. W. Bowditch and wife of Boston have
been visiting C. D. Turner and wife in Isle an
Haut.

has been stilled
And foolish prejudice has died,
His soul is small who is not thrilled
To see them marching side by side.

occasions,

had made her home with her
daughter Mabel; first in Brooks, and moving
about two years ago with the family to the
James Coombs place in East Belfast, which
they bought. Mrs Maddocks had been ill
many years with tuberculosis and took a sudden cold May 17th that developed bronchitis.

Mtb. Charles E. Stevens has returned from
visit with relatives in Ellsworth.

The youthful hopes they had are flown
;
'Neath many a mound their comrades
lie,
Their heads are bent, their
step is slow,
And e’en perchance? you wonder
why

It had been arranged and timed to a nicety,
with Dr. Maxfield as chief conspirator.
At a
given hour, when the au*omobile was due to
arrive before the church, every light had been
extinguished, and not even a hushed laugh
broke the silence. The opening of the vestry
door was the signal for the denouement.
As Mr. and Mrs. Smith stepped into the vestry there pealed forth the wedding march played by C. Winfield Richmond, and they found
themselves standing in a sort of bridal bower.
It was a bower of white and green, and overhead a great crystal electric globe, which
blazed and glittered and lighted all that part
of the vestry with its myriad twinkling points.
The music ceased; and from the groups of
parishioners there stepped Alanson J. Merrill,
who neatly congratulated Mr. and Mrs. Smith
upon their happy anniversary, and ended by
presenting them fifteen gold pieces, each of
turon +

to

their big

Loren Small. Swanville, has been
discharged
from bankruptcy.

rust,

pause, “we had better step under cover, for it
may take me some little time to fix this.”
He led the way into the dark and silent
church. It was -old in the vestibule, and the
little group crossed to the massive doors leading into the vestry. Dr. Maxfield flung them
open—and at that moment there was a blaze
of welcoming light, and Mr. and Mrs. Smith
found themselves face to face with hundreds
of their parishioners. For it waa Mr. and Mrs.
Smith’s fifteenth wedding anniversary—their

died

PERSONAL.

Their battle flags have gathered
dust,
Their bugles are no longer
blown,
Their guns are covered deep with

zling'rain.
Dr.’Maxfield got out and puttered with the
machinery, his expression indicating thoughts
unworthy of expression by a good church
member in the presence of a
clergyman.
“Perhaps,” he suggested, after an awkward

who knew her.
She was alat church and did her
part in
all the good work undertaken by the church
and its allied societies, of which she was an active member. Practically all of her
long and
useful life was spent in this city, but for about
14 years she made her home with her son
in
Massachusetts. The funeral was held at her
late home Tuesday afternoon at 1 30 o’clock,
her pastor, Kev. Walter F. Sturtevant. officiating. The interment was in the family lot in
Grove cemetery.

the

THE VETERANS

j

we

:

spected by

iwTunr-f.
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Oliver P. Hix died suddenly May 24th at
his home in Rockland, aged 82 yaara. He had
Caro E.t widow of the late Thomas
Carter, served six terms as common councilman and
died early Sunday morning. May 25th, after seven as alderman. In his active days he
three months’ illness resulting from a severe was one of the most influential Republican
attack of the grip. She was born in Line dn- leaders in the southern part of the city. He
ville September SO, 1828, the daughter of the was a native of South Thomaaton, and was in
late James and Abigail Miller Calderwood, and the market business in Rockland about 40
was the last of a family of four children.
At years. Hi several inventions, notably, a carthe age of 25 she married Mr. Carter and coupling, became widely known a quarter-cencame to Belfast to live and was like an
tury ago. He was a Mason. Mr. Hix is surown
mother to hie three little children by a former vived by his wife and by one eon, Ex-City
marriage. They are Mrs. Esther A. Carter of Marshal Galen P. Hix of Portland.
Lyhn, Mass., Thomas Foster Carter of NewREV. AND MRS. A. A. SMITH.
port, R. I., and Augustus Richmond Carter of
Salt Lake City. Utah. Her only child. Walter
Pleasantly Surprised on the 15th AnniverP. Carter, died in Malden, Mass., Feb. 12,
1911,
sary of their Marriage.
and his widow, formerly Miss Vena Welch of
Friday, May 23d, Rev. Ashley A. Smith of
Belfast, and their son, Charles Walter, have
the Universalist church, and Mrs. Smith, were
lived with her and cared for her in her deinvited by Dr. F. E. Maxfield to meet some
clining years. Mrs. Carter was the oldest friends who were spending the evening in his
home. Rev. and Mrs. Smith accepted the
member of the Baptist church,
having joined invitation, and
in the evening Dr. Maxby baptism May 4, 1856, and was the fifih of field called forearly
them in his automobile. In
its old members to pass away within
five Park street, just opposite the Universalist
months. Her life was always consistent with church, the car suddenly refused to budge, its
in the drizher profession and she was beloved and re- occupants sitting uncomfortably

She

Rev. A.

in

«

changed

Tne following account of the ordination of
G. Roberts, former pastor of the Belfast Baptist church, to the Priesthood of the
Episcopal church was given in the The Newtown, N. Y., Register, of May 22nd:
At the Cathedral of the Incarnation, Garden
City, on Sunday, May 18th, the Rev. Arthur
George Roberts, of Corona, was ordained a
priest, together with several others, by the
Right Rev. Frederick G. Burgess, D. D., Bishop of Long Island.
The Rev. A. G. Roberts had been ordained a
Deacon in June, 1912. Since that time he has
been in charge of Grace Episcopal Church,
Corona, and St. Thomas' Episcopal Church,
Ravenswood.
He will continue in charge of
both churches, permanently. Grace Church,
is
an
Corona,
Archdeaconry Mission.
There were large delegations of the parishioners of both churches who made the trip to
Garden City, where they remained most of the

com*

line will be formed in
ling to march to Grove
Veterans acting as es-

f Thomas

be

bishop.

•ne

:

of the church

stood in Episcopal circles that the delegates
from Maine to the General Convention to be
held in New York, will follow the lead of the

Camp A. K. Clark,
emetery and place

graves of dead

name

Protestant Episcopal to American Catholic, and while he glowingly anti eloquently
spoke of the change, or rather of some change
as .certain to come in the end, he advocated
going slowly at this time. The matter was
not debated, but it seems to be generally underfrom

Pat-

-p

?

In the evening there
gregational Church.
will be a u; ion service at the Bap ist C hurch.
The people of the cit> will be most cordially
welcomed at these services.
At

Proverbs

text

exalteth

;

and

draped

was

of

vases

•atoms.
f

attendance

reception

of their

sc-
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engineering capacity.

friends here hope for her rapid

him in

re-

covery.

Mr. ard Mrs. Jewel) Dowling of Brookline,
arrived at Swanville May 21s: in their
Chalmers-Six car ard spent the remainder
of the week with Mr. D.’s
aunt. Miss Louise

Mass.,

Cunningham.
They were accompanied by
Mr. Dowling's cousin. Lieut. Otto
Dowling of
the U. S. N., now on the
battleship Ohio, and
by Mrs. Dowling. The party returned Monday.
Commander and Mrs. William Veazie Pratt
Newport, R. I., and Mr. Alfred Johnson of
Boston will arrive today in their car. Commander and Mrs. Pratt will make but a brief
stay, but Mr. Johnson will be in town for a
few days looking up matters relative to the
of

Belfast history, and any one deairing to comm unicate with him can reach him
by leaving
word at The Journal office.
Mr. Edward Sibley arrived on the Boston
boat last Tuesday morning, and is
greatly improved in health by his extended western trip.
He has kindly furnished The Journal with
notes on the places visited and the
home
people seen, but we are obliged to defer their

publication to our next issue. Mr. Sibley will
spend the summer here, and his daughter.
Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hilton, and family will be at
The Battery for the season.

in

an

right

the

Friends of Miss Khoda Ashworth of Waldoboro, formerly superintendent of the Waldo
County General hospital in this city, \ ill be
sorry to learn that she is ill, and has gone to
Hebron for treatment.
Mbs Ashworth has
been for some time district nurse in W estbrook.
Her many

of Camden, was thrown from his carriage near
the Rockport lime kiln May 21st and badly
shaken up.
Ralph Carleton drove up behind

McKinley turned to
according to custom and

auto and Mr.

of the road

some mam er

Mr.

Carleton

ran

into the

ca;

ri age and Mr. McKinley was thrown out. On.
fi nger was broken and he was severely shaker
up.

Reorganization
to

n

ake

thtrr

of

more

the Boston school

simple,

definite

course*

am:

prac-

tical, is proposed by the Boston school commit
tee.
To Assistant Superintendent Jeremi; h
E. Burke, a former Frankfort man, a graduate
of Colby college and a student in the law^ office
of Col. W. H. Fogler in this city, who has I ci
making a special study of the subject, has
been assigned the task of working out the « utline.

Mr. F. Ernest Holman of this city, who was
as co-respondent by Rev. Cranston
Brenton* of Hartford, Conn., the Trinity
college professor, in the divorce proceeding?
named

which he instituted against his wife, Mrs.
Elizabeth A. Curtis Brenton, was married to
Mrs. Brenton at Westport, Conn., last Saturday, May 17th, by Justice of the Peace Hyatt.
The marriage occurred 24 hours after the
decree for absolute divorce had been granted
by the Superior court. It is gratifying to
learn that Mrs. Brenton had Ernest baptized
before wedding him. She is mighty particular
about things of that sort.—Rockland Opinion.
Misses Sarah A. Upham and Ora E. W ard of
Stoughton, Mass., who are on a walk from
Andover, Mass., to Unity, Me., were the guests
for two days at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred W. Talbot on Pine street. South Portland,
and left Saturday to continue their journey to
Unity, Miss Ward's former home. They are
great believers in out-door exercise, and are
not seeking notoriety. Miss
Upham is a graduate of the Bridgewater Normal School and
„u formerly

rersity.

a

student of the Boston Uni-

The Flood in

Experiences

Personal

As soon as they were able to find suitable
clothing and it was safe to take a train, they
accepted an urgent invitation to visit friends
in Buffalo, N. Y.

Dayton, Ohio.
Frank W.

of

7amso?H“"

Twombly.
Monday, March 24, 1913, it rained in torrents
and electrical storms were practically continu-

STRAWS

women and children coring for each other in
depressing weather this great calamitiy.
Mr. Twombly said that Mr. Patterson was
and the report that the raging Miami was
within ten inches of the top of the levee m ide the “Man of the Hour” and too much praise
could not be accorded him. The Nationnl Cash
the most sanguine apprehensive of what might

ous

during

the

day.

with

not

was
was

the

a

sur-

aroused at
shrill blasts

factory whistles. At 5 o’clock we were
by a courier that the water was comblocks from
ing ovei the levee at a point two
fears
(>ur bon.e and 't seemed as if our worst
dreamed
n pl.t 1 e realized; and yet none of us

imagine, the terrible experiences we
called upon to p: S8 through in the
Mr. D \V. Wright, also from
next three days.
Massachusetts, and with whom we live, and I,
and on seeran down to the foot of the street
hurried lack to the
ing the approaching water
ould

on

Senator James A. O’Gorman
has been

Mr. Dow is still cheerfully engaged in
reducing his large stock of goods in ex-

of New

PROBATE

the first

continue to oppose

any

measure

seeks to repeal that provision of
providing for the government

house, thinking

save

was

is

ac

of thi

on

term of

door

j

be acute

;

est

lifted it

to a

heavy table, hoping

the water

late of Troy.
The ship Fram, selected by Capt. Roal 1
administration were allowed in j
estates of Martha A. Knowlton, late of Belfast;
Amundsen to carry him and his party t
Annie W. Ellis, late of Belfast; Hanson G.
the North Pole next fall, will be the firs t
Sherman, late of Liberty; Ezra Mason, late of J vessel other than a U. S. warship to pas 3
1
Monroe; Betsey J. Mason, late of Monroe;
through the Panama Canal. Col. Goeth
Percy Leman, late of Liberty; Sarah A. Elliott, !
als, builder of the waterway, and Secrt
late of Knox; Chas. H. Coombs, late of Beltary of War Garrison have given the es
fast; Charles Shute, late of Stockton Springs.
this permission, but because o f
Representation for insolvency allowed in plorer
the possibility of landslides no definit
estate of Richard H. Moody, late of Belfast.
Petition for license to sell personal estate of time for the actual transit of the littl
vessel can be set.
Emma B. Thompson, late of Freedom.
son,

Petitions for

not reach it.

might

thus engaged a boy, 17 years,
While
of
of age, doing rescue work, had lost control
his boat, had fallen out and was washed upon
condition. We
our veranda in an exhausted
took him in, revived him and gave him dry
and he remained with us until we left

1

we were

j

clothing

the wreck.
the front door,
pleted as the water rushed into
causing great loss. The water rose half way
to the second story in 1^ hours.
Small barns, garages, hen coops, people and
animals were seen floating by our windows.

did

n

house
•ailed to the people who lived in a larger
could
within a few feet of us, asking if we
that he wished
come over. The man replied
it w is a I ossible tl ing, for his
u,
uld
We took a door from
wife was nearly crazy.
thi two
hinges and made a bridge between
second tors windows, over which five of us
went, the water surging beneath our trail support. o the second story.
The water began to rise more gradually and
til 12.d0 p.
we r»: ained on the second floor u;
to the attic, thr. e
m.. whc.» we were driven

we never

escape
to the swift
three

of coffee made in a pail suspended over
five candles, grape-fruit, preserved cherries,
bread and cake.
Improvised beds were made on the floor and
the ladies laid down to rest, the men doing
watch duty throughout the night. I did not
close my eyes for the night and did not take

ing

continuous sleep in our imprisonand kept my nerves as steady as I could
for fear of what my influence might be on the
ladies. Only once did I see Mr. Wright seem
niuc

Wednesday it raired all day and was bitterly cold. It bc’gar to snow at 5.30 p. m. and the
water supply gave out; and all during the day
countless objects passed our lookout, but no
boats to rescue us came in sight during the
dreary dry of rushing waters, severe winds
and low temperature. We forced the ladies
lie down and cover themselves with blankets
to keep warm, tne men continuing their

to

Unity;

Damaetta H.

Conant,

part of

our

Mother’s

t me.

the third step

of 'he attic stairway began to recede at 3.30
©’clock, causing untold relief and thankfulW e watched the water recede on the
ness.
buildings on the opposite side of the street by
the light of the fire consisting of two business
blocks in the center of the city and several

houses in the residential section,
Thursday was fair and cold, with the waters
steadily receding. The relief boat reached our
attic with food—beans, hard boiled eggs and

bread, which we were glad to receive,although
physical suffering was nothing compared

pying

homestead.

mother, Mrs.
Emeline Gushee, will arrive later_Road
Commissioner Willard Sherman and crew have
put the roads in the village and vicinity in
good condition the past week. It has been
the custom for many years to postpone such
work until much later in the season.

oi.r

mental torture.
with
At 12 m. Thursday the rescue party took the
ladies from the second stnry window and they
were obliged to go regardless of the natural
inclination to wait for their husbands. At 1
o’clock they returned with the launch for us
and then came the most nerve racking search
the

and at 3.30 Mr. W. found them and when they
I was gone. After
.jaw him alone they thought
and although
locating them he came for me,
all our clothing and
ired, hungry, dishevelled,
effects that can never be remany personal
lost, and amid surroundings that we can

the

old

His

never

grateful
ives.

above is taken from brief notes penciled
Frank W. Twombly
on strips of brown pager by
his wife at Dayton
during his experience with
three notes made
i r. the recent Ohio flood. The
the
after the rescue, martial law established,
The

to them
bread line, the relief stations—suggest
more
t houghts for chapters of personal history
»

ot

.1.

__

*-1_U

---

otners Bunenug

terrible in the extreme. They esand never took the least
c aped personal harm
unier the condicold, which waa remarkable
them was
tion. The first place opened to
was worse than
acknowleged,but
gratefully
had made up
they could endure; in fact they
before they
their minds to walk the streets
condicould eat and sleep in the indescribable
and things. Fortunately for
theirs

was

ditionof people
them they were invited

son

ed. He
dozen or

crows.

—Bangor Daily News.

RHEUMA
DRIVES OUT

RHEUMATISM
Years of Misery, This
Man Walks, Works and
Feels Fine Again.

After 25

Right away—the first day you start to take
RHEUMA—the Uric Acid poison begins to dissolve and leave the sore joints and muscles.
Its action is little less than magical.
RHEUMA works so speedily you actually
A
can feel the Rheumatism leaving the body.

not

improv

House
more years back and was Secre
tary of the Navy under President Hayes
was

a

member of the

Children

Cry

quite

an

see a

sick

cow

|

music in town, led the choir at the Union
church last Sunday and the evening song
service was much prolonged.
Some of
the specialities were the male quartette,
Morrill, Jones, White and Brown. A
duet by Mrs. Merton Fogg and Mr.
White was very finely rendered. Mrs.
Maud Hogan of Thorndike was seated
with the choir.
“Song service” was the
theme of Rev. G. Booth’s remarks.

Mr. Cooley from Northport issperding !
few weeks with Charles Dickey a’: the
farm.
Mr. Dickey is in poor health this
spring anil can do but little work. Mr.
Cooley was with Mr. Stephen Dodge
here in Brooks for several years about 30
years ago and drove the delivery team
over
the surrounding country for the
clothing business. Much of the work
was done at the homes of the
people at
that time.
Mr. Dodge became well to
do here in that business.
Powdered

and

Liquid Lice Killer.

KILL POULTRY LICE AND MITES WITH
Pratts Powdered and Liquid Lice Killers:
both guaranteed: poultry comfort means
larger profits. L T. Shales & Son.

To

Keep Well ?

be still strong and active at 40 or 50, to
be well, free from pain and discomfort at 75 or
Are you careful about your eating, eat
80.
slowly and the right .kind of food? Exercise
enough out of-doors by day? Plenty of fresh
To

air

in

your
Watching the

sleeping apartments

at

night?

bowels and liver to keep them
active, taking a teaspoonful of “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine to quicken them when needed
and to break up a cold when first symptoms

myself

have been

MEDICINE

I

he well

known AND DESIRABLE

Sherman

Residence

IN EAST BELFAST.

furnishings, hardwood bedroom sets, chairs,
tables, sofas, carpets and two portable bathtubs.^
Buggy, sleigh, robes and harnesses.
Enquire of

TENFOLD MORE FOR THE V
THAN

A

E. I. RANKIN,
On the premises,

13

or

telephone

«

151-2.

Paint Now I
We carry paints
for ; inside J
outside

andf

work,

"r

’

Makes

;
;

■

!

the

Onty

Kitchen Bright

ONE application necessary
CARPENTER' MORTON CO.
Boston. V. S. A.

lies

[
See

our

windows for

CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO
At 62 High Street.

ORDER;

TeL 216-18
i*

All Cages

Telephone 38.

S

e

|

i

Open

j

39 WaU.

REDUCTION IN PRICES

OFQoa|

WITH THE CELEBRATED

First

SPECIAL

a

BARGAINS
■t:

«—-—*

Quality, Thoroughly Prep

We wish to inform our customers and fi
shall be pleased to receive their summer onh
and Coke at the following reduced prices
notice:

Chestnut,

MITCHELL & TRUSSELL

7.75

1

STOPS THAT CRAVING Jj
“I liad taken

one

other well-known

^

Call

a,

J
^

Palmer Motors
1913 Models. Two and four cycle types, 1
J, 3 and 4 cylinders. 25 styles to make your
{election from. Don’t buy a gasoline engine
mtil you see our large 1913 catalogue showing
4m7
rtie new models. Catalogue Free.
PALMER BROS.,

Portland Maine,

DR. E-H. BOYINGTON
EYE

8PEOIALI8T

Twenty-five years experience and skill in
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
44 South Main St, WINTERPORT, MAINE
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

Stove,

7.75

Pea,

6.50
7.50

Coke,

cure

twice, and although it took six weeks each
time to tix me up, there was always tint terrible burning desire for drink. I now h n m»
craving or appetite any more than if 1 had n<\or

I

$8.00

c

SOLD BY

H. C. Hoffses

REALIZATION OF THE

on m Lid i i

♦===♦

39 Portland Pier,

Mitchell & Trussell.

EAR

THE MOST EMI WENT THE EARTH HAS KftQilft TV Aft
Multitudinous Overwhelming Indcsci •.’sab' e:
^croba’ic. Spectacular, Aerial an 1 Equestrian S* X

j

Ave., Portland,
Telephone 4‘4L6.

FOR COLDS

ON

I1Consumers Fuel Com

THE NEAL INSTITUTE,
147 Pleasant
Maine.

Varnish Stain-

SHOW

FILL YOUR BINS N

SUCCESSFULLY TREATED.
address or telephone

Gampbell's^®

OTHER

SPECIAL FEATURE.

:

and
brushes,
everything in the
way]of
v-

DRINK HABIT

!

ANY

■

by the NEAT, "-DAY TREATMENT. No
hypodermics us-11 lies tilts al*>>-li.t- i\
All dealiHi'S confidential. I>l!l <i ilAIMD

When a druggist recommends a remedy fo
bottle costs but 60 cents, and if you are not
satisfied A. A. Howes & Co. will return your colds, throat and lung troubles, you can fee ;1
money. Read this:
sure that he knows what he is talking about
“I wish to state to you the facts and nothing
but the facts. I bless the day a friend brought C. Lower, Druggist, of Marion, Ohio, write
I used one- of Dr. King's New Discovery, "I know Di
me a 60-cent bottle of RHEUMA.
half of it and it did me more good than all the
King's New Discovery is the beet throat an<
other medicines I ever tried. I had been
wife of
afflicted with Rheumatism all over my body lung medicine I sell. It cured my
for more than 26 years; I could not walk, and severe bronchial cold after all other remedie >
was a broken-down man.
During that time I failed." It will do the same for you if you ar
spent a small fortune trying to be rid of the
or any bronchial, throa
horrible disease, but without help. However, suffering with a cold
RHEUMA reached my case, and I thank God I or lung cough. Keep a bottle on hand all th
a long
although
delivered,
was
of the ealsmity
can again use my feet and do my work.
time for everyone in the family to use. It i
"Before taking your medicine I was staying
search waa necessary to locate them.
Price 60c and $L00. Guar
a home doctor.
for
work
her
on
her
and
a
with
farm,
despite
daughter
Hr. Twombly waa on special police
to tempt my appetite I could not an teed by all druggists.
efforts
loving
described by
several days, and says the scenes
eat. After I had taken RHEUMA two days
not overdrawn,
aha associated press men were
my appetite returned. Yours for prosperity.”
For croup or sore throat, use Dr. Thomaa
can never be dsH. H. Rolling, 7 & Ninth St, Rich- Eclectic Oil. Two aisee, 26c and 60c. At al 1
-Prof.
terrible
sights
■foe half the

drugstores.

For Sale

t
known the taste of it.”—Part of the
man whom we freed in THREE DAYS from

R. W. Emerson and little sol
Harold called on Mrs. Jennie Richardson an<
Mrs.Annie Aborn Sunday afternoon.... Mr. am
Mrs. I. C. Spencer of Thorndike spent Satur
day night and Sunday at B M. Shibles... C
J. Rich carried Mrs. Maude Boulter to Au
gusta one day last week in his auto.B. M

BEST

Give the children at once
ju-.e of Dr
True's Elixir.
Directions on r.e hotre.
Sold by ail dealers at 33c, 3"c and *1.00.
Thousands of grateful mothers i
e goen
my Dr. True's Elixir to sick, children and
restored them to health.

WHAT A lit YUU Hull

recently.... Mrs.

the comfortable
with the
borne of one of the men connected
and as soon
National Cash Register Company,
to the Beverly and
as possible telegraphed
would come
Belfast homes, knowing that relief
reach them.
to them as soon as mail would
letter was all
Two telegrams and a two-page
in a week of
that reached the home folks
sent
watchful anxiety, but the home telegram
at once on receipt of the daily papers telling

I

a

at

Shibles is having his house painted. Fre<
Flye of Freedom is the painter-Mr. and Mr
Frederick Conners and eon, Mrs. Fred Baile,
and daughter, and Mrs. Josie Holbrook wer
week-end visitors at John Penney's.

dull

1

Willis Richardson’s Maj
12th, but could not save her-Mr. A. M
Shibles has bought a nice Chalmers auto o:
Bangor parties.... Mr. J. C. Aborn and Misi
Alice Aborn of Belfast were Sunday guests a
B. L. Aborn's... Mrs. Grace Shibles and soi
returned home from Bangor May 16th-Mr
Harry Rich of Newport was at Albert Palmer’s
to

to

mond, Ind., October10,1(12,
*

vet-!

sick enough for a doctor in
twenty-two years. I tell my friends it is because I always have “L. F.” Medicine on hand)
and ‘An ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure.’”
On sale at all good stores. 35 cents a large
bottle
For free sample by mail address
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

epidemic of bad colds
in town at present and many are quite sickMr. E. R. Wentworth still remain quite criti
cally sick... .Dr. Darling of Belfast was callec
seems

on a

Pythian Sisters, had a specially pleasant
House has steam heat, slated roof, cemented
meeting last Friday evening. Several
of the gentlemen members were in at- cellar. Large barn, 3-4 acres land with good
tendance.
Light refreshments were orchard; situated on corner lot; good view of
sarved and sociability was in evidence.
bay from upper windows.
Also quite a lot of furniture and household
Prof. White, who has a class in vocal

or

KNOX.

the face takes

Eyes heavy a:ul dud, tw itching eyelids; itching of the nosi; in j.;i.. ;
the rectum; short, dry c m.-h:
of
the teeth; little red points sticking out on
tongue; starting during sleep; si >.v ft" ,r;
pulse quickened and irregular:!: dvr vbe
hot; and often, in children.
n\id-dons.
Don t deiay ! Delays aie dangerous.

Mrs. O. B. Fuller, Union, Me., writes: “The
“L. F.” Medicine has been our standard remedy for years. Neither my husband, children

C A STO R I A
There

cases

appear?

FOR FLETCHER’S

|
Just a bit of simple agricultural advice:
It will be wise to buy and keep more
dairy cows, to bow more oats and peas,
and to plant more potatoes and field and
fodder corn.
Keep that old shot gun loaded for

were

and in a few
leaden hue.

bronchial trouble which has made it difficult for her to talk much less to sing,
greatly to her discomfiture as she enjoys her music very much.
The ladies of Silver Crown lodge

Day.

retaliation if conditions

..v

attendant.
Mrs. C. F. Lord and Mrs. Kate K. Gilbert. both of Providence, R. I.. have
been visiting their sister, Mrs. Martha !
Lane. As school girls they were known
in Brooks as Bessie and Kate Miles.
Mrs. Vesta Davis Higgins has for the
past two weeks been invalided with a

o

in the

led to President Lincoln’s threat o:

Advice from Professor Eaton.

placed

describe and dread to think of, we were
in every sense of the word for our

woman

j

for

it 6.30 oY < >-k Wednesday night when
noticed lire in t ae southern part of the city
with -he wind blowing at different times from
We kept this from the ladies
all quarters.
during the night nr.d when they saw the reflect .on deceived them with a satisfactory ex-

amid indescribable scenes when Mr. Wright
At
and ! wandered in search of the ladies.
directions
ast we separated, taking opposite

in tender remembrance

G. Pettingill, who has been at work
Among the newcomers in the Senate,
several years for Mr. S. N. Simmons, has
b light the Judson Davis place ...The ladies ! who will be heard from during the de
of Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge gave a public | bates on the Tariff bill, and whose intel
dandelion green supper Wednesday evening, lect is as keen as a razor edge, is Judgf
after which the regular meeting was held, at
Nathan Goff, of West Virginia, seventy
which they Voted to send $25 to be added to
years old, sound as hickory timber, able
the fund now being raised for the proposed
and scholarly.
He was onci
eloquent
Odd Fellows Home.. .Percy Morang has recondemned to die as a hostage in Libby
turned from Chelsea, where he visited his
Prison.
brother Leon-Miss* Grace Gushee is teach“If the Federals shoot another Con
ing in the Gurney district_Mrs. Helen
Gushee has a new horse, bought of Almond federate officer we’ll hang you,” sail
Gushee of Dorchester, Mass_John Taylor of the Confederate Commander.
“If it ii ,
North Appleton, who has been confined to his
right that he should be shot they’ll shoo
house eight weeks by sickness, was taken to j
him,” said Goff. “I don’t want to die
Rockland Friday for treatment. He was acbut I won’t beg.”
companied by his wife. J. G. Wentworth and
When Goff was released his represen
Dr. Ben. Keller. The trip was made in J. G.
W’entworth’s automobile-Mr. U. S. Gushee tations as to the manner in which Feder
al prisoners were treated in Libby Pri ;
of Farmington is here for the summer, occu-

experience

we

Tre water whirl. had reached

toiler, joined

the “sweetest

Signs of worms are:
Indigestion, witn a variable appetite;
abnormal craving for sweets; n::u«?a and
vomiting; swollen upper lip; sour tongue;
offensive breath; hard and full 1.
with
occasional gripings and pains a' iut the
navel; face at one time flushed.
pale

and the embankment sodded. He has very much
improved the looks of the place.

wife has shared the tent with hi™
the first year and has been his constant

■

<£W

ailments.

graded

old acquaintances.
Lawrence Estes is still at his camp in
the pines for the open air cure.
He is
yet, however, in a bad condition. His

late of

Vivian

Me

came

for the

late of

his house

who is a Civil War
and has been with his sister, Mrs.
Perry, in Jackson, for the past winter
was in Brooks last week
calling upon his

L.

APPLETON.

dreary watch.

planation

Turkman,

front of

By

If mothers only knew the tortures the
little ones may suffer from worms!
Thousands of children have stomach
worms or pin w orms and their
parents do
not know it. They doctor them tor other

eran

South America.”

Searsmont; Lewis B. white carnation or other white flower
Thompson,
Harding, late of Troy, first and final; Matthew was a fine contrast to the treatmen
Drinkwater, late of Northport; Annie M. accorded the
resolution of Ex-Senatoi
Griffin, late of Belfast, first and final, Etta J.
Burkett of Nebraska, who introduced
Webb, late of Swanville, first and final; Charles
similar measure several years ago in thi
N. Allen, late of Montville, first and final.
It wai ;
Petition presented in estate of Dorcas B. upper branch of Congress.
Conner, late of Troy, for collateral inheritance I laughed out of the Senate, some of the
tax determined; also estate of Annie M. Grif- staid members of the body insisting thai
fin lota nf Rolfocf
there should be a Father’s Day, a Grand
Petitions for administration presented in es- father’s
Day and a Grandmother’s Day
tates of E. P. Getchell, late of Troy; Charles
Senator Burkett made a speech in tavoi
H. Coombs, late of Belfast; Percy Leman, late
of the resolution which since that tim<
of Liberty; Tileston Wadlin, late of Belfast; •
has become a classic.
Hanson G. Sherman, late of Liberty.
Now Congressman Heflin comes along,
Petitions fur allowance presented in estates
introduces a resolution and it is passet
of Richard H. Moody, late of Belfast;*Helen M.
j
unanimously, thereby fixing for all tim<
Smith, late of Stockton Springs.

hour’s

terr

late of Swan villa; Eva

A.

ment

most

J

Worms in Children.

It is said that Ex-Deputy Sheriff, W.
O. Estes has bought the C. O. Foss place
in Jackson and that he will again make a
specialty of potatoes.
Mrs. Mary Lancaster has improved in
health so that she is now living in her
own home.
She is trying to support
herself by finishing pants.
Wm. H. Rolfe has had the lawn in

Joseph Jewell,

the Fram to pas 5
to go aroun

than

world—m;
mother,” as Speaker Clark feelingl;
described the spirit of the day. wouli I
seem to indicate
that the world, or a :
least our portion of the world is movinj ;
:
forward to better things. The unanimous
Morrill; Mary A. Bennett, late of Brooke; j
of the resolution introduced b;
adoption
ef
A.
late
Geneva
Montville.
Varney,
Hetlin of Alabama las :
Congresman
1
Petitions for license to sell real estate were
week calling upon the President of th<
presented in estates of Abbie A. Roberts, late 1
United States, the Senators and Repre
of Brooks; Lloyd Pendleton of Islesboro.
Accounts were presented in estates of R. H. sentatives “and all others in authority’
Moody, late of Belfast, first and final; Rachel to honor Mother’s Day by wearing 1

passed our windows containing
and two girls and was overturned onehalf block from the house and the girls drowned.
We had lunch during the afternoon, consist-

The

4'

of Belfast; Rachel A. Thompson, late of
rsniont; Eben B. Gowen, late of Troy;
Helen M. Smith, late of Stockton Springs.
Wills were presented in estates of Samuel G.
Staples, late of Stockton Springs; George J.
Dodge, iate of Burnham; Abbie J. Downs, late
of Frankfort; Mehitable A. White, late of

men

n

would still be of immense!

advantage for
through the Canal
more

late

current of the water.

an

months it

from California.

The Brooks Band will furnish music on
Memorial day. The dinner at the banquet room, Union Hall, will be confined to
the Knights, their
ladies, and the invited
guests of honor.

entirely dependent upon the conditio 1
of the slides, but I also realize that eve
if the same should delay me for a fe\ ,

St

our

A boat

Cap
naturally un

Garrison

Webb,
The universal recognition of Mother’ i
Roberts,
late of Brooks; Fred F. Thayer, late of Swan- |
Day, May 11th, in which all classes o 1P
v.I.e; Abbie E. Lower, late of Northport;.;
citizens, from the President of th
Aimed a F. Fowler, late of Unity; Martha A. 1
United States down to the humbles t

three women, our rescued youth, the iitle boy i the home, his two Easter rabbits,
and cat and a stray hen that had come into a

which

Secretary

estates of

men,

plans for
carried out owing

.3

letter to

rheumatism since their return

Melvin Roberts has his new house on
Emmons street up and covered. He intends to have a home of his own again
by
winter. Carle Jenkins is the boss carpenter.

is

Warrants and invi Merit's were returned in
Augustus Carll, late of Unity; Etta

its

sorts of

were

II*.

a

1

tain Amundsen says: “I
derstand that the passage of the vessc 1

allowed in estates of Alfred
Howard, late of Thorndike, first and final; Augusta Wells, iate of Belfast, first and final;
Hannah P. Holmes, of Swanville, guardian’s
first and final; Molvin W. Goodrich, late of
Burnham, first and final; Edwin E. Wentworth*
late of Waldo, final; Henrietta M. Luce, late
Accounts

t

window.
We made all

In

Petition for allowance granted in estate of
Hoiiis M. Foye, late of Palermo.

think of leaving the house until
it to sway
it was hit by a large barn, causing
we
and fearing it would leave its foundation
We

scription price and a consequent advance in
clubbing rates, and The Journal and Woman’s
Magazine are now $2.25.
The publishers of McCalls
magazine have

Bent us this notice: ’’The subscribers
Canal Zone. “The Canal has been buil
may
| Mrs. Wiley of Camden has been in select their free
patterns w thin 30 days after
American soil, by American money- ! Brooks and Monroe, called here by the
the receipt of their first
magazine by making
we own it,” said Senator O'Gorman I serious illness of her niece, Mrs. Alfred
a request on an
Huxford.
ordinary post card, stating
“and we will continue to operate it fo j
that the pattern desired is a free
pattern to
B°th Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Lane have
the benefit of the people.
which they are entitled
Any othe ,; been
badly troubled with what seems to

COURT.
of the

a

Roland H. Rhoades and wife from
Pittsfield have been visiting her mother,
Mrs. Flagg. He came here in his automobile.

visiting the family of Harry
Cates, called upon friends here last

Following
report
May
by removing them to the second. On our the Probate Court, Judge James Libby of
1-2
1
Unity presiding:
return we caught a fish weighing about
to
Wills were allowed as follows; Estate of
pounds in front of the house and intended
keep it for a curiosity. We began immed- Tileston Wadlin, late of Belfast; Ellen M. course would be despicable and any othe r
iately to remove the furniture and books to Tabor, late of Unity; Daniel Shaw, late of construction of
the
Hay-Pauncefot ;
the second floor. In our excitement and earn- Troy; Dudley B. Gerald, late of Unity; Myron
Treaty would be Bhameful.”
desire to save the piano Mr. Wright and 1 B. Lassell, late of Searsmont; Sarah A. Richardto

week.

Mrs. Guy Edwards of Waterville. who

O

JUNE

2 25

The

for caBh.

has been

tha

the

kerchiefs.

Journal and Woman's Magazine. 2/25
The publications included in our
clubbing offers may be sent to different addresses
The publishers of the Woman’s
Magazine
have advised us of an increase in their sub-

change

an

FRIDAY a

yearis subscription paid in advance:
Journal and Farm and Home. $2 00
rhe Journal and Tribune Farmer.
2 25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine.,.!.!.”! 2 10
rhe Journal and McCalls Magazine with
free pattern and 6 embroidered handone

rhe

children.

and

Washington, D. C., May 26, 1913

The day of harsh physics is gone.
want mild, easy laxatives. Doan’s Regulets
have satisfied thousands. 25c at aU drug
stores.

»•

what

Washington Whisperings.

Tork, who

for

Mr. C. O. Goodwin of Waterville is in
town for a few days on a visit to his wife

uncompromising
advocate of free tolls for American ship:
on the Panama
Canal, does not believi
that the Senate has changed its attitudi
People on the ques’ion in the least and it wil

inform* d

or

Mrs. Marian Huxford at this writing is
very sick woman. Her illness is a
serious one.
a

DWIGHT P. PALMER.

Register Plant was converted into an immense
hospital and relief station, and the scenes of
suffering, anxiety, insanity, depravity and
misery of people housed there will never be
known to others than those who saw them.
Mr. and Mrs. Twombly are grateful to all
for the kindness and sympathy from Ohio, New
York, Massachusetts and Belfast friends in
this terrible experience.

unabated

of the

would 1

Best in America
For sale by

The

happen. The rain continued
fury ali Monday night, and it
prise when the sleeping city
4.30a. m. Tuesday morning by

[Deferred]
Sidewalks was the theme for the Board
of Trade at its last meeting.
Isaac S. Staple, “Our Ike,” has finished a nice lot of riding wagons.

HUBBARD

Incident after incident of deeds of heroism
come to their minds when they
saw men,

Clubbing Offers, me following
dubbing
iffere apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment ia made it should be
Itated what premium, if any, is desired. It
is.
ilso necessary to say that none of these
publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. We have to pay for these
publications one year in advance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our
subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows

The News of Brooks.

Remember

1

hese

prices

are subject t"
paid w.thin 30 day.delivery. Discount not allowed on anythi
lots. The above prices are for Coal put in
street level within city limits. Coal ink"
per ton less than above prices.
Upstair- 3

count per ton on all bills

l'wo flights 7bc. per ton a,l
above prices,
attention given to delivering coal outside cii
All orders shall have or
isfactory prices.
careful attention in preparation and delivery.

GOOD WOOD of all kinds at reasonab
J

l<

;
1

——-ioi

iTHE STICKNEY STOVE

S! m
■

CARRIES A FULL LINE OF

Kitchen

Stoves, R#E

Furnishings,

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY
JOHN B. STICKNEY,
Opp.

Memorial

Building.

,

Church

Open at all

I

Str^B

tim<*JKk

1

—

0f Belfast for Half

»*lli

a

cXry.

\rED FROM

SIX

PAGE

]

While perVi>ir street he happened to
..ttention of one of the “Paul
|;tle “tender.”

J*0*

day—there
ft'
re1

iirii then

'i

i,

,,trf

under the

joke

a

on

in at the gate, stole
and waited quietly until
irg d, took himself out

;
...

*

a

“Paul”—
front of the Sun Tav-

lay

<-

time at

go directly to his home
idea occurred to him

j
i

practice.
York stock market. In the same numThe custom in these northern counber Henry K. Pomroy, a former P resias
and
tries,
well as in Germany
Switzerof the Stock Exchange, replies to
land, where it also largely prevails, of dent
using dogs for drawing carts, cannot Miss Tarbell. Other interesting serious
contributions
to the number are: The
be too
strongly condemned.
It gives rise to much abuse, for the Reminiscences of Brand Whitlock, Mayor of Toledo, Ohio; “Health and Horse
physiology of the dog does not lend itself Power,”
Dr. Woods Hutchinson; “A
to purposes of
draught. Not only is he Creed of by
Work for Women,” by Laura
lacking in the necessary chest develop- Drake
Gill; “The Jdys of the True Walkment, his whole build too slender for
by Walter Prichard Eaton; and
hauling heavy loads, but his wind power er,”
“The Repertoire Theater in America,”
also is inadequate.
It is not conducive to the happiness of in which the Dramatic Editor of The
American
a
Magazine makes a thorough
holiday tour to watch these willingonly too willing—servitors of mankind, and entertaining report of certain asof the
of the stage. Ficstraining, pulling, panting, and toiling pects notablebusiness
for its liveliness and reality,
tion,
all the hot day
long. One remembers, is contributed
by David Arayson, Artoo, that they must also shiver in the
nold Bennett, Stanley R. Osborn, V. H.
cold icy blasts of winter time,
In Germany, I am told, the law re- Cornell, James Francis Dwyer and Louis
quires that a board be carried, on which Graves. There is a great assortment of
the weary animal may rest and not be humorous material, including contributions by James Montgomery Flagg,
exposed to the danger of catching cold,
Gelett Burgess and Kin Hubbard, the
and consequent rheumatism, on the
damp “Interesting
People” department and
ground
Those who can afford to keep draught “The Interpreter’s House” complete a
and in
condition must splendid number.
dogs

The young man

judicious

it
t

s

JUNE 18

,1

currently reported

I: was
pi at

British officer

a

was

the back door of the

ght before; poor Cuniffer the consequences,
chandise advertised for
that day the foluniformly to be
N. E. Rum, Holland
French Brandy, MaMalaga Wines, and
if the craft, a little in
of

■s

■st

I

properly

me

i

proof Jamaica spirdisreputable then

i.ore

of merchandise for

s

disreputable
.ting liquors; the few
sionally at least, were
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this place from foreign ports
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Erskine took a
during the year was 78; clearances to trip to Winslow last Saturday returning
foreign ports 79. The value of exports Sunday evening, bringing a thoroughbred Holstein calf which Mr.
to foreign countries
Erskine
was
$83,894.36; bought of his cousin, Mr.
Hodgdon.
being all of domestic product or manuMr. and Mrs. W. C.
facture except $2,800.00. The number
Thompson have
gone to Searsport, where they intend to
of deaths during the year was
twenty- reside. Mr. Thompson has given up his
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would feel ambitious, energetic, full of life
and always have a good appetite, if they would
do the sensible thing for health take Electric
Bitters. Nothing better for the stomach,
liver or kidneys. Thousands say they rwe
their lives to this wonderful home remedy
Mrs. O. Rhinevault, of Vestal Center, N. Y.,
says: ”1 regard Electric Bitters as one of the
I can never forget what it
greatest of gifts.
for me.” Get a bottle yourself and
see what a difference it wili make in your
health.
Recommended
Only 50c and $1.00.

has done
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all

druggists.
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My Poor Feet

Wined Ointment,

Drives Out

Pain and Misery

gua

t,ow many foot remedies
here's one that is ab-

':'A-

A^ranieed.
1
f“r

jar of EZO to-day. Just
you'll be rid of all soress- burning, perspiration,

hours.
Vu' EZO will surprise you,

bunions that
rloaded with agony, you
J
it’s fine for sunburn,
after shaving.
At all
corns

p’.
~"c

A

New

Belfast.

E. Ramsay is at home from

B. R. Dodge has
runabout.
Belva L.
Searsmont.

bought

a

Studebaker

Davis is at Isaac Paul’s in

George Chase has been painting E. B.
buildings.
Ralph L. Cooper of Belfast called on
friends here Sunday.
Bean’s

Edith Palmer is with Mrs.
Fuller in Searsmont.
A dance at Allen’s hall
was well attended.

Clarence

last Friday

Anson Shibles and family of
were at J. H. Terry’s Sunday.

Knox,

Mrs. E. J. Penney of Freedom is visither sister, Mrs. W. B. Jaquith.

ing

Mrs. F. A. Cushman and Miss Emma
Blood were here from Belfast, Sunday.
There have been four light cases of
German measles at the Center within a

position in the institution where he has
been employed for a number of
years.
Two of Mr. Volney
road

Mrs. Albert T. Gay and son spent the
week end with Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Gay.

Mrs.

Mass.,

or

AH0 GUARANTEED BY

HOWES

Sl CO.

wagons went to
to Miss Elia

matters of business for consideration at
the annual convention of the grand lodge,
Knights of Pythias, today.
The proposition was referred to the
grand bodies for consideration by the suIf the
preme lodge at its last session.
majority of the grand lodges favor the
change the constitution of the supreme
lodge will be amended. Western States
are said to be largely in favor of reducing the age limit, hut in som- of the
eastern States opposition has been mani-

fested.

Grand Chancellor Will A. Gillman of
this city, who presided, reported that
SSIliwas raised and forwarded for the
Ohio flood sufferers.
The following officers were elected by
the grand lodge at the afternoon session:
Grand chancellor, Harry H. Peterson of
Lewiston; grand vice chancellor, Charles
S. Wilson of Woodfords; grand prelate,
Chester L. Swallow of Foxcroft; grand
keener of records and seal, Edgar J.
Brown of Waterville; grand masttr of
exchequer, Edwin C. Milliken of Portland; grand master at arms, Robert M.
Bales of Vanceboro: grand inner guard,
John H. Armstrong of Saco; grand outer
guard, Herbert N. Genthener of Foxcroft; supreme representatives, Edward
C. Plummer of Bath and Fred M. Robinson of Brunswick.
The officers chosen by the Pythian Sisters are; Grand chief, May Leavitt of
Mechanic Fails; grand senior, Eva G.

Maxtieldof Yarmouthville; grand junior,
Maria

Norili Sullivan;
H. Bryant of
Freedom; grand mistress of finance,
Eululie E. Weeks of Auburn; grand protector, Jennie Fickett of Woodfords;
grand guard, Katherine Sobel of Camden; grand trustee, Abbie D. Ramsdell
of Eastport; supreme representative,
Louise Holbrook of Vanceboro; supreme
alternate, Nellie Tupper of Boothbay
B.

Havey

of

grand manager, Katina

Uo-K™.

PENOBSCOT

BAY

BETHEL

MISSION.

The work of this Mission, which is
undenominational, has never
been more prosperous and more needed
than at the present time. A vigorous

strictly

has been planned for the sumRev. N. A. Buncomper, a student

campaign

Winifred Norton of Braintree,
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J.

H. Terry.
Mrs. George Choate has gone to Unity
to visit her parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
Charles Hustus.
Mark Bartlett, Esq., of Waterville,
his brother’s, J. H. Bartlett, last

was at

board consisted of Sunday and Monday.

a

t

to

Society; week.

dollars at one time
i -nor a life-member,
"•as elected President,
r and John S.
Kirr.ball,
Nnts, Ralph C. John“■
irar, Rev. Wnt. Frothve
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great, hulking

man

Mrs. Harry Wyman of Thorndike was
the guest of her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. I. D. Cram, Sunday.

Mr. Joseph Jackson of South Freedom
in town last week taking orders for
trees and shrubs from Chase’s nursery.

was

The friends of Mrs. Charles Littlefield
are glad to hear that she is rapidly gaining from her serious illness of a week

mer.

in the Bangor Theological Seminary, has
been employed to assist superintendent
Corson in the work. Mr. Buncornner is
an eloquent speaker and a fine gospel
singer. His labors 60 far have been confined to the Sunday services and Sunday
school at the Cape Jellison Bethel. Dur-

ing the summer vacation of the seminary
he will give his whole time to the work
of the Mission, assisting Supt. Corson in
the general work on the islands. The
charity work of the Mission has been
larger than any previous winter for
The fishermen have been
some time.
able to earn but little because of the
severe winds that have prevailed along
the coast. The school children are now
being supplied with summer clothing.
Supt. Corson, who has been hindered in
this work by a severe illness, will soon
make a trip for this purpose in the Mission’s boat, the Messenger.

In Use For Over

Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wentworth and
Mrs. E. C. Pease of South Montville
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. D.
C. Cain.
Mrs. E. G. Waterhouse is at home
from Howard, R. I. She was accompanied by her granddaughter, Miss Eve-

f

lyn Thompson.
Mrs. Clifton Morse was called to Mr.
George Boulter’s last Friday. The family were made happy by the addition of a

nine-pound daughter.

Mrs. F. A. Luce and Mrs. J.V. Jackson
attended a meeting of the Agreeable and
Accommodating Club at Mrs. George
Gove’s in Searsmont, Saturday.
Mrs. Waterhouse and her granddaughter Evelyn Thompson of Providence, R.
I., arrived home May 14th. Mrs. W.
spent the winter in Providence with her
daughter, Mrs. W. C. Thompson.
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The Residence of Edward
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Sibley, High l

Street, Belfast, Maine.
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This is one of the finest specimens of Colonial architecture
in New England. The house stands back from the strict with a
bread sloping lawn in front and is surrounded by stately elm trees.
It is in perfect condition, inside and out, and has all the modern
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improvements.
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city.

The location is one of the most desirable in the
For further particulars apply to
HAROLD T. SIBLI Y,
Care Chicago Savings Bank and Trust Co.,

1

Corner State and Madison Streets, Chicago. III., or to
MRS. HENRY H. HILTON,
12tf
No 5640 Woodlawn Avenue, Chic; go, 111.
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In the June Strand the two serials
“The Poison Belt," by A. Conan Doyle,
and “Unto Cseiar,
by Baroness Orczy
are continued, while “The
Wooing of
Wee MacGregor,” by J. J. Bell is concluded.
the
articles is one enAmong
titled “Arts and the Artful," by F.
Frankfort Moore, which relates some
amusing stories connected with the auction picture business.
It is well illustrated by Dudley Hardy.
"Some Gardening Experiments,” by S. Leonard
Bastin will fill the amateur with wonder,
while “A Revolution in Rowing,” by T.
H. Briggs, the celebrated mechanical engineer, should attract the attention of
all oarsmen. George Graves, the English comedian, contributes his “Reminiscences,” and leading athletes write of
their "Best Achievements.” There are
several valuanle scientific articles written in a popular style which should appeal to those who have a “thirst tor

;-_____
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knowdedge.

the

most

The

s

jaded.

>ry

of

a

month’s

events—its

catastrophes,

discoveries, inventions,
achievements—is graphically told by

and
339 terse articles anc 396 unusual illustrations in the June number of Popular
Mechanics Magazine.
The two great
national disasters, the Omaha tornado
and the Ohio-Indiana floods, are the subject of six pages of illustrations which
tell better than words can the havoc
wrought and the courage displayed as a
result. Speaking of the flood in an editorial. H. H. Windsor invokes “That
wonderful spirit of accomplishment that
swept the fever from the Panama Zone
and dug through mountains to connect
two oceans’’ to “solve the problem of
our ever-recurring floods in the Ohio and
Mississippi valleys, and then to execute
the engineering plans that will turn the
annual panic of waters into a permanent
source of
power.” Mr. Windsor contributes two other strong editorials, one

describing

OFFERS AN ELEGANT

j

The Wide World for June contains a
wonderful amount of interesting ariic’e?,
interspersed with many exciting stories
of hairbreadth escapes and curious happenings. Irma Blood relates how her
n.other once fought a tiger in India and
routed him. though her only weapon was
a 'eather pillow.
A most amusing story
entitled “The Spoofing of Hi-Unk” is
contributed by a Western writer named
Constance Skhirer. Thomas W. Wilby
brirgs to a conclusion his account of how
he circled the States in a motor car while
C. Douglas Robinson describes “The
Haunted Treasur -Caves” of the Transvaal.
“The Peri.s of Picture-Players”
will .ntereit all devotees of the “movies” and women will probably be astounded with the article by Saint Nihal
Singh entitled “Oddities of Indian Marriage. “The Black Outlaw, “A Night
on a Log-Buoy,”
“The Fight in the
Grain-Pit” and “Hcwfcelma was Avenged” are some stories from real life which
cannot be read without a thrill even by

a

successful plan for securing
now enforced in Jack-

clean restaurants,

“Our Personal Guarantee
to all Skin Sufferers”
WM. C. POOR & son, druggists;
We have been in business in this town
for some time, and we are looking to
build up ti .ile by always advising our

30 Years.

|

rrn

Mrs. Fred Carter has been assisting
Mrs. John Berry of Morrill the past two
weeks, Mr. Berry having been quite
sick.

Signature

I

Woman loves a clear, rosy complexion. Burdock Blood Bitters is splendid for purifying

drawn by an undersized the blood, clearing the skin, restoring sound
dog. Had I been in his place I-should digestion. All druggists sell It. Price $1.00.
have been ashamed of myself for so far
demeaning my manhood.
In Ghent. I saw a team of four decrepit
dogs harness .'d abreast to a scavenger's
cart. The i >or creatures were literally
famished, their ribs were showing, ana The Statement of This Rockland Resident
they eagerly sniffed along the ground
Will Interest Our Readers.
looking for stray morsels of food. The
Our neigboring town of Rockland points the 1
cruelty and uselessness of it all saddened me. There seemed so little one could way in the words of one of its most respected
do. I went, however, into a bake-shop, residents:
and purchased a huge loat for a few
Mrs. Emma F. Raleigh, 28 N. Main St. Rocksous.
The kindhearted old
Flemish land, Me., says: “In
February, 1907, I was j
baker asked me if ( wanted it for the
taken with a severe attack of La Grippe and |
half-starved dogs. Upon my affirmative
he most generously added some stale after recovering I found that my kidneys were
From then until midsummer of
cakes and buns.
He said everyone in disordered.
the neighbourhood wa- indignant, but the same year, I was practically laid up. I had
the people were all so poor themselves, distiessing pains in my back and was so bad at
and no one dared interfere directly at times that I could not get up or down. I did
headquarters.
not sleep well, being very nervous and often I
In some countries a law has been pass- was so
dizzy that I was afraid to walk across
ed to prohibit the use of dogs for purposes
the floor. I had hot flashes, and the secretions
of draught.
It is most desirable that
from my kidneys were in bad shape. I tried
pressure of some kind be brought to bear
one remedy after another but nothing did me
upon those countries still indulging in
the cruel practice.
j the least good and even doctors failed to reA flood of arguments against the prac- lieve me. Finally, I saw Doan's Kidney Pills
tice comes up to mind —the collar which advertised and as
they were recommended for
strangles, ill adjusted harness, wounds troubles such as I had, I decided to try them.
on
little feet which of necessiiy can
The first few doses helped me and by the time
never wear a protecting iron shoe, too
I had taken the contents of two boxes I was
burdens
heavy
imposed, immoderate distances to be traversed, too high a rate | cured. All my troubles disappeared and I felt
of speed enforced,
drink like a different person.
or

endanger

Children—Experience against Experiment.

The Kind You Have Always
Bought
Bears the
of

Thompson’s
Liberty Iasi week, one
and
one to W. D.
Greeley
The market value of leading articles
Ludwick. There seems to be a
if victims to the inorready
of trade, as embraced in a Price Current sale for the
carriages as fast as com; r intoxicating drinks,
of Dec. 27th, was as follows: merch. pleted.
me increase in populaboards per M. $7 to 8; shingles, $1 to
If these cold summers continue our chilthen than now’.
By the
2.50; clapboards, $10 to 14; wheat per dren s children may see Polar bears and
s meant not those capwalrus
bushel, 84 to $1; rye, 67 to 75 cents; nobscot gamboling over icebergs in Pemy but those slain on
Bay. Then they may come
corn, 67 cents; beans, 84 to $1; butter home with their
sledges and dog-teams,
happens it? The question
1-2
to
17
12
dine
on blubber washed down with seaper lb,
cents; cheese, 8 to 10;
•■red by those who have
oil
and
hunger endured,
j
pursue the reindeer as they
beef, 3 to 4; poultry, 4 to6; potatoes, per |
The above statement was given in August, j
matter for moral and
amble over HrwrhnnL- immntnin
withheld, etc. All these odious sufferbushel, 25 cents; cider, per bbl. $1.75 to
for the willing creature who is 1908, and when Mrs, Raleigh was interviewed !
ings
We contribute
ation.
Jamaica
man’s companion and loyal friend, and several
rum, per gallon, $1.10 to !
$2;
yearB later, she said: I can still recommass of facts already
MAINE KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
whose wonderful sub-human instincts mend Doan’s
1.20; molasses, 32 to 34 cents; tea, |
Kidney Pills highly and I willingare often his best
that
-imply suggesting
safeguard!
confirm my former endorsement of them. 1
Souchong, per lb., 58 to 60; Turk’s Island Held Their Annual Convention in Portland.
I plead, not for adequate laws to pro- ly
;quors used by the men salt per hogshead $5.
am always willing to make the merits of this
Portland, Me., May 21. Whether to tect the draught dog, but for the entire
temperately or intern- I
abolition of his employment for purposes preparation known.”
change the age of eligibility from 21 to of draught.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foshat they purported to1
FOR THE WEAK AND NERVOUS
18 years was one of the most important
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
Grace C. D. Favre.
e vine, or of the still, !
Tired-out, weak, nervous men and women
g

I

idiotic

Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made
under his
personal supervision for over 30
years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations and
aro but
Experiments, and
the

POINTS THE WAY

offer pork, flour,

to

as

The Kind You Have
Always Bought has borne the signature of

good

also be those who could afford to own a
small donkey or pony. It often struck

I

ghbors, advertised “13
I.

*

■

some

iistance.

i

W^DNEsbAY,

such

were

well as now-

as

him for

j

Wait for the Big Shows |
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sonville, Florida, and the other decrying
Belgian Dogs.
the practice of sending magazines by
Many years ago Ouida. in her pathetic freight.
little tale “The Dog of Flanders,’pleadIn the June American Magazine Ida
ed against the
cruelty of using dogs for M. Tarbell, writing about “The Hunt
purposes of draught. My travels through
Holland and Belgium last summer were for a Money Trust,” descnbes and critimuch marred
by the brutality of this cises some of the workings of the New

bottle will cost you nothing. You alone
to judge.
Again and again we have seen how a
11
few drops of this simple wash applied
right.
patrons
to the skin, takes away the itch, inSo when we tell you that we have
seem to be
found the eczema rtmedy and that we stantly. And the cures all
stand back of it with the manufacturer's permanent.
D.
made
D.
backed
D.
Prescription
by the
by ourselves
Iron clad guarantee,
it that we give our D. D. D. Laboratories of Chicago,
is
vou can depend upon
oil of
of
to
sell
composed
glycerine,
order
few
a
thytaml,
bottles
advice not in
healing,
of medicine to skin Sufferers, but lie- wintergreen and otnbr And if soothing,
you are
cause we know how It will help our cooling ingredients. \
just crazy with itch, you will feel
business if we help our patrons.
itch absolutely
soothed
and
the
cooled,
We keep in stock and sell, all the well washed
away the moment you applied
known skin remedies. But we will say this D. D. D.
If you ore suffering from any
this:
AVe have made fhst friends of more
trouble,
skin
eczema,
of
psoriasis, than one
kind
family by recommending this
rash or tetter, we want you to try a full remedy to a skin sufferer here and
Prescription. there and wc? want you to try It now
size bottle of D. D. D
And, It » does not do the work, thla on our positive no-pay guarantee

The woman of to-morrow muFt
have plenty of good, pure, red
l iood today.
The foundation of
good or bad health is laid during her girlhood day.-:. No girl
should allow herself to become pale,
bloodless and weak and thus lay
the foundation for a 1.retime of ill
Let every girl
health and misery.
ak herself t id ay if her blood is as
pure and rich as it should be.
Pale cheeks, lips and gums, shortness of breath on going up stairs or
on slight exertion,
palpitation of
the heart, sleeplessness, lack of appetite and ambition and an ail-tiredout feeling are some of the signs of
bad blood. The more of them you
have the more advanced is the
bloodlessness and the greater the
need of building up your blood.

NECKWEAR,
HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
SHIRTS,
HATS, CAPS,

!

|

In fact
All new

anything you may wish.
goods and up-to-the-minute in style

MASONIC TEMPLE, BELLAS I, MAINE.

j

;

:

j

Dr. Williams' Pink Pills
for Pale People
j
do not simply provide the elements that the blood iacks; their
good influence is more far reaching.
The new blood goes every where just
the same aa the watery, impure
blood did. but unlike it, carries
health, nourishment and strength
to every part of the body.
As the
blood improves the general health
The
results
are
good
improves.
soon felt throughout the body.
Every bloodless girl or woman
should send for the free booklets
“Plain Talks to Women” and
“Building Upthe Blood.”
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold
by all druggists at 50 cents per box
or six boxes for $2.50 or will be
sent, postpaid, upon receipt yf
price by the

ClosingOut Sweet
SALE
To

Minutes Mean Dollars
TREATING ANIMALS
thp&anger

of delayed treatment
Doubtless you know
of colic and other diseases. You also realize that
wrongly applied remedies are often worse than no
treatment at alL/ln other words, not to diagnose
a disease
may prove fatal. Every owner
should be ab)e to recognize an ailment and give
correct treatinent at the first symptoms. Prompt
action is the great secret
of treating horses.
Minutes mean dollars.
Of course proper treatment Is always necessary.
That Is Just how Humphreys* 500 page Veterinary
Manual will prove so valuable to you. It Is by
F. Humphreys, M D., V.S.,
and teaches how to diagnose and give proper
treatment.

I Need.
I shall for the month of
Have on

reduced rates.

sell goods at

April
now

Nasturtiums

a

19c. SALE
that means

profit

to the

purchaser.

opportunity

;all varieties

Do not

In all at once, for you will get into a
crowd!! but will do the best 1 can to re-

come

ceive

In bulk and package,
ihe
est and best assortment

you.;

Have given legal notice to all who
and 1 expect immediate settlement.

owe

me

have

MARCELLUS J. DOW,
--

—

den Seeds
ALL KINDS.

A. A. Howes & Co.
Groceries,

Drugs

Blended Rheumatic Oil Company.
WM. 0. POOR &
Iry it.

SON, AGENTS.

B.HKLFAST. MAINE.
Prices: 15, 25 and 50 Cents.

AUTO SALE
you to

lookjat

READ GARAGE & MACHINE CO.

and

Medicines.

The Waquoit,
South Shore,

t23

One 30 H. P. Maxwell T. Car, fully equipt
One 30 H. P. E. M. F. T. Car. A trade.
Some other truck it may pay

had.

,

Blended
Rheumatic
The original of the compound Rheumatic
Oil. The original formula has been purchased and the oii Is being prepared by the

ever

largwe

Flower and Gar-

BROOKS, MAINE.

accurately

This book will save you
hundreds of dollars and
costs you nothing. It will
be sent absolutely free
on request to any fanner
in order to tntroduoe
Humphreys* Veterinary Remedies. Remember, It Is
absolutely free. You do not have to order any
remedies to secure the book. Address, Humphreys*
Homeopathic Medicine Company, 156 William Street,
to
Mew York City. This Is a splendid
obtain a veterinary treatise that you would have
win
find
work
As
a
reference
In your library.
you
it Invaluable. TO have it in the time of need win be
worth many dollars, whereas It will oost you but a
postcard by writing for It now.

Peas

Get^Some Monev Which

Dr. Williamsi Medicine Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.

IN

LINE^OF

Northport,
Will open for business next Sunday and continue for the summer season, with the best
the market affords in regular and

novelty

shore dinners. Parties will please order their
dinners ahead in order to save disappointment.

tf!9

Lunches for auto parties a specialty.
MRS. LILLIAN C. ROSS.

The

Republican Journal

Years of

MAY 29,19!3.
BELFAST. THURSDAY,
«

Disease
Blood
and
Doctors Failed to Cure.
Miss Mabel F. Dawkins, 1214 Lafayette St.. Fort Wayne, Ind., writes:
“For three years 1 was troubled with
catarrh and blood disease. I tried sev-

.Catarrh

IT BLISHED EVERY THt KSDAY BY

The

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.
tditor
Business Manager

CHARLES A. PILSBURY,

—

eral doctors and

..

a

dozen different

Svrscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
for six months; 5ft cents for three

■car; $1.00

uonths.
A man takes his trouble to an attorA woman takes hers to a doctor.
ney.

SEARSPORT

Phila. Ledger.
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day

on

was

in town Mon

business.

Elmer Webster has been appointed
sheriff by sheriff F. A. Cushman.

The

general education board, in sesMay 22nd at New York, appropriated $837,000 for the benefit of 10 colleges and educational institutions in va-

a

deputy

A large party attended the dance at John
Littlefield’s last Saturday evening.

sion

rious parts of the country.

rem-

edies, but none of them did me any
good. A friend told me of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I took two bottles of this
medicine and was as well and strong
1 feel like a different person
as ever.
and recommend Hood’s to any one suffrom
catarrh.”
fering
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

Advertising Terms, l or one square, one
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
And 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
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Suffering

Mr. and Mrs. E
Jane

are

visitirg

W. Fletcher and daughter
relatives in East Dixfield.

Mrs. Ella Mo wry returned Sunday from a
of several months in Boston and vicinity.

The Uni-

visit

versity of Maine is to receive $14,500 for
agricultural demonstration work in five

Mr. and Mrs. John Stowers of Palm Beach,
Fla., have arrived and are guests of Mrs. A. V.
Nickels on Main street.

good general, he wins through strategy
Sealing Cumberland gap, he reviews the awfulj
parade ground. It is his crucial moment. Can
he make good? With him are 90,000 soldiers
Lee is in Virginia with 60,000; but it is in his I
favor that he is upon home ground upon the
1

a

defensive. Lee and Grant are for the first
time face to face. Both are systematic, each
respects his government more than he fears
his enemy.
The final duel is about to be
fought. Then comes the confusion of the
Wilderness Campaign and Cold Harbor, with
defeat for the Union troops. Still Grant pushes on,
working around Lee he approaches
Richmond. “All summer” and still Richmond
is untaken.
Winter comes—Lincoln almost
looses hope and Grant is restless.
Spring
breaks and the days of weary waiting end at
Appomattox. Grant, the greatest general next
to Napoleon, has saved the nation and freed the
| black man !
Years have passed and the Blue and the
Gray have merged into the Red, White and
Blue from which they came.
The terrible
struggle has become an epic poem written
with
a sword dipped in blood.
It has become
|
an epic that while our flag floats will never
! die.
Notice was given of Communion service
next Sunday at 3 30. At this time there will
be a baptismal service and reception of members.
After the Y. P. S. C. E. consecration service
[ Sunday evening, June 1st, there will be a busiI ness meeting of the society to elect officers to
j serve during the next six months. All members both Active and Associate are asked to
be present.
MEMORIAL

A REAL SALE'

■

EVERYTHING IN OUR 2 MS AT

I■

DAY.

Headquarters Freeman McGilvery Post, No.
30, Department of Maine, Grand Army of the
Fred C. Kane, who has been spending two j
At the annual convention of the An- weeks at his cottage at Swan Lake, returned | Republic, Searsport, May 20, 1913.
; General Order No. 1.
In accordance with National and Departdroscoggin County W. C. T. U., held in Monday to Koxbury, Mass.
|
Mechanic Falls May 22nd, the president,
Barge Boylston arrived May 21st from Wey- ment orders and our honored custom, Friday,
May 30th, will be observed as Memorial Day.
mouth with 900 tons of fertilizer to the A. A.
Mrs. Althea Quimby of North Turner, C.
It is earnestly requested that there be no deseCo. at Mack’s Point.
cration of the day.
said in her annual address that “the
Arthur B. Smith of Brower was in town last
Upon the bud and blossom, leaf and laurel,
greatest triumph for temperance and ! week superintending the work on his farm in we one year ago laid upon the grass-grown

counties of Maine.

the north

in Maine during the year was
the courageous act of Gov. Haines in
presenting to the Legislature the ease of

prohibition

the sheriffs.

bark

The rain for the past few days has put the

reported

It is

part of the town.

Mabel 1. Meyers, Capt. C. N.
Meyers, arrived at Savannah May 24th, after a
70 days’ passage from Montevideo.
The

from

Washington that
News has been received of the death
planning to ltoslindale, Mass., of Mrs. Augusta, wife
John Sharp Wil- Gen. F. S. Nickerson, formerly of Searsport.

the Senate Democrats are
the tariff bill.

change

liams declares that

materials

raw

must he treated

products

alike,

and

J. G. Hammons of Chicago was in town last
week on business and left Thurday for Malden, Mass., where he will spend the summer.

all must

or made dutiable.
If that
carried into execution it would be
pr. pare for opening soup kitchens

be free listed

pian

is

■well to

an early day—and to hang
crape on
the door of the Democratic party.

On pace d Mr. Frank W. Twombly, a
Belfast hoy. relates his experiences in

sailed

Dayton, Ohio. It brings to
has, a realizing
sense of
the sufferings attending the
floods in the west. Mr. Twombly began
other account

no

to write this account for Tl

News has been received of the arrival last
at Mona video, S. A
of the ship TimF. Gilkey, from Gulfport,
randa, Capt. N
line
of
74
after
a
Miss.,
days.
passage
week

after be got away from tile scene
of the flood, but was unable to complete
soon

it

th-

because

of

Capt. A. G. Closson has sold the schooner
Lizzie Lane. The schooner is now at Camden
1 will load lumber at an eastern port for
New York, where she will be delivered to her

memories it
br: ught upof the deaths and destruction
attending this appalling disaster. His
story will be read with interest by his
many friends in his native city.
n

for Norfolk.

mer season.

Journal

■

discharging Saturday

Sunday

W. R. Gilkey & Sen began their automobile
traiiic between Searsport & Belfast on Monday
and will run the san e daily through the sum-

the flood at
as

the

at.

new owners.

The Senior class of the Searsport High
school visited the University of Maine last
triday, staying over Sunday and rermning
Monday. They report a very enjoyable time.

Chicago Inter-Ocean: “When last
heard from the demand for the free-trade
experiment, so far as the administration

Janies W. Ford, who for several years had
been first officer on steamships of the Auieircan-Iiaw’aiian line, has been promoted to commander of steamer American and sailed Saturday from New York for Puerto Mexico.

concerned, stood:
Wilson( for free trade)
..6,2y2,o99
Roosevelt 1 against free trade).4,290,101
Taft [against free trade). _3,481,632
-7,671,733

branch is

Capt. Joseph F. Nichols for several years in
command of the steamers Texan, Arizonan and
Columbian of the American-Hawaiian line on
the Pacific, coast has been transferred to the
Atlantic coast and

ojuj

iiv

rtguinoi

net:

this all.

“Nor is

1,0 13,101

uaue.

new

Mr. Wilson’s vote

by
of Republicans driven to his support by
•what they regarded as the worse evil impending in the third-term candidacy of
swelled

was

old man in Brooks” was
dent of Sear:-port and lived

est
:

will not Le
a

IN. Y.

“We

n

ust have

business men to advise
after

a
as

lawyers,

Rochester,

commission of
to

the tariff

scientific

Kirby, Jr.,

of

John
investigation.
Ohio, retiring president of

the association said: “We feel that it is

hopeless
the

new

kick now, for we know that
tar::" bill is going through.
If

to

>t operates as disastrously as we think
it w ill, the verdict of the people against
it

wiil be

Many of

quick, sharp

and decisive.

fear the aftermath of this
tariff bill will be as destructive as was
♦he

a resiDeacon

Mrs. L.
Pike gave a most enjoyable party
last Saturday night at her home in Main street
in honor of S-iuriey Bonsay, the mail clerk on the
Bangor-Searsport run. who since coming to
Searsport six years ago had made his home
with Mr. and Mrs. Pike. The evening was
spent in playing five hundred, Miss Shirley
Carter receiving the first prize and Ralph Gilkey the booby. During the game candy was
served at the tables and later Mrs. Pike, assisted by Mrs F. A. Nye. served punch and
light refreshments.
The guests expressed
Un ir regret in the departure of Mr. Bonsay
and presented him with a handsome gold signet ring.
Miss Henrietta Gerry made a neat
impromptu presentation speech, voicing the
sentiments of Mr. Bonsay’s friends, and he accepted it with many thanks for the gift and
the kind thought which prompted it.
Mr.
Bonsay left early in the week for his new run
fn-m Bangor to Van Buren. Since corning to
Searsport he had identified himself with the
social life of the village and been very active
in the management of many enjoyable cancing
parties and other social festivities. He will be
greatly missed and all hope that he will visit
Searsport as frequently as his business allows.
The guests on this occasion, in addition to
those mentioned, were Mr. and Mrs. Renfrew
Wilson, Miss Henrietta Gilkey, Miss Lena Nye,
Donald Russell, Arthur Colson. Storey and
Levi Trundy and Charles Havener.

success,” asserted E. F.

a

shoe manufacturer of

che

sional calling.

troit, Mich., last week with GOO leading
manufaciure.-s from all parts of the
country in attendance. “A tariff' bill like
the proposed Underwood measure, hasti-

Reed,

on

worked at his trade as a house-joiner and in
the shipyards of Searsport as a joiner. In
1862 he built an extension on the south end of
the store now owned and occupied by J. H.
Sullivan on Main street and was considered in
those days as a good workman at his profes-

in the wor’d. held its convention in De-

and

formerly

Gould farm in the north part of the town,
which he carried on for several years and also

The Nations' Manufacturers Association, the largest organization of its kind

by politicians

steamship Montanan

in command of the
on the run oetw’een

William N. Crosby, who was spoken of in
last week’s issue of The Journal as the “smart-

demanded both Wilson and free trade.”

drafted

placed

New York and Puerto Mexico.

hundreds of thousands

Mr. Roosevelt. So out of a total vote
of over 15,000,000, less than six million

ly

us

Dayton flood.”
WEDDING BELLS.

iursal

Bradman-Daggett. At high noon yesterat the home of the bride’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred W. Daggett, 15 Court street,
tneir eldest daugnter, Miss Mildred Kathryn,
became the wife of Herbert Edwin Bradman.

tnuitn

memo-

rial Sunday was fittingly observed at the ConChurch by a union service. The
church was tastefully decorated with the national colors, garlands of green and wild cherry
blossoms.
Freeman McGilvery Post, No. 30,
G. A. R.t was escorted from Memorial hall to
the church by the Searsport Band. The following veterans were present: J. W. Black, F.
A. Colcord, A. VV. Ellis, G. L. Merrill, A. E.

gregational

day,

Rev. William Vauhgan of Trinity Reformed
church officiated and used the single ring
service.
The house decorations were white | NitKerson, James Pattee, G. W. .Patterson, L.
The bride was becoming- j M. Sargent, J. B. Sweatser, Wm. West, F. E.
roses and ferns.
Whitcomb, M. \ hittum, C. N. Whittum.
in
a
mode
tailor-made travelgow'ned
y
Music for the occasion was furnished by the
silk
with
white
waibt
and
large j regular choir and a quartet consisting of Mr.
ling suit,
white picture hat. She carried a bouquet McElhiney arid Dr. Sawyer, tenor, Messrs,
Mr. Barnard,
Wheaton and Roulstone, bass.
of bride roses, and was attended by her sister, j
pastor of the M. E. church, offered prayer and
Miss Abbie Arvilla, who wore her dainty 1912 read as scripture lesson Isa. 62. An unusually
graduation gown of white muslin. The groom fitting and interesting ddress was delivered
unattended.

Only relatives and the wife
of the officiating clergyman were present.
Miss Arvilla served ice cream and cake at the
reception that followed the ceremony. The
bride has clerked for several seasons for the

was

Direct Importing Co. and
•engaged in the gn cery

the groom has been

usiness for many
years. Both have many friends who extend
co ngratuiations ai.d best wishes.
They left on
the 12.^0 train for a week’s trip to include
i

Portland, Boston and New York. Mr.
Bradman lecently closed out his grocery business in this city and with Mrs. Bradman wriil
j eave in a few weeks for California.
visits in

The Pittsfield Trust Co. to go
Hands of a Receiver.

into the

Augusta, Me., May 27th. Associate Justice
Albert M. Spear of the supreme judicial court
today granted a temporary injunction restraining the Pittsfield Trust Co., which maintains
branches at Corinna and Jonesport, from
transacting business. The receiver will be
appointed in a few days. The liabilities oi
the company are given as $500,000 including itc
capital stock. The exact amount of assets
cannot be determined, as it is uncertain how
much will derived on loans made some time
ago. Robert F. Dunton, State bank commissioner, stated that he had reason to believe
that no loss would result to the depositors.

WONDERFUL

SKIN

SALVE

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve is known everywhere as the best remedy made for all diseases
of the skin, and also for burns, bruises anc
boils. Reduces inflammation and is soothing
and healing. J. T. Sosssman, publisher ol
Mews, of Cornelius, N. C., writeB that one boi
helped his serious skin ailment after othei
remedies'failed. Only 25c. Recommended by
all druggists.

patriotism

will

keep

as

fresh in

by Mr. McElhiney, the subject of which was
“Lincoln and Grant, their need of each other,”
His texts were Jeremiah 51:20 and Isa. 13:12.
! War is as much a political as a physical situa! tion and made up of as many ballots as bullets.
! Lincoln, one of four candidates, his platform,
"Under no conditions slavery,” was elected by
a small majority.
This so aggravated the already restless Southern leaders that three
months
the
later
Confederacy was formed ai.d
I
Jefferson and Stevens elected. Lincoln quiet
ly studying the situation in both North and
South made this statement “After I have
taken oath of office I snail not care to see laws
violated.”
Decembar 31st came the secession
of North Carolina. War was inevitable and a
! private message to Gen. Scott, warned him of
necessary preparations. Coming in disguise to
Washington, Lincoln was inaugurated March
1861. Solemnly he promised “To preserve.
4,
J
the Union.”
to defend
| to protect oldand
man with white locks streamApril 12, an
ing in the wind took aim and fired upon our flag.
The war waB on IThough towering like a mountain above Jefferson Davis in executive ability, and with money and men at his command,

j
I

j

Lincoln was sadly handicapped. Where was
find a leader to offset Lee? Bull Run
filled the North with consternation and the
South with contempt. For three years men
suffered, starved and died and still the cry for
a leader, “A man more precious than fine
gold” was the nation’s need and such a man
Grant had worked
was Ulysses S. Grant.
steadily and modestly. Placed at the beginning of the war in command of a regiment
that no one else wanted, he was at the end in
command of an army that no one else was
capable of commanding. It mattered not that
he had been obscure. A year previous to his
election no one had dreamed that Lincoln
The times demanded
would be president.
Lincoln, and he in turn demanded Grant. It
was sufficient that bis promotion had come
along the line of battles fought and won.
Lincoln said, “1 like this man, he fights.” Now
Bluncame the critical peri ;ds of the war.
ders, growing hatred and constant defeat
Lincoln is upon
cause the nation to tremble.
his knees. Then come news of victory. Grant
has lifted the cloud. 1 irst a good soldier, then
he to

:

ries and as fragrant in our hearts as when for :
the first time we came to bedeck these shrines !
with the early offerings of spring.
To country these comrades offered the service and sacrifice of their lives. Let us rev- !
erently give one day in loyal devotion to their
memories; search out every one of these
mounds, so that within our borders not one
resting-place of Union soldier or sailor shall
be unvisited.
The following committees are appointed and 1

to call

ori

comrades to assist:

Prospect. A.

K.

Stockton Springs. Frank Patterson;
Harbor, E. J. Wentworth; North Searsport.
A. Stinson; Swanville,
A. E. i\ickerson, Isaac
Mason, J. O. Kneeland; Belfast, H. T. ScribAlbert Nickerson;
ner; Smart Cemeten
Gordon Cemetery, M. M. Whi turn; Sargent
Cemetery. L. M. Sargent; Merrithew Cemetery, J. H. Kneeland.
Comrades Wm. West and M. M. Whittum
will receive private decorations at Memorial
room, and see them properly place ).

Cray;

Committee

on

marking

graves in

Village

Decoration services in the outlying cemeteries will he conducted early in the morning
far as practicable.
Invitation is hereby extended to patriotic
ladies to assist in the preparations for decoration exercises, and to furnish cut flowers.

as

m

surrounding

towns

are

re-

quested to meet and make wreaths for soldiers’
and sailors’ graves in their cemeteries
It is hoped that all soldiers of the late Civil
and Spanish wars will join the ranks.
All Sons of Veterans and children are requested to take a place in the column, and
Lieut. Leon Merrithew is detailed to have
command of the platoon of children.
Committee on decoration in surrounding
cemeteries will report to Commander as early
as possible after performing the service.
Column will be formed on Main street, near
Soldiers’ Monument, at 10 a. m., Friday May
30th, march to Nichols Cemetery, where appropriate ceremonies will be held and decorations deposited.
Line of march will be resumed to Village cemetery where like ceremonies will be performed.
Returning to Soldiers' Monument, prayer
will be offered, roll of honor read, and decoration services conducted. After which column
will disband for dinner.
At 2 o’clock p. m., column will be formed on
Main street, near Soldiers' Monument, and
escort the speaker, Hon. Wainwright Cushing
of Fuxcroft, Maine, who will deliver the address.
Music for the occasion will be furnished by
the Searsport band.
Ail flags that are hoisted on Memorial Day
should be at half mast.
Penobscot Company, No. 40, U. R. K. P.,
Penobscot Lodge, No. 135, K. P. and Canton
Pallas P. M., No. 4 of Belfast, will act as
escort.
By command of
Clifton Whittum, Commander,
J. A. Colson, Adjutant.

STOCKTON

Now sit down hard in a chair and read this over again and then think
this can mean to you. You know—everybody does—the kind of
goo
in
both
our
stores
and
all
is included in this sale except the l
carry
Phonograph goods and Corsets.

1

I Gash Sale Only.
lours

SPRINGS.

Miss Ada Rendell of Belfast came Monday
to visit her maternal grandmother, Mrs. John
Kandeil, Cross street, for a short time.
Mrs. Estella Young of Winterport is with
the Misses Hichborn, Church street, for an
indefinite period. She arrived Monday.
Hon. C. S. Hichborn left last Thursday afternoon for his Augusta home after a brief tarry
with his sisters, the Misses Hichborn, Church
street.

The Auxiliary Association will be entertained the present week by Mrs. Erma J. Littlefield at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Jackson, Church street.

from Belfast for interment at the Cape JelliShe
son cemetery beside her late husband.
had been in failing health since suffering an
boarded
a
having
apoplectic shock year ago,
sister-in-law in Belfast for some
with a
months. Sympathy is offered to her gram
daughter and all other mourning relatives ar.d
Rev. A. A. Blair, pastor of the Belfriends,
fast and Stockton Springs Universalist parishes, accompanied the burial party for services in town.
Miss Mary Hichborn arrived home May 20th,
her invalid sister, Miss Harriet D. Hichborn, whom she had brought on
her bed from Georgetown, S. C., where she
had been seriously ill for three weeks from an
attack of inflammation of stomach and bowels,
due, presumably, to poison from the city water.
The weather being hot it was decided to make

accompanied by

attempt to get the patient home, which,
modern Pullman car conveniences,
Kindly attention of relatives and
friends, was successfully accomplished, although terrible suffering was endured by the
At Augusta Hon. C. S. Hichborn
sick one.
joined his sisters, coming to Stockton with

an

thanks to
and* the

them.
Last Friday evening a large and entnusiastic rally was held in Denslow Hall—taxing theseating capacity of this commodi »us auditorium to its limit—in the interests of the general spirit pervading the village residents of inaugurating a grand “Cleaning Up Day in
Stockton.” The movement is under the auot the Current Events Club and the

spices

officers of this ladies’ literary association,
Miss Leora Partridge, president; Miss Mabel
F. Simmons, vice president, and Mrs. J. A.
Flanders, secretary, occupied seats upon the
stage. Miss Partiidge, in a most pertinent
introductory speech, stated the object and the
proposed plan of action, calling Mr. Albert M.
Ames to preside over the evening’s deliberations.
As chairman he spoke, in accepting, of
his hearty support of the cause from all standMr. J. A. Flanders, Mr. li. L. Hop-

points.
kins, Mrs. Ralph Morse, as president of the
Ladies' Aid Society of the Universalist parish,

Thompson, president of the
Auxiliary Association of said parish, and Matron of Bethany Chapter, O. E. S., Mr. Charles
Mrs. Elmer E.

Kneeland, Master of Pownal Lodge, F. and A.

M. all heartily espoused the plans for earnest
energetic action along all feasible lines, urg-

ing the need of such work from the scenic,
Mr. L.
the sanitary and safety view points.
Albert Gardner, of the firm of Goodhue & Co
of the
fire
of
the
as
head
department
spoke
absolute necessity of cleanliness as a preventMr.
Frank
ive of disastrous conflagrations.
Jackson representing the band boys, pledged
full and cordial

cooperation

with

glad

hearts

and willing hands in every branch of the good
work. Mr. A. P. Sleeper, our lawyer, told of
wondrous accomplishments known to him, in a

Massachusetts town by such an effort among
Mr. Clifford
its citizens as this starting here.
N. Fletcher, in response to a call for remarks,
said: “I am no speech maker; but I will be on
work
along!” Judge
hand, to help the
Sleeper, formerly of Natick, Mass., in a char-

speech, encouiaged the

acteristic, scholarly
carrying onward of all possible improvements i
The customary Thursday
evening singing in
our beautifully located village as tending to i
schoo— will be omitted the present week*
enhance the valuation of all real estate. The
Next„week it will be held on the usual night—, aid of all organizations, and of many promiThursday—in Hichborn hall.
nent residents, was cheerfully pledged to this
The Ladies' Aid society will meet, socially, ! undertaking amid words of real comradeship
afternoon
and determination on all sides. The followwith
Mrs.
Annie
K.
this, Thursday,
Harriman, East Main street. A cordial invita- ing committees of leading citizens were apCommittee on public park and
tion is extended to all to participate in the I pointed:
preparation of grounds, H. L. Hopkins,
sociability.
W. F. Trundy, Bion B. Sanborn and John
Mr. Morton Carleton, clerk at Cape Jellison
McLaughlin; committees on construction of
Tithis
L.
.3.
toon
mistress,Mrs.
boarding
band-stand, John Merrithew, Frank Jackson,
pierF,
comb, and her daughter, Miss Vivian, to Win- Arthur Colcord and S. P Fayles; committee on
terport to call on his parents last Sunday general clearing up of the business section, C.
afternoon.
N.
letcher, L A. Gardner, M R. LaFurley
ar.d Hupper & Pinkham; committee on Church
Mrs.
Horace Staples, West Main street, street, including church lot, A. C. Treat, S. B.
although considerably improved from her Merrithew', George C. Fletcher and Elmer E.
severe ill-turn of a fortnight ago is still conThompson; committee on East Main street, H.
We hope her gain may be R. Hichborn,
fined to the house.
Capt. F. A. Patterson, Fred Grant
more rapid the present week.
and John E. Lancaster, committee on West
Main street, Capt. Ralph Morse, W H. Clifford,
Last week gave Stockton line weather on
Dr. C. E. Brit to, A. W. Trundy, and Capt. EdSunday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday mund Hichborn; committee on Depot .-treet,
on
Thursrain
and
more
followed by fog,
fog,
Gilmore street and Seaview street, Willard M.
day, Friday and Saturday. Undoubtedly, the Berry, Lew s P. Clifford, Isaac Littlefield and
gardens are now needing sunshine !
Mr. Noble; committee on Sylvan street, R. L.
Mudgett, A. P. Sleeper, Harry Kearney and L.
Bethany Chapter, O. E. S., No. 76, is repre- S. Titcomb; committee on Highland avenue,
sented the present week by Mrs. Lelia G.
Dr. G. A. Stevens, Frank Allen, Frank H» ath,
Thompson and Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg at the Henry S. Moulton and Edward I. Littlefield;
session of the Grand Chapter in Lewiston. committee on School street, Charles Calkin, F.
These ladies left town Monday afternoon.
W. Collins, Fred Hendricks, Frank V. Davis
Mrs. Thompson is the Matron and Mrs. Bragg and
Capt. H. M. Griffin; committee on
another of the official family of Bethany ChapMaple street, Charles Emery, Levi G. Griffin,
ter.
Louis Hackey and Clyde Merrithew; committee on Mill road, Edgar M Colcurd and R. L.
The regular service at the Universalist
utility committee of young men,
church will be held during the summer in the Arey; general
William B. Clark, George Hopkins, Ralph Long,
evening, thus allowing Rev. A. A. Blair to de- Raymond Smith, Erneat Trundy, “Jack” Flanliver a sermon each Sunday in Swanvilie,
Leonard La Furley, Ernest McLaughlin
where he is urged to speak. Many Stockton ders,
and Archie McLaughlin; committee of boys
people preferring the later, preaching it was under directions of Mr. A. E, Taylor, Earl
voted to make the change, albeit Borne regret
Foster, Clement Smith and Fred Morrison. “In
the alteration of the c ustomary arrangement.
union there is strength!” and if all pull tofor the benefit of a common cause the
May 20th the remains of Mrs.Aurelia Carter, gether
results must be perceptible to every visitor in
widow of Mr. William Carter, one of Stocklocated village! Let us eachton's volunteers,in the Civil War, were brought our delightfully
man, woman or child—lend a helping hand, enor aiding mite to the worthy
word
couraging
cause—the embellishment of our town bo
favored by Nature's formation of land and sea.
Wednesday of the present week was designated for the first “Cleaning-up Day!” Time will
When they lint come, the best time to
tell the tale of the accomplishments.
break them up. One standard remedy—
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.

HARD COLDS
Sold for 70 year*.

| Ask

Your Doctor.

No

goods sent out

on

approval

or

c

very truly,

and

Nichols Cemeteries; J. W. Black, M. M. Whittum; flags, John B. Arnes; transportation, J. A.
Colson; evergreens, J. H. Kneeland, E. O. Colson, L M. Sargent, M. M. W.iittum, F. A. Celcord, 11. T. Scribner, Levi D George; soliciting flowers from schools, J. A. Colson; decorating graves of former Post Comrades buried in
neighboring towns, H. T. Scribner, L. M. Sargent; decorating monument, church and hall
J. B. Ssveetser, A. E. Nickerson, L. M. Sargent, M. M. Whittum, F. A. Colcord, Janies O.
Kneeland music, F. A. Nye and Miss Mildred
E. Shute.

Loyal ladies

for-——

SATURDAY, MAY 31, 1913
All Day and Evening.

J

our memo-

Mr. John Towle, president of the National
Fertilizer Co. of Boston, was in town last week, details made:
the guest of Capt. and Mrs. H. G. Curtis on
Executive Committee. E. J. Wentworth. J.
Water street.
A. Colson, ii. T. Scribner, L. M. Sargent, Wm.
J. B Sweetser and A. J. Cunningham.
West,
Steamer Seaconnet, Capt. Meech, arrived
Marshal, J. W. Black.
Friday with 3,800 ions of coal from Newport
To visit surrounding cemeteries, with power
News. She finished
and

at

us,

in
of

---

mounds, has fallen the heat of summer and
the snow of winter, and their beauty and perfume are gone forever; but as we join in these
sad, sweet ceremonies, the story of valor and
we

I

tSJFtilZ.

Ex-Senstor and Mrs. Hale

are

home from

Washington, and are at their summer home,
•The Pines.”—Ellsworth American.

WE WONT DO IT AGAIN.

* * *’< »T« »’< ►?« »T« >*« A A A A »’

To the Editor of Th^ Journal
You will
rememb r tnat while Hon. Joseph Choate was
Ambassador to the Court of St. J n»es, at a
certain function a fellow guest, U ceived
by
his simple evening clothes into
thinking him a
waiter, curtly said to him: "Cali me a cab.”
Whereupon Mr. Choate promptly responded:

"You
In

high dudgeon

the outraged Briton appealed to the host, and after explanati ms were
made, Mr. Choate dismissed the apologies by
casually remarking “It’s of no consequence, if
the gentleman had been a little better
looking
I would hav called him a hansom cal).”
Unlike the guest of the overworked story, I
should have no especial objection to being
called a cab, or even a hansom cab, on a pinch;
out I really must take exceptions publicly to
your inadvertent reference to me as "Captain”
in reprir ting my personal note to Capt. Norton of the Marine Journal.
1 am no seventh son of a seventh son, and I
wouldn’t know a caul if I met one pickled in a
jar; but I have an infallible hunch that ihe
reference made a considerable number of people snort when they read it. Moreover, being
mildly cynical in my estimate of human nature, I feel that some would choose to assume
that I designed the honorific allusion; and mine
is no rhinoceros hide, nor would I sail under
false colors.
My father, whose name I bear, was some
captain; but I was never other than plain mister—the mirror revealing the fact, that I am
becoming more so each passing year. I have
never been captain of anything, although, for
a
chastening period of years, a brutal Fate has
detailed me to the inglorious command of a
morris chair, with occasional periods as executive officer of a lawn mower and a snow shovel
—to say nothing of a misguided typewriter.

Everett Staples.

We can only say in explanation that it conus
natural to call every man hailing from Searsport or Stockton Springs,Captain, and the title

rarely misfits.
al

i
jl£

cab.”

are a

case.

This

seems to

be

an

exception-

Editor.

monials.
Address:

*
*

*
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sor

constipation

parties

acre

farm 8 miles from Belfast.

A

bar-

price,

if taken at once.
90 acre farm 4 miles out. Nice buildings,
Good view. A bargain at $2,000.
160 acre farm in East Knox 4 miles from

Price only $1,200.

74 acre farm 2 1-2 miles from Belfast, r uts
25 tons of hay. Largo orchard. A snap at

$2,100.
We have them all over the county ranging
in price from $600 to $6,000. Write for a list.
We also have some good trades in city and
shore property, and if you are looking for anything in real estate or insurance or if you have
some spare money to put into a first class investment come in and see us.
We can interest you.

E. E. Wyman Land Co.
Howes Block, Belfast, Me.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors and friends
for kindness and sympathy in our late bereavement; also for the flowers sent by the Rebekah Lodge and Grange.
WALTER C. TOWNSEND,
GEORGEE BELDEN.
MR. and MRS. WINFIELD BELDEN,
MR. and MRS. RUSSELL BELDEN,
NORMAN BELDEN.

Weber Wagons
Just received a new car of Weber Wagons.
easy running general purpose wagons.
For sale by
tf22
J. A. MCKEEN.

Light,

Hi

<r> ft! *or

aavviva

nwugestion.

Relieves

sour

salutation of the heart Divests

DAY

A

HAH

.j.

L KUUdIJ

BETWEEN

ROCKLAND AND SfLF

i

VIA CAMDEN, LINCOLNVILLE BEACH AND EAST

STARTING POINTS- WINDSOR HOlEL and THOftNDIK!

Leave Rockland 7.30 a. m.
Arrive Belfast 9.00 a. m.
Leave Belfast 11:00 a. m.
Arrive Rockland 12.30 p. m.

Leave Rot
Arrived B,

>;

Leave Be,

...FARES....
Rockland-Eelfast $1.50,
Camden-Belfast
1.25.

___INTERVENING

Cars may be engaged for
AT

I

Round
Round

1

POINTS FARES IN PROF

!

Evening Partie*

VIODEK ATE

t

Wj?

*

R ATES

MAINE TRANSPORTATION
Orrin J. Dickey. Belfast Agent.
W. B.

m

Telephone K:HI

Williamson, Augusta, Oen'l Mgr. J. I.. i)'.n,,h’],‘. K
N. B.—Our Rc.ckland-Augusta Line via Washing!,,,,*
our

Augusta-Farmington Line will

start

i

JUN’I

W Kf V W Vfi Vf ^
Springs

Stockton

STOCKTON
is

NOTICE
180 of

«

trust

Company, Hardwood
Floors
that Bank Book No.

SPRINGS,

hereby given

MAINE.

Will he at The Colonial, High street, Tuesdays
and Fridays of each week from 8 a. m. to t p.
m.

gain at $2,500, but will sell for any reasonable

Brooks.

Car will

Osteopathic Physician,
a

are

A FEW BARGAINS.
120

Passenger

EACH WEEK

MAPLE,

PEL
MANTb

Clapboards, 5pr
20tf

I

I have

one

C.

V
>

v>.,

Dr. Thus. L. McBeatl,

We have

farm.

once as

make

9*

FOR SALE.
a

DELIGHTFUL TIKSfe-SAVS^e

A Twelve

Stockton Springs, Me., May 21, 1913—3w?l

Real Estate
Now is the time to buy
few that must be sold at
unable to carry them on.

SER-'

the Savings department issued by
this bank has been lost and application has been
made for a duplicate book according to laws
regulating the issuirg of new books.
S. B. MERRITHEW. Treasurer.

F. J. CHENEY & CO\ Toledo O.

Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills

AUTO

*

£

There is more Catarrh in this section of the
country than all other diseases put together,
and until the last few years was supposed to
be incurable.
For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed
local remedies, and by constantly failing to
cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Science has proven Catarrh to be a
constitutional disease, and therefore requires
Hall’s Catarrh Cure,
constitutional treatment.
manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
Ohio, is the only Constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally in doses from
10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly on
the blood and mucous surface* of the system.
They offer one hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure.
Send for circulars and testi-

,

* ROCKLAND and
BELF

stomach

woa» you eal

A 1.1)0 «ss.— In Court or Crobato. In-Id at lit
fast, on the I3rh day ot » a>. 1 '13. Heritot with the \v:d annext T. Field, hoiumUn:
on the estate o! i'i 11 11 \\ lute, iate of ltellast,

U*

bes
ed
in said County, deceased, having prevented ii
second account ot adniiiustiatiou of said estate
for allowance.
ordered, that notice thereof tie given, three
wet ks successively, m The Republican Journal,
id County
a new spa | et published in Bellast, in
iluU all pejsons mteiesH-d may attend at a Trobate Court, tn be held at iadtast,«*n the lUtl. day
< f
June next, ami ‘■liow e.iuse. it
any tluy
have, why the.said account -di-Mild not be allowe<t.
JAMES 1.1 BBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
3vv22 A in in u " 1.i:on w:r>, Register.

cleaners.

of th

We

and mattresses
in your house
cleaner

Drop

call.

3w20pd

For
Two parlor suit
chamber sets, a n

l,uggy.
wood

grocery

ashes.

21

\
j

vx

;
1 !*'»

GREAT REMEDY FOR NO Ik
INDIGESTION
AND GASTRITIS m LAUNCH tlW »
I wish in give pul'l
bom* will be Irom .-

the months of Ma>

UK

|

i

Belfast, May 8, 191.

Bring Trial Treatment
History ot Famous People.

A Postal Will
a

And

30 feet long. 5 feet
Roberts engine. I nqt:

■>

MRS. G 'I
Ml-O-NA Stomach Tablets surely do end
all indigestion and stomach misery and to
2w20
28 Cedai
prove it we will send a trial treatment, an interesting booklet, and tell you exactly how to
Belfast
banish all stomach trouble and put your stomNotice is hereby
ach in fine shape.
Just say on a postal or in a letter “Send me Book No. 11,812, issue'!
trial treatment of MI-O-NA” and you will lost and application lonever be sorry—address Booth’s
MI-O-NA, cate book according tu '»v'~
Buffalo, N. Y. A. A. Howes & Co. sell a whole new books,
"
if
dissatisW1LMERI
50
cent
boxes
on
back
lot of
money
fied plan.

:
■

v

Saving-

x

_

M

News of Belfast

The Ladies’ Sewing Circle of the Hospital
Aid will meet at the Hospital next Saturday at
2.30 p. m.

is breaking
rj,.* morning light
•[•jje darkness disappears
earth
are
of
sons
waking
..enitential tears-

I
j

soon as

ake.

Ih'lie

cruising

launch

will

■is,

give

The

Letters.

led for in the
,-r

following letter*
Belfast postofficc

Ooak has been engaged to conat the Arts and Crafts room,
and will begin her duties July
w ill be
opened every day and

near

ecialty

Chapman,

of

catering to auto par-

|
<

fair, which will be held
unds in this city August

Ihe county commissioners held

ne

The

(
•'

tier

premium

books will

J
!

management plan to have
fair than ever before.
I

.who has been

employed! in
!
general store in
i
rly known as the lower ship.m street, and Harley Godfrey, j
mployed in the steward’s de- 1
is

to

open

a

.<

Co. will

begin work

soon

back-road
bridge
ught land of Giles G. Abbott
H. Wight
bordering on Little
which Messrs. Abbott and Wight
the

on

I'Vater

wood and

the

removing

it from the

flooded. Mr. Wight has cleared
and Mr. Abbott has cut and re-

■«:

150 cords of wood from

water

company

ritual

Society

seven

expects to
have

will

as

message bearer for June 1st.
"o-r
f Augusta, who will give
um! 7.30 p.

i

a

m.

at

psychic

of

com-

their
Mrs.
ser-

Knowlton’s hal).
rare

ability

as a

draws large audiences
m
her good work.
President
w 11 resign as president June
ntinue his work in other fields.
Society loses a president and
ind

truthful and
worker in their cause.—Secreattainments

'•

j

J

H. A.

RON’T.

'<i

Habbidge of Isles-

the wharf of
for Mathews Bro’s.
-n hand for both wharves and
here as soon as Mr. Babbidge
extension to

an

•nd

!

as a

ik on

a

wnarf

which

he is

engaged

else-

will further improve the water
hales (former Marshall’s) wharf,
»f the

Consumers Fuel Co. and
hln.ro Land & Fisheries Co. have
n.d condition. The latter wharf
-:y-foot
which is a
arehouse with a slip and the old
been extended and added to.
extension

on

*•

A WOMAN’S WORK

reduces her strength to the
weakness—her devotion to
tares prevents sufficient
r
reation.
Thousands of
"t ’his condition find
Scott's
exactly what they need: it
d body-food so
s

every

medically
drop yields direct

ngthening the organs
and in making healthy,
a blood. Scott's Emulsion
alcohol or any harmful
''
crcomes tiredness and
in a marvelous way.

-:r‘

1

a

of the

party

was

gone in

car

the others succeeded in get-

extricate the

ting

search of

a

Miss Bertha

Wiley

entertained last

Read, Mrs. Walter Varney, Mrs. Fred R. Poor,
Mrs. Oscar Wilkins, Miss Lou 'lhompson, Miss
Charlotte Tibbetts, Miss Geneva Heal, Miss
Maude B Steward, Miss Isabel Ginn, Miss
Emeroy Ginn, Miss Louise Read, Miss Carrie
Greenlaw, Miss Margaret Keen, Miss Alice
Simmons, Miss Amy Stoddard. Sewing was
interspersed with music, and a delicious collation was served by the hostess, assisted by
Mrs Varney and Miss Louise Read.
Several school girls of Troy will come to
Belfast early in June, to extend the work of
the local, county and State medal contest
which the W. C. T. U. is conducting. At a
prize speaking contest recently held in Troy
one of the contestants rececived a handsome
silver medal.
When they come to Belfast the
prize winner will drop out and her place will
be taken by Miss Edna Curtis of Belfast. The
contest will go on until six local prizes have
been won. The six prize winners will then
and

the winner in that contest will receive

gold

medal

and be

State contest for

a

a

eligible to compete in the

grand gold medal.

Military Whist. The men’s party for the
benefit of the Home for Aged Women took
place in Memorial Hall, Thursday evening,
May 22nd. The captains were A. C. Burgess,
F. W. Brown, Charles R. Coomb
R. F. DunH. Howes,
ton, Dr. D. P. Flanders, Jam*
Ralph H. Howes, Dr. H. E. Know ton, Maurice
W. Lord, George A. Leavitt, Rf ph I. Morse,
Elmer A. Sherman, M. L. Slugg, oseph Tyler,
J. F. Wilson, C. W. Wescott. Th re were also
two tables of ladies. The table winning the
highest number of points, 17 out of a possible
22, was that captained by Georg A. Leavitt,
whose players were Mrs. Leavit
Mrs. A. J.
Morrison and Mrs. I. L. Perry.
George A.
Quimby presided at the coffee pot and Elon B.
Gilchrest was chairman of the refreshment
committee.
Doughnuts, cheese and coffee
were served.
Two other parties will be given
in the series, ihe next at the Arts and Crafis
room and the last at the home of Charles R.
Coombs, Northport avenue.
1

satisfactcry

m

j

arrange-

and Mrs. Elmer I. Rankin'and daughter
left last Monday for their new home
in Mansfield, Mass.
Their house on Swan
Lake avenue will be closed.

be made.

Mr.

of N. S. Lord & Co.,
of
has filed a petition in bankruptcy in the United
States District Court.
His liabilities are
scheduled at $4826.58, with creditors in Portland. Boston, Belfast, New Bedford, Bangor,
pole member

the firm

|

THESE SUITS ARE ALL HEW

|

JAMES H. HO

Cleveland, Middletown, Conn., Rochester, N.
Y., Cambridge, Gloucester, Jersey City and
Somerville. His assets are listed as $1111.08.

ly to the daughter, who is doubly afflicted, I
oungest runaway of the several recent
lost a little one less than ajyear ago,
having
son
the
of
7-years-old
Henry,
Henry j and
now ha3 a little son
seriously ill with pneuBailei living on Cross street. He failed to
monia. The funeral will be private and Rev.
appear at breakfast last Saturday morning and
Wm. Vaughan of Trinity church will officiate.
could not be found in the house or neighborMuch sympathy is extended to the family in
hood. His father telephoned along the line of 1
railway, and to Burnham, and he was found

day

there and returned home.

His

under the direction of Frederick W. Brown:
Miss Melvir.a V. Parker. Everett A. Banks,
Earl L. Talbot, Grover C. Dunton, Victor M.
Colson, Olis W. Ellis, George Love joy, Ernest
Townsend and Ansel S. Kelley.

Coming

grandfather,

i

Miss Elizabeth A.

Kelley,

and Mr. and Mrs.
the first of

Mrs.

Joseph Tyler.
The

Confectionery

will

Mr.

and

Mrs.

T.

E.

Dorr

honor of

his

13th

birthday.

evening
spent with games of all sorts and
the young host received many mementoes of

have leased r.he

are

Percy K
home at to

Our market will be closed all day Fri30.

Orders delivered the day before.

MARKET

E. F. BRAMHALL

&CO., Props.

give

a

I

TEN BAYS
‘he “WIDOW JONES” will

I

next

p
i

;•

\

with each

U

value

j|

Richards lie-1 May 22.nl at h s
Upper Bridge after a short illness

one

Knee Pants

Suits,

J|]

N(nv

'll

one

••

is Ine time to get
gj
of these superior suits

for school

impelled him to give up that profession and for the past three years he had been
employed at the (\ -Mortimer plant and tie
company suspen 1 ?d business during', the funeral services ani also attended and sent
beautiful flowers. Mr. Richards was a man of
excellent habits, of cheerful disposition and
agreeable with his fellow workmen, and his
death was a shock to Ins friends. He is survived by his wife, who was Mattie M. Walker;
one son, Percy K., aged 10 years, and a daugh-

of her honest fsi

su'd at this store.

typb ud fever, agel 41 years. He was born
in Rock;
I, an i was a civil engineer, hut i tl

nealth

5

AMD BAT

of

Phillip Living-

be

of

c

graduat'on.

Harry W. Clark
mu

^ co.,
rilE MAIN STREET CLOTHIERS

9

Mary, aged 3 years, who have the sympathy of all in their bereavement. The funeral services were held at his late home last
ter,

r"

TCmhT—.

SPECIAL NOTICE
During

the

summer

months commencing this week

THE DAVIS 5, 10 and 25c STORE,
Church street, Belfast,
will open at 7 o’clock

a. m.

sharp

and will be open every

evening.

....

of M.
W.

to

C. T. U. Notes.

Remember the

c mnty
12th, and don’t
forget to send reports from local unions and
individuals, as the county superintendents cannot “make bricks without straw.” Du s also
must be sent, if your union wishes to be

convention

counted

in

Morroe,

Mrs.

June

Deberah

Knox

continue the

8th and

9th

grades for one
week after the close of schools, June 30th, to
make up for the time they were closed on account of the small pox.
The schools will he
closed all day June 6th to give the pupils an
op-

B. tfmith in Y/ahio.

portunity

to

^^^Who^etecMnOou^apl
■
the best
4

Livir.gston,

be the evening speaker at the vValdo
Dounty W. C. T. U. convention, is the National
3upt. of Franchise, and until her remo 'al to
Maine last winter was president of the Rhode
Island W. C. T. U. Mr. L vingston is now pastor of the Columbia street Baptist church in
Bangor..The Parliamentary drill to be
jiven at Waldo County W. C. T. U. convention
s expected to afford great entertainment as
veil as profit.
who will

I

4LAMSON
by

*

What Beautiful Hair!

!

l

HAMMONS &

I^^Special

:

;

|

|

I

I

..The fishing schooner Gladiator, Capt.
John Miguel, cleared from Bucksport May
22nd for the Grand Banks, after codfish. This

|

the second of Capt. T. M. Nicholson's fleet
clear this season, and he has several more
Fitting out that will clear for the Banks in a
Is

to

few

days._

Stops Far pffl

Hall’s Hair Renews
falling hair. No dor.
Yon will sir
ever.

ertainly stops

about It whaty be satisfied.

the

quality

coants.

It’s the go-far that counts.
property counts more yet.
Better paint.
Mason & Hall sell it.

Protection of
DEVOE

up-to-date stock ot

Boots, Shoes, Etc.
The Store has been renovated and

improved.

Call and let

me

show you.

Leroy A.Webber

you afford to not have one?
delivery possible now. See the Waldo
can

County agents.

Carle & Jones,

2

entirely

mint.

Better paint this year if your
property
needs it. Mistaken men have been
waiting
for paint to come-down. The cost of their
job
has gone-up not down; it always
goes-up by
waiting; never comes-down.
Better paint than Devoe? There isn’t
any.
Suppose one had waited 20 or 30 years ago
for a better paint than Devoe; how
long would
he have waited? How long would he still
have to wait?
The price a gallon makes some difference;
yes, but not much; it's the paint that counts;

I

PATTERSON, Props.

Open Wednesday and Saturday evenings

CAR, the popular car, the
low priced car, the light running car, the car
that is sold easier, paid for easier and cared fcr
easier than any other car., the car of which
thousands are sold each mo. th, the car that is
within Your reach—that is the car for You
The Ford is better this year than
to buy.
ever before—and it is cheaper, too.
In fact, at
the price you can buy a Ford it is no more a
question of “Can I afford to have a car?” The

\ Prompt

11

Monday, June

attention given to mail orders.

question is,

16 MAIN STREET
Formerly

j

j

THE FORD

j

1

£

5

The Ford Car

■

My Shoe Store

j

—

j QUALITY SHOE STORE,

DWIGHT P. PALMER

oases

OXFORDS

Vou will find all the leading styles in the EMERSON for
Men, LA I RANI E
for Women, and a splendid line for Roys, Girls and the l.ittle
Folks, at the

|
HUBBARD!
for sale

have been quarantined, and whatever the disease may be there can
be no danger in coming here on business or pleasure as 1
usual. L’r. A. G. Young of Augusta, secre- I
How often do we hear that exclamation
tary of the State Board of Health, was in Belibout a certain woman’s or man’s hair.
fast Tuesday in consultation with the local *
A prt minent scientist and hair specialist emboard of health and city officials. He said phatically states, and has proven, that any
The New Hose Carriage. The firemen are
nan or woman can have luxuriant, lustrous
there was no need to close the
schools, tair, by using a famous prescription called
elated
over
the
of
the
new
feeling
acquisition
churches, factories or places of amusement if I ’ARISIAN
Sage.
It certainly was a great barlose carriage.
those under quarantine respected the laws ! PARISIAN Sage is now made and sold in
gain; practically as good as new, when it cost
America.
A.
A. Howes & Co., the druggists,
such
cases. The city
governing
marshal, board i ire the
5760, and it cost the city but $200. only $8 more of health and teacherB of
agents in Belfast and the readers of
the public schools I
rhe Journal can buy from them for only 50 ;
;han the adding machine bojgl t by the mayor
are on the aiert for new
cases, and the quar- ! :ents a large bottle.
for the city treasurer. There was no rake-off
antine on those now existing will be
A. A. Howes & Co. know that PARISIAN
strictly
ir manufacturer's discount on the hose carri>age will beautify the hair, cure dandruff and
maintained.
and
some
what
It
is
heavier
than
larger
top falling hair, and for that reason they sell
age.
New Advertisements. The
Dinsmore Store i t under a guarantee to cure or money back,
;he carriage in use, but on trial is said to hau.
N.
las ten styles in men's
Regal shoes, and is ^rice 50 cents. Giroux Mfg. Co., Buffalo,
In compartments on each side are
is easily.
American Makers.
showing
twenty-four
for
styles
men
and
>00 feet of hose, and the top oi these compar4
u omen.
Thej will be pleased to show them
nents, which run lengthwise of th« carriage
whether you buy or not. Then
you must revith a space between, make seats for the fire- ;
; member that The Dinsmore Store is the only
nen, and there ip room for carrying additional
in
town
where you can buy the
place
The wheels have hard rubber
genuine
lose if needed.
Ho.eproof hose
Harry W. Clark & Co., the
;ires and no part of the cai riag^ snows signs
Ma.n Street clothiers, will
gjve free to the
){ wear. It was sold by the city of Worcester,
boys for the next ten days a base ball and bat
Vl.-.-s., because its place had been taken by a j
with each one of the Widow Jones
knee pant
notor carriage
suits sold at the:r store....James
H. Howes is
The
Items.
four-masted
schooner
SHIPPING
all
woolen tailored suits at 33 1-3 to
i.lf«ring
Fdvvuid T. Stotesbury of 1446 tons gross, built 5U
per cent discount. These are all new suits
u Verona in i.900, was wrecked in ISiO on the
nf the newest materials..
The Davis 5.10 and
Florida coast and her name does nor appear in 35 cent
Store, Church street, will open at 7 a.
die government lists for 1911 ±2. Pendleton m„
sharp, during the summer months, beginliros. bought the wrecx and after considerable
ning this week, and will be open
evenher
floated
a.id
she
was
towed to New ing.. dee appointments of Dr. E.every
l ffleulty
H. Boyingifurk and after undergoing extensive repairs I ton, Eye Specialist, of Winterport ...The E.
the IV.A. Swift StoreE. Wyman Land Co., Howes
block,is offering for
has again gone into commission with her name
sale some desirable real estate ...Jos.
A.
Mechanged to Blanche C.Pendleton.... The second Keen has just received a car load of the Weher
WILL BE OPENED
for
wagons
eldest vessel under the American flag— the
general purposes.
Nothing
better in that line-See what the
City Fish
Polly holds the first place -was in port last I Market has
to offer for your Memorial
day
week. This is the good schooner Hiram of 57 j dinner. The market will be
closed all day
at
Biddeford
in
built
1819
and
now
Lons net,
May 30th; orders delivered the day before.
hailing from Calais. It is safe to bet that
when built she was rigged as a topsail schoonnew and
With an
Better
such

—

>

■

AND

attend the circus.

\

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

j

[

Buy

j

The "Small Pox" Situation. One
hardly
Knows what to say under this
caption, as a
local physician stoutly maintains that there
har not been a case of small pox in Belfast,
while others have attended what
they considered varioloid in a very mild form. All

j

HADDOCK
CLAMS AND OY8TERS

the

A BASE BALL

Ice cream and cake were served, 1
thanked Master Gay for a very pleasant evening. The guests were Austin
Vaughan,
Guy and Charlotte Knowlton, Bernice HarriEthel
mari,
HaM, Ralph Clifford, Alice Spear,
Dana P.ittee, Martha South vorth, Robert Titherington, John Durham, Donald Arey and
Doris Cuzner.

The School Committee.
At the regular Hillside Farms, Greenville, Maine, are visiting
Newell farm
expected to arrive there meeting of the school committee last Monday relatives and friends in town for a few days.
about the first of June. They will occupy a | evening the teachers of the city schools were
....Rev. Arthur A. Blair of Belfast delivered
part of the house, which is nicely fitted for two all re-elected. Miss Ella M. Erskine of Bucks- an exceptionally fine Memorial address.-at our
families... The bridge at Citypoint is re- port, teacher of the Citypoint school, has re- church last Sunday-We regret that the
ceiving its annua much needed patching up signed, and there will be several changes made shower prevented so many getting out to hear
and repairs..
Misses Eva and Lottie Tibbetts in the teachers of the outside schools, which i it. The church was fittingly decorated, but
will be left entirely with Supt. Woodbury. It there were no flowers except potted plants.
were the guests o? Mr. and Mrs. Fair Holmes
has been proposed to increase the tuition of There will be services next Sunday; Sunday
last unday
Beverly Staples has been giading the grounds of his residence curing the pupils attending the city schools and the final ; school at 1.30 p m.; preaching at 2 30 p. m.
vote will he taken at the June
meeting. Mr, Please be prompt as it dulls the interest in
past week.Ralph Bailey, who spent the
winter in Hartford. Conn., has retur led home Woodbury was authorized to buy flags needed I the Sunday school to have to wait.
and is employed for the summer on the farm i on the city school buildings. It was decided

Searsport
Citypoint and

North

at

Tones'

The

was

For

may be

decorations will be pine sprays,

Citypoint.

in

the occasion.

Busby will arrive here about
They are friends of Mr. and

July.

A

Mrs. Ira M. Cobe and it is hoped that they
Saturday at 2 p. m., Rev. D. L. Wilson of the
so favorably impressed with the cli; Congregational church officiating.
mate, scenery and surroundings as to have a
permanent summer home here_Hugh D.
SWANVILLE.
McLeilan, Esq., of Boston and Lexington,
Mr. Alonzo Daram, who has been up-river
Mass., has leased the Chenery cottage at lumbering during the winter, is now at home
Murphy's Point and will occupy it for the _Miss Alice G. Kane is still quite sick....
seaso
with his family.
Mrs. E. L. Cunningham and daughter Edna of

Mrs. H.

C. Marden, Mrs. 1. L. Perry, Miss Melvina V.
Parker, Mrs. J. C. Swan, Mrs. E. L. Stevens,
served.

The

friends

I

BOYS

IT'S

and all

New York city have leased the McLane cottage on Northport avenue and will
arrive June 7th to occupy it for the summer.
They have been the guests of Mrs. Me Lane in
former seasons and nave a handsome cottage
at Bar Harbor, where they have entertained
Belfast friends... .The Edward Sibley house
on High street has been leased
by L. A. Busby,
president of the Chicago Street Railway Co.,

party for the benefit of the
Home for Aged Women will he held in the
Arts and Crafts room this, Thursday, afternoon
at 2.30 o’clock under the patronage of ihe
following ladies: Mrs. A. C. Burgess, Mrs.
Helen W. Crosby, Mrs. Amos Clement, MissCharlotte W. Colburn, Mrs. H. H. Carter, Miss
Sarah K. Gardner, Mrs A. C. Hopkins, Mrs. G

Keating,

Belfast.

«rj

TO THE

Guy Raymond Pattershall gave'a birthday
party l .st Tuesday night to 14 of his young ^

tones of

The third card

I.

to

I

ES

Mrs. Myra Maddocks died May 26th at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Cnas. Knox, from
acute bronchitis.
She was a woman with
many amiable qualities, a kind friend and
neighbor, a most devoted mother, and her '
death is a great shock to the family, especial- \

The y

ail

|

K^§aas-qs3E.g jB

[

SHAD

||

cases

ings, offices and Library, will be closed
tomorrow, Friday, Memorial Day.

I!

NEWEST MATERIALS.

...

BLUEFISH
BUTTERFISH

i

Friday

night at her home on Congress street in honor
of Mrs. Ralph O. Critchett cf Roxbury who is
the guest of Mrs. M. A. Doe on Cedar street.
The guests were Mrs. David L. Wilson, Mrs
Herbert L. Seekins.Mrs. John Davis, Mrs. C. E.

MACKEREL
HALIBUT

L

team to

it out of the hole.

PENOBSCOT RIVER SALMON
LIVE AND BOILED LOBSTERS

FISH

500 men, if

Circle of Mason Mills chapel has postentertainment which was *to have
at Trinity church to an indefinite
date on account of illness.

■

Memorial Day Dinner

CITY

or

Never has there been the
opportunity to procure such
2reat V8l«es in the season’s latest models in the

(§

Rose

poned the
been given

the

FOR YOUR

day, May

400
can

| All WoolenTailored Suits |

daughter, Dorothy.

of whom he is very ford, lives in Bradley and
hearing
Tuesday
The fence enclosing the grounds of the Uni- his father thinks Henvy was on his way to
proposed changes in the
highway in North port jiist beyond Little River. tarian church has been painted an olive green, visit him, remembering that he came to BelThere are two abrupt turns in the n ad, each greatly improving its
fast by train.
appearance.
at the top of a hill and dangerous to travel.
The second May meeting of the Reading
The regular meeting of the improve merit
The commissioners reserved their decision,
Society will he held next Monday afternoon at Department of the Arts and Crafts was held
but as there was little or no opposition to the
1 uesdny evening ami was under the direction
the home of Mrs. George 11. Brackett.
proposed changes are expected to favor them.
of ,.'iss Elizabeth A. Ke ley, who devoted the
The regular sessions of the 8th and 9th grades
hour i.> La 1 la Rookh ai d its author, Thomas
t.'oiby defeated M line at Orono May 2.1st by of the
city schools, which had been suspended
h score of 4 to
M n re, of whom she gave a brief biographical
0, which relegates Maine to the for two
weeks, were resumed last Monday
third place in the intercollegiate games. Bowsketch, with many little incidents of his life
morning.
doin leads, with Colby second and Bates fourth.
Miss Kelley spoke withnot generally know
Sheriff* F. A. Cushman has had only one
It looks as though the championship is between
out notes, from a thorough knowledge of the
boarder in the county jail for the past uvo
Bowdoin and Colby with the chances in favor
author and his works and held the close attenweeks and he is held for the September term
of Bowdoin, although a Colhj man has figured
tion of the class.
M s. S. A. Parker will speak
of the Supreme Judical Court.
on Folk Lore at the two
out a victory for his college.
meetings in June, the
List Saturday the following took the civil
it*
and 24th. and Miss Caroline W. Field will
The following certificate of incorporation
service examination at the Belfast post office co/iuuci the July meeting, taking up poetry.
has been filed at the office of the secretary of
on

Camden has entered
1r. Fogg for the summer and ! State: Waldo County Electric Light & Power
:o delivery truck.
j Co., organized at Brooks for the purpose of
operating ami running electric light and power
ill hold their regular meeting
with $150,000 capital stock, of which
June 2nd, in the Arts and plants,
is paid in. Officers: President, A. E.
tii Mrs. E. S. Shuman and Miss nothing
Kilgore of Brooks; treasurer, J. W. Hobbs ol
11 as hostesses.
Following is ;
Brooks. Certificate filed, May 21, 1913.
Roll Call, Makers of the Con- j
H. C. Buzzell, Esq,, George Darby and Orrin
r. The Confederation and the
•Mrs. Frost; Heading, Boston J. Dickey represented Belfast at the baseball
Save the Flag, O. W. Holmes, meeting in Bangor,making the trip in Mr. BuzHeading, Seventy-Six, Bryant, i zell’s car. On their return in the night the
car became mired in Prospect, hut while one
steamer

2 00

Mrs. Albert C. Mosman of Lisbon Falls; arrived last Monday noon, called here by illness
of her son, R. G. Mosman, and little grand-

Ruth

at

last

Society will be held toevening to make up the pron

6 prs. Children's,

vision,

Remember—the only store
that has the genuine Holei proof for sale is

h,.n«o

a reception last Friday afterwhich refreshments were served. Mr.
and Mrs. Nash left last
Monday to visit Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Whitten ami
family and Mr.
Albert Stevens in Pioneerville, Idaho.
noon

the Waldo

of

Frr»<t

$1.50
$2.00

A.

ments

loyai members,

one.

trustees

the

ing

Thomas H. Marshall Post and Circle, G. A.
R.( tendered Mr. and Mrs. John W. Nash, both

R

the

to

6 prs. Men’s,
6 prs. Women’s,

Monday.

regular meeting last Monday evenE. Clark Camp, S. of V., initiated six

members, including Arthur Hatch and Charles
Brown of Morrill. The Camp has initiated 20
members since January 1st and is entitled to a
silk banner, the gift of the Maine Division of
the Sons of Veterans. The local Camp will
entertain the next meeting of the Maine Di-

street.

inary made merry last Friday
mathean Hall there was a joint
the Adolphians.
The program
ing by Miss Helen Brier of this

t

moved

Guaran-

ing the finest and best fitting stockings to be had.
Not expensive, for instance

oxen

Mis3 Lois Butler, teacher in the Brick
school, was called to Castine last Saturday by
the death of her grandfather. She returned

At their

||

i 33a to 50 % |
DISCOUNT
§
|
lH
j||{

and Mrs. Melvin C. Knowlton left latt
for Westboro, Mass., where they will
have employment in the Insane Asylum.
Mr.

pleasure.

or

I

Tuesday

and with

route

g

Herbert Clark and Wyatt Carrow spent the
week-end at Swan Lake. Mr. Clark caught a
2 1-2 pound salmon.

good weather will do a large and increasing
business. The route has fine scenic attractions and the daily trips will be a great
convenience to those who travel for business

teed service and will also
have the pleasure of wear-

Grove cemetery. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
who have been occupying the house, !

have

Atkins of the United States
Fast Orland commenced Fri.1)00 live salmon for hatching
are taken in floats around to
i.' market price and $1 extra

you are assured of

Ralph Shute has sold the new house he had
recently completed on Salmond street to
Kempton B. Craig, who has sold his residence

societies of the Maine

rary

number of

fast, r'amden and Rockland

jtoleproof

have been seen
on the streets this year—one
pair harnessed
like horses—and many have wondered what
had brought these beasts of burden into use
again. The first person asked solved the problem, by stating that the increasing use of oxen
was due to the high
price of horses.

ending May 27th: Charles F
Carter. James A. Cole, Arthui
Farrar, Joseph Morris.

it

:

An unusual

the

on

I DISPOSAL SALE I

ter—Ruth Isabel.

The rains and bad roads held up the Stanley
steamer of the Maine Transportation Co. for a
few days last week, but it is again on the Bel-

or not.

_5_

Next Satur-

business.

societies. Regular meetings of the L. T, L.
will be resumed in the fall.

original

ticularly enioyable evening. Dainty refreshments were served by the hostess.

supper consisting
etc., in Memoria

a

turul

I

But it you insist

At

cold meats,
June 2nd, at 6.30 o’clock. The
tally invited. Price 25 cents.

f

I

good stocking value

the meeting of the Governor and Council
last week Dr. W. L. West of this city, who had
I
dations.
1 filled out the term of Dr. Joly as a member of
the State Board of Veterinary Examiners, was
unty Veteran Association wil
meeting, by invitation, at Hon- reappointed.
dl, Morrill, June 5th; if stormy
Mrs. J. G. Aborn entertained the whist club
lay. A good time is expected of which she is a member, Wednesday evening,
one is invited.
May 21st, at her home on Cedar street. It
Auxiliary of A. E. Clark Camp was the last meeting of the season, and a par-

a

j

a

I

ownet

,pley,has been put overboard b]
nbs, and is ready for service
been lengthened six feet ant

i;

o

There will be

ball game on the Congress
street grounds on the afternoon of Memorial
1
Day between a Belfast team and one from CasI tine.

•

|

always tell when a hen

cackles whether she has
been laying or lying.
And you can’t always tell
by simply the Guarantee
whether you are getting

The Guild of the North church will hold
their last meeting of the season next
Monday
evening with Mrs. D. L. Wilson.

Greer has reported that th<
n the claim made by Ephrain
that his team was injured in
the residence of Calvin Monroi
M ill road.
,r

the cabin

can’t

possible.

The 31st annual encampment of the Maine
Division of Sons of Veterans will be held in
Bath. June 4th and 5th.

aside Grange hall, this, Thursday,
music by Keyes’ orchestra. Ic<
c"'

YOU

Giles G. Abbott ha9 a house for his farm assistant up and boarded and will finish it as

—Old Hymn

0

Carle it

Jones mean
William A. Johnson, who has been instruday, May 31st, all day and evening, they will mental in
securing five members to be initiat*ell
two
stores, except the ed
everything in their
into A. E. Clark Camp S. of V., received
Edison Phonograph goods and corsets, at One- |
Wednesday hi9 appointment as special Aid on
Half Price. This of course is a cash sale; no |
the staff of Commander-in-chief Ralph M.
poods sent out on approval or charged.
Grant of Hartford, Conn. "Wee” is happy.
The last meeting for the season of the Loyal
EAST BELFAST.
Temperance Legion was held Sunday afternoon. A picnic will be given in July at the
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Vaughan, Jr., are recity park in conjunction with the W. C. T. U.p
which will be the midsummer meeting of both joicing on the birth. May 23d of a baby daugh-

Horse for Sale
YEARS

OLD, sound, kind and not
SEVEN
afraid of autos, good roader and will work
anywhere, weight
21

1050.

A.S. HEALD,
Or C. A. Bruce, in Marble Shop.

;

!I

1
5

j

jj

f

j.

|

Ij

1

Belfast..!

DR, E. H.BOYINGTON
EYE

SPECIALIST

Twenty-five years experience and skill in
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
44 South Main St,

WINTERPORT,

MAINE

Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.
I WILL BE AT
Forest House, Monroe, Wednesday p. m.
4.
June
Uprights in good condition as low as $75.00. York’s Hotel, Bro ks, Thursday p. m,June 5.
Squares as low as $26 00. Organs in good re- The Hotel, Thorn like, Friday a. m., June tf.
pair as low as $15.00. Send for bargain list.
Central House, U;i .y, Friday p. m., June 6
LORD & CO INC.
Bellows' House, Freedom, Saturday a. m.,
Masonic Bldg., Portland, Maine.
June 7.

PIANO BARGAINS

salvation from the consequences of sin
their children and grandchildren, were
they thiB day to learn for the first time
the religious sentiments propounded ir
the exercises on that occasion, woulc
marvel that such rigid views of man’s

re-opened: it was again submitted to the people and their decision
this time was decidedly in the affirms
tive. The number of ballots cast ir
favor of separation was 17.091; againsl
it 7,132.
The vote in this county (Han

setts was

tor Half a

Annals of Belfast

Century.
BY AN OLD SETTLER

(Hon. Wm. G. Crosby.)

cock)

was

against 761;

802 in favor

th«

moral

145 in favot
place
against 26. A Convention was held foi
the purpose of framing a Constitutioi
and taking the necessary measures for th<
admission of Maine into the Nations
Union. The Convention was held at
Portland, commencing October 11th, terinitiating on the 30th. Alfred Johnsoi
Jr. Esq. was the delegate from thii 1
vote

CHAPTER XIII.
(1818-19. )
Col. Daniel Lane, father of our fellow
citizen Mr. Daniel Lane, was the first Collector of Customs at this Port. At the

time of his appointment he resided in
Portland. He came here early in the
summer of this year, 1818, with his famand commenced house-keeping in the
High street occupied by Capt.
James Miller at the time of his decease.

ily

house on

in

this

tion

the

fast Bank for many years, was the first
Deputy Collector and continued to hold
the office until Col. Lane’s successor

stood to be

was

captured

leagues
sloop bound

a

at

callv

Miller, of Northport,
was the first Inspector in charge of the
Revenue Boat. He was the Major Miller who in 1814 left Lincolnville in a
barge with a crew well armed, and three
from shore

county

embraced

now

democratic

a

quite apparent

Noah

appointed,

the

where ir

waiting

alarm

was

appearance of
midst. The story ran that

British

a

succeed him.

!
The other officers attachwere an

The Custom

z''_1_

House was first

kept

in

soon

after attacked with the

Various

rumors

in

were

to

preform

townsmen,

it escort

duly,

one

not

move.

an

“Some

hitch

betweer

Council,’’ was the
reply; "the Church isn’t exactly satisfied with Mr. Frothingham’s creed.”
“Tie Church!” said he, "let the Churcl
Why don’t you make a new

goto——!
■

one,

a

join!”

oi

respectable

one; 1 and my wife’l

The town officers for this year were

pai:

Manasseh

Sleeper, James McCrillis,
Selectmen; Benjamir

John S. Kimball,

Whittier, Town

1

ed to the office

_I

a

census

small-pox

were

circulation

Clerk.

An

amateui

taken in the fall shows that there

then one hundred and

families

residing

thirty-sever

within the radius of

s

Nesmith's
from
Corner.
The
among them that the garment had be \ mile
longed to a man who died of that diseasi amount of money raised for parochial
on board a vessel in the harbor.
Every purposes was $677 98; number of polls in

story of a wooden building
precaution was adopted to prevent the the Parish 283; poll tax 40 cts.; per cenerected by George Yv\ Webster in 1817 i
spread of the disease but, notwithstand tum on the valuation of estates, real and
which stood at the intersection of Market
ing, quite a number were attacked by it
personal, five cents. The largest tax
and High streets, opposite the present
several cases proved fatal. There wai
against any parishioner was $11.90. The
Phoenix House, the same building erectniimhpr nf Heaths in tnwn Hurincr the
Un
a rush, of course, for vaccination.
ed by Hon. Ralph C Johnson the year
for the reputation of some * year was twenty-eight.
fortunately
previous. This building was subsequent- of our medical gentlemen it proved
the second

ly purchased by Mr. John Haraden and that the virus used in numerous cases
removed by him in 1831 to the corner
was the genuine small-pox instead oi
where the building now occupied by the
the kine.
No little indignation was
Belfast Savings Bank stands. It was
aroused; a legal investigation was had
again removed in 1849 and converted in- but nothing was
developed tending tc
to a dwelling-house; the same now occushow any intention on the part of any
pied by Mr. E. C. Hilton. In November one to
practice deception in the matter.
1821 the Custom House was removed to a
It was probably one of those accidents
room over the store of F. Tinkham &

Co., in the brick block on Main street
by Ladd and Morrill. In April
1822 it was moved back to the room
where it was first kept, and continued
erected

1824 when it

there until June
moved to

was

re-

in the brick block before

rooms

named, and thence, in January 1829, to

CHAPTER

now and then occur without
any one to the imputation oi
criminal intent or reprehensible negliIt is not remembered that any
gence.
one who was inoculated with the spuri-

which will

virus died or suffered any serious

detriment.

Another event of this spring was the
High street previously occupurchase of the bell which still does duty
pied by Judge Crosby, on the site of the in the
belfry of the Unitarian meetingbrick building now occupied as a store by
house.
By she terms of the contract for

the office on

Mr. Arnold Harris.
it

removed

was

In November 1834

the

to

rooms

over

the

Main street now occupied by
Mr. H. H. Forbes, erected that year; it
was not again removed until a new7 Col"
lector was appointed, in 1838. During
this term of time it might have been
denominated, not inappropriately, a Cusstore

tom

on

House

on

wheels.

Col. I.ane was

In the

war

from which station he went to the frontier.
He was in the battle of Platts-

burgh,

Sept. 5. 1814, and at several
minor engagemertp prior tc#that date.
When the office of Collector at this port
created

was

his

meritorious

services

remember-d and he received the

were

appointment. He
office, discharging

continued to hold the
its duties to the entire

acceptance of the mercantile and seafaring portion if the community, until
1838 when Nathaniel M. Lowney, Esq.,
of this
him.

place,

was

He soon

and

was

ness,

as

appointed

to

succeed

after removed to Boston

engaged for a short time in busia
Commission Merchant; from

which business he retired

appointment

in

the

on

receiving

Boston

an

Custom

House. He did not engage in any active
business after tl e expiration of his offic al term but devoted

a large portion of
days to horticulture and
kindred occupations, of which he was
passionately tond. He is well remem-

his remaining

bered here

as an

ardent, not boisterous

politician, a courteous gentleman, a
officer, a valuable member of
society. He died at Newtonvilie, Mass.,
June 8, 1873, in the ninetieth year of his
age; his remains were brought here ard
faithful

Mr. Bradbury was born in the town of
York in this State, Sept. 16, 1795, and
resided in that place at the time of his

appointment.

Prior to that time he had

held the office of
the

Deputy Collector

Custom House

in

that port.
He
in 1818, with Col.
at

to this place
Lane, and after his marriage, July 16,
1820, commenced house-keeping in the
Ryan house, then so called, on Front

came

it

cast it was

found to

street; it was burned in the fire of October 1865. In 1824 he erected the house
on Church street now occupied by his
widow. He was elected Town Clerk in
1825 to fill the vacancy created by the
death of Dr. Herman Abbott and was
reelected for several successive years.
After the expiration of his official term
as Deputy Collector he was for three
successive years Chairman of the Board
of Selectmen, and in 1840 was elected
Cashier of the Belfast Bank, which office
he held for nineteen years. On account
of failing health he then retired from
business and his son, Mr. A. H. Bradbury, the present Cashier of the Belfast
National Bank, was elected to fill the vacancy. Mr. Bradbury died at his residence on Church street, December 2,
He is still remembered in this
1861.
community as a quiet, unobtrusive estimable fellow citizen, a faithful officer
and a man of sterling integrity. He was
one of the few who have passed away
from our midst of whom it may be said
truthfully that be left behind him no one
who would sow thistles on his grave.
With the opening of the year 1819 the
question of separation from Massachu-

was

of somewhat

be

and smaller size than con-

lighter weight
acten plated but was nevertheless
cepted. From the Records of the parish
it is inferred that it was hung in the latter part of April or early in May; it was i
the first

native of Buxton in

a

of 1812 he held a
commission as Lieutenant Colonel in the
regular army, but was m command of
his Regiment curing a large part of the
time. He was stationed for a short time
at Fort Independence in Boston Harbor;
afterwards at Fort Preble, Portland,
this State.

to be not less than
purchase
twelve hundred pounds in weight; when
its

“I hurch tfuing nel!

These valleys and rocks
In the month of

ever

heard.”

February, died, Capt.
He

Samuel Houston, aged ninety-two.
came here to reside in 1774, and was the
second Town

Clerk,

time,
predecessor. He

in

order of

XIV.

(1820)

From and alter the fifteenth day of
March in this year, Maine became one of
the "United States of America.
At this

subjecting

ous

j

the present county of

Waldo,

Fellowes
appearance.
were its
publishers; Mr.
some

ing,

made its

and

Fellowes diec

years ago; Mr. Simpson is still livresiding in Penobscot county. It

have Belfast made

a

half-shire town;

RACE C. TIBBITTS oF Alan..-,in. County
of Alameda. .State of California, complains against the heirs of Charles Crooker
and William D. Crooker, deceased, late of Bath,
Sagadahoc County, Maine, whose names ami
residences are unknown to yout con plain unt
First: That Charles W Coffin, Land Agent
of Massachusetts duly authorized by a Resolve
of the Legislature of said Commonwealth,
passed 18th February, 1829, and Rufus Mclntire. Land Agent of the State of Maine duly
authorized by Resolve of the Legislature of
said State, passed 3rd March, 1829, for the consideration of three hundred dollars ($3(;0) paid
them tor the use of said Commonwealth and
said State, did sell and coi.vey by deed to said
Charles and William, their heirs and assigns,
all the right, title, interest and estate wh ch
belonged to said Commonwealth and State in
J

was published weekly,
at two dpllars
per annum; the dimensions of the printed matter being about eleven by seven

teen
with

inches; about ne page was fillec
advertisements, which were insert-

ed at the rate of “one dollar per square
for three insertions and seventeen cents

point of time Belfast, in common with for every subsequent insertion.” Wit!
{he residue of Maine, may be regarded the fourteenth number the success ol
the paper encouraging the expenditure,
as
having taken “a r.ew departure."
Her population according to the census it was enlarged one inch in its dimenof this year, was 2,026;|an increase of 752 sions! With its twenty-fourth numbei
from the year 1810.
The Selectmen its title was enlarged by adding the
elected at the annual spring meeting words “Penobscot Patriot;” the object
were
John Merriam, James McCrillis being to secure the patronage in Penofc
and Nathan Swan; Benjamin Whittier, scot county, which was expected to fol
Town Clerk. The prominent physicians low the discontinuance of the Bangoi
at this date were John S Osborn,Herman Weekly
Register, a newspaper whicl
Abbott, Ebenezer Poor, Hollis Monroe, had been published in Bangor since 1815
Chnuncey C. Chandler; Charles Hall, a Mr. Simpson transferred his interest ii
comparatively young and promising phy- the paper to Mr. Fellowes February 22
sician died this year. The lawyers were 1826. and Mr. F. continued to publish i
Bohan P. Field, John Wilson, Alfred under the title of the Hancock Gazette
Johnson, Jr., Zaccheus Porter, William and Penobscot Patriot until the close of
White, Joseph Williamson and Rufus B. its sixth volume, when its old title was
Allyne.
Benjamin Whittier wuts the dropped and that of the “Belfast GaPostmaster, Dudley Griffin the “fashion- zette” substituted.
It continued to be published under its
able tailor” and Job White the axe-maknew title until
the 37th number of its
er and indispensable fiddler at all private
i second volume issued when, unexpectednartipR
The population of Belfast was the larg- ly to the community at large, its publication was suspended; but a week alteiest of any town in the county (Hancock)
wards the "Waldo Democrat,” in charge
save Frankfort; her population was 2127.
Efforts were made early in the year to of the same publisher, appeared to take
have the towns of Frans fort and Monroe its place. The leading editorial in the
set off to the county of Penobscot; also first number of the Democrat announced
to

To the Supreme Judicial Court,
In Equity:

Simpsor

that the paper

was

thenceforth to be,

as

and to all the islands therein specified, situate
in Penobscot Bay, viz: Little Burmuda, Saddle
Island, Job’s Island, Ensign Island. Horsehea I
Island ami Mark Island, by deed dated December 20, 1839 acknowledged December 21, 1839.
and recorded in Waldo Registry, Book 35,
Page 332.
I
SECOND: Said Charles and William D.Crooker by deed dated August 10, 1846, recorded in
i Waldo Registry, Voi 55, Page 485, released
and forever quit-claimed to the State of Massa1
chusetts all heir right, title and interest in and
| to an undivided half of all the Isl mds therein
specified siluale in Penobscot Bay in the State
of Maine, viz: Little Burmuda, Saddle Island,
Job’s Island, En-ign Islands, Horsehead Island
and Mark Island, all of the above islands being
the same conveyed to them, said Crookers, bv
! the States of Massachusetts and Maine by
deed dated December 20. 1839, acknowledged
December 21. 1839, recorded in Waldo Regisj try. Book 35, Page 332.
Third:
I'hat said Charles and William D.
)
Crooker by deed released and forever quitclaimed to the State of Maine for themselves
and their heirs and all their right, title and interest in and to ali the island herein and aftt r
specified situate in Penobscot Bay, viz: Li:ih1
Burmuda, Job’s Island, Ensign Island, Horsehead Island, ail the above islands being the
same conveyed to them by Massachusetts and
Maine by deed dated December 20, 1839. acknowledged December 21, 1839; said release
and quit-claim was dated August 21, 1846. and
recoided in \\ aldo Registry September 21,1846.
botlRTH: That the authority for this reconveyance of said Charles and William D. Crooker to the State of Maine and for the
payment
of money for such reconveyance appears in
Chapter 395 of the Resolves of 1845, approved
Anril 5. 1845. ns follows:

!

J
I

|

1

lication in each of snitl newspapers to be at
least thirty eats before the fourth Tuesday of
September. A I) 1913
Dated this 9th dav c*f Max, A. D. 1913.
WARREN
PI 11,BK(>( K.
Associate Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy. Attest;
2w21
GKO I. KEATING. Clerk.

At a Probate • oi.it. i>«*tii .»
foi tlu- <'mintv ol v. .tliii,
May. \. l). ivn:t.
NC 11 <i .1I I X \\|), l;
T)
1) executrix of t Ilf Will
late ol 1 •«• 11 st. in sail I
e* asf.|
bavii'u pn 'i n!, c
that fin* actual mark." \,,i
pa> llieiit ot the Collate!
persons interested mil..he amount ot the lax il
lumed by the .Indue o| p;

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER'S

C AS T O R I A
UNIVERSALIST STATE CONVENTION.
The program for the 84th annual meet-

been issued by Rev. Asa Mayo Bradley
of Portland, secretary of the convention, as follows:
Monday. June 2nd, ar 4 p. m ministers’ conference: 7.30 p. m., dedication
of Bangor’s new Universalist church.
Tuesday, June 3rd, at 8.30 a. m., conference meeting; 10 a. m
business; 2 p.
m., worship, occasional sermon; holy
4
communion;
p. m., address; 7.30 p. m., j

|

platform meeting.
Wednesday, June 4th, at 0 p. m., quiet
hour; 8.30 a. m., conference meeting; 10

m.. business; 1.45 p. rn. Woman’s
Universalist Missionary society of Maine;
5 p. m. informal reception; 7.30 p. m.,
a.

platform meeting.
Rev. James F. Albion, D. D., pastor
the Congress Square Universalist
church, Portland, has been invited to deliver the

dedicatory
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stipation promptly and get your liowls in
healthy condition again. John Supsie, of Banbury. Pa., says: “They are the best pills 1 ever
used, and I advise everyone to

Y\

irm

ship.

Dr. King’s; New Life Pills

1

n

At a I rebate c.-urt hep
for the County Ol U
May, \1>. n 13
M I A hi) B. 1X0 HOC'
ft
nunistial.u of the
oils, iate of t rook', in
deceased, having pr.
tor a license to s,-|| ;,i
|,r
tain tea! estate desciim u
Ordered l icit the s id
all pci mu,-, merest, ,| t,\
Old. | to bo published
h..
in I he B. publican d.-i.i a
llslled n t Beilasi, that [hob*!e Com;, t., bo I rid ,i i
said < .unity, on tin- lorlOKi, at loll o| Ha- eioeU hcause. H a>-> tle v liavo. u
petitioner should not b- ,u ,.-

;

sermon.

Membership in the convention consists
of officers, ministers in fellowship, and
lay delegates from each parish r fellow-

j

■

ing of the Maine Universalist convention, to he held in the Bangor Universaist church, June 2nd, 3rd and 4th, has

of

Ordered, That the said p.
all persons inieiested l.\
be pu'dMied t'l
in Tin Kepuldn an .loin n-.
ed al Belfast, that thev m
t ourt. to be held at Beilasi.
< ounty, on the loth da\
at ten of
the clock be'-"cause, if anytlicy have, wh
pctitionei should not i.c _• a
.t .oh
^ true copy, \ttest:
A RTHl'R w
I. I-1
order to

A

i

true copy. Attest
Airrm i:
|»

s

\\

Will help you. Price 25c. Recommended by
unsuccessful; had the itsnaire purported,“heartily and entirely
-mi,
U A I.DO
all druggists.
was
a
member of the “Committee of last named
I I |e I.
last,
succeeded, the creation of democratic;” it advocated the re-election
anil l.ineoiii \\
of
Safety’’ elected by the inhabitants
the county of Waldo might have been in- of John Quincy Adams as President!
will of Annie M driMii
'mini y, tleee i>e
the place in 177(1, and was the first capCHAPTER 395.
definitely postponed, or deferred for The Democrat died in less than a
ami Iinal aeeonuf <,t ;m;
Resolve in favor of Charles Crooker and
tain of the mi.itia coni| any organized
tale lor allowance.
year, as might have been anticipated; William D.
many years at least.
Crooker
here after the Declaration of Independ....AT,..
Ordered, That nmi-e ii.
On the seventh day of May died An- the office, press and material were sold
Resolved, That there be paid out »f the
Weeks
!y. H I
of this State, to Charles Crooker and
treasury
His successor in that office was drew
Mr.
to
ence.
Fellow-es
Messrs.
Robert
a newspapei pi
m-lie.i
Leach, who was born at Glencoe, by
Jellison
William 1). Crooker, the sum of one hundred
Docks,
Cape
lliat
ais
peis
udeiest,his son, Samuei Houston, Jr., who was a i
Scotland, February 11, 1753, and came White and Cyrus Rowe, and on the sixth and ninety-seven dollars and twenty-five cents,
hate »'••Hit. to he heb! at
STOCKTON SPRINGS,
t*l
June next, and
member of “Washington’s Body-guard” here to reside in 1805. He erected the day of February, 1829, the “Republican the same being for one-half the amount of
w li
the sain
money paid, together with interest, for cvrL;in
Monday and tuf.suay ms-1 have,
in the war of the Revolution.
JAM!
building stiil standing at the intersection Journal,” the exponent of the emocrat- islands purchased of the States of Maine and Each
and loading steamship M1LL1charging
A
tl’Ue
\ I test:
copy.
On the 21st of July, Rev. William of High and Bridge streets, now owned ic creed according to Andrew Jackson, Massachusetts; PROVIDED said Crookers shall NOCKET. Pay 2"> cents per hour. Time and
A l;-| Hi lt W
I.
j
to this State and Massachusetts the a half in case of
night work. A good opporFrothingham was installed as pastor of by Mr. Oakes Angier, and occupied it commenced its career as a political mis- reconvey
interest which they acquired in all the islands
for farmers of Waldo County to earn !
tunity
the First Congregational Parish, popu- for
A 1.1)0 Ss.
till
specified in the deed to them, dated December extra money. Apply to
\\'
many years as a store and dwelling. sionary.
IT
fast
tin- KM.
i\
twentv-first, eighteen hundred and thirtyMessrs. White and Rowe were fellowlarly known now as the Unitarian Soci- One of his daughters became the wife of
J. Weld), e\i eat ! ol r
A. N. BULL STEAMSHIP CO.,
nine.
late ol swanvMe, m
ety, with a salary of six hundred dollars. Hon. John Wilson, another of George apprentices in the office of Mr. Fellowes.
Fifth: That in the deed to the State of
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
having preset ted his fii>Mr. White sold his interest in the Jour- Maine it appears that two islands. Saddle
This was not done in concurrence with Watson,
administration m san.l
Esq., who was sheriff of the
6w21
Telephone 13-4
Island and Mark Island, were omitted and not
nal
to
Mr.
Griffin
about
ii.it n >tiei t.
of
the
wishes
of
that
Ortiered,
Benjamin
1841,
parish county at the time of the Separation.
portion
| the
named, whereas the Resolve, Chapter 395 of
weeks Mitvexxiv, a i|, j
and engaged in mercantile business.
denominated “the Church;” Mr. Froth- It was the uniform custom in those
a new xpaoer putl)-l\ din
the Legislature of 1845, shows that the recondays
tv. Iiiat all personx mi•
-:
be the interest which They
ingham's religious creed did not in all to toll the bell—where there was one— He held the office of Register of Deeds veyance should
Probate Court, to In lieitl a'
(Charles and William D. Crooker) acquired m
with
As
a
theirs.
day oi June nexi, and
respects harmonize
at the funeral of an adult while the and County Treasurer for several years all the islands specified in the deed to them
they Imve. win* tin -aid
consequence they took no part in the
funeral f recession was on its way to the arid subsequently was largely interested j dated December 21, 1839. It being apparent At a Probate Court held at Bellas!, within and tn allowed.
that the date of acknowledgement was given
JA!\!*>
died
j
in
He
Dec.
1866.
services of installation, which were confor
(
W
the minty Of
ship-building.
31,
aide, on the second 1 uesA true copy
graveyard; the funeral of Mr. Leach
Mlesf:
j as the date of the deed.
day of May, a. 1). 1913.
A in hi k \\
ducted by an Ecclesiastical Council ap- was the first one at which the new bell In the fall of 1848 Mr. Rowe finally i
I
Sixth:
That subsequently the Common4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
wealth of Massachusetts near the year 1855
will and testaniem of Geneva A. Varnev,
disposed of all his interest in the Jour- j deeded
pointed by the parish committee. The was loiieu.
SS
all
her
III
oiu
t
;
interest
in
the
of
lands
and
public
j
\VAI.DO
late of Montvilie, in said Comity of Waldo, deTl
church adhered to its original, distinct
last, on the mm <la\
Not j islands situate in Maine to the State of Maine ceased. having been presented
The Fourth of July was duly celebrat- nal to Messrs. Moore and Wing.
tor probate.
C
;
administrator
Allen,
I
as
in
the
public records of each State
organization, and became the nucleus of ed: “ushered in,” to quote the language long afterwards he removed from this I andappears
Ordered, That notice be given to ali persm)* in- >. Aiiea. I tie of Mmitvi,
as a matter of history.
terested by causing a copy ot tins ider to tie
tease i, having presented '.
the present First Congregational SociSeventh: That the State of Maine by the published three weeks successively in The Ke- count ot admlnistiatiou t*i
of the Gazette of the sixth, “by the place to California and subsequently to I
ety, popularly known as the North roaring of cannon” —two small field- Nevada; he died at Nevada City, Dec. Land Agent duly authorized sold and conveyed pubiicmi Journal, published at Belfast, that they anee.
deed dated January 3, 1879, its right, title may appear at a urobate Court, to !>e held at
by
) 'rderetl, that notice tin
Cnurch. The sermon at the Installation
Bellast, within and for said County, on the sec- weeks
and interest to any and all the islands therein
pieces were all we had—“and the ringsuccessively, in l In- !
ond Tuesday of June
at ten
of llie
next,
was preached by Rev. Ezra Ripley, D.
situated
in
Penobscot
a
nevv.xpapei published in lb
Bay in said clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
Prominent among the advertising pa- specified
ing of bells”—we had only one to ringthat .id persons inieiestmj
viz: Little Burmuda, Saddle Island, Job’s
State,
the same should not be proved, apD., of Concord, Mass., Rev. John Allyn, excluding the cow bells and the belles of trons of the Hancock Gazette in the Island, Ensign Island, Horsehead Island and have, wiiy
bate Court, to be held at
proved and allowed.
tla> of June next, and show
D. D., of Duxbury, Mass., father of the the
in Waldo Registry, Vol.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
village. Joseph Williamson, Esq., first year of its publication were the Mark Island, recorded
have, vvhv the said acco u
A true copy. Attest:
189, Page 9, to Frances L. Lazell; and said
late Rufus B. Allyn of this place, gave was
ed.
JAM V s
the orator of the day. There was a following named traders: Ladd and Frances L. Lazell by warranty deed dated SepArthur \V. Leonard, Register.
A true copy. Attest;
the Charge to the Pastor, Rev. Hezekiah
AKTHI K *V l.l-je
public dinner at the Sun Tavern, “served Morrill, John Angier, Franklin Tirkham, tember 6, 1902, recorded in Waldo Registry
Packard, D. D., of Wiscasset, the ad- up in Cunningham's best manner.” Benj. Hazeltine, Francis Hathaway, January 25, 1909, Book 293, Page 184, conveyed At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
Little Burmuda, Saddle Island and Ensign
tor the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
4 1)M | N IsTKa
N«'
itiA
dress to the people, and Rev. Silas War- "Toasts were
May. a. D. 1913
seriher hereby gives
drank, accompanied by John S. Kimball, Peter H. Smith, Oshea Island to your complainant, Grace C. Tibbitts.
Eighth:
Wherefore
said
Grace
of
admin:C.
widower
been
Tibbitts
1KT1LLIAM
Helen
SMITH,
M.
ren of Jackson, the Right-hand of Felduly
appointed
the discharge of cannon and enlivening Page, all dead; Ralph C. Johnson, John
V? Smith, late of Stockton Springs, in said
prays that said deed of Charles and William D.
lowship. The reverend clergy were es airs of music.” The following, given by Clark, Hugh J. Anderson still living. Crooker to the State of Maine, dated August County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
CHARLES H. COOMBS
praying for an allowance to be made
be
rectified
so
petition
corted to the meeting-house by a pro1846,
as
to
con21,
accordingly
in the County of W aldo, n*
Hon. John Wilson who presided at the Innholders, Samuel Jackson, who kept a
him
out of the personal estate of said deceas to
\
bonds as tin* law directs.
vey |or pass the entirety of said Saddle and
cession of the parishioners; there was table, is a fair
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
demands against the estate ol
specimen of the sentiment public house on the site of the premises Mark Islands to said Frances L. Lazell and her all
persons interested by causing a copy of this
desired to present the sain*
the requisite number of marshals—but to which the
Grace C. Tibbitts, and that a copy of
grantee,
covered
the
store
of
now
Francis
and
its
by
cccasion,
accompaniolder to be published three weeks successively
all indebted thereto are leqiu U
the order be endorsed on said deed or such in The
.Journal, a newspaper pub- meat iinmediately.
no drum and fife; the absence of which
ments, gave birth: “Maine an independ- Whitmore, John Huse. who kept the other decree be made to correct the mistake lished atRepublican
Belfast,, that they may appear at a ProMAK\
usual accompaniment of a public proces- ent State.
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor
Belfast. Me., May 13. 1913
May her Legislators possess house at the intersection .of Main and set forth above.
Ninth: Your petitioner prays general relief said County, on the loth day «>t June. a. I).
sion in those days led a jocose individual the patriotism of Fox and the intelli- High streets, and Thos. Cunningham
1913. at ten of the clock before noon, and show
in the premises as may preserve her equitable
1),M I N 1STUATKIX’S MU
to remark that if it wasn’t for the name
cause, it any they have, why the prayer of said
.V senber hereby gives it u
gence of Pitt; her Judges the science of who kept the “Sun Tavern," the house rights and estate.
should not be granted.
petitioner
been
Tenth: Your complainant says that Charles
!
duly appointed adinini
of Installation he should think he was Mansfield and decision of
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
Holt; her Ora- occupied by the late Capt. James Miller and William D. Crooker
Late of
are both dead, and that
A true copy. Attest:
to
a
funeral.
of
it
his decease;
was for
going
PERCY I.KMAN, late
tors the lightning of Cicero and the thun- at the time
each left children, but where said children and
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
n the County of w aldo, d<1
Many of the excellent good fathers der of Demosthenes.” The people of some time called the “Pumpkin Tav- heirs reside is unknown to her.
(»nds
the law directs. A
Wherefore she prays for such order of notice At a Probate Court held at
Belfast, witlnu and j Hands
and mothers of the day thought, doubtagainst tie estate *•(
Belfast, and of Maine generally, to use ern”; especially by the democrats of as the Court may deem proper.
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
iesired
to
present the sain
GRACE C. TIBBITTS.
less, that the settlement of a minister a slang phrase, were “feeling big” the day, who could not forget that Col.
May, A. D. 1913.
ill indebted thereto are re«|u>
By her Attorney, J. P. CILLEY,
s. PENDLETON of Islesboro guardian I nent immediately.
without the concurrence of the church aboutjthat time. The “fair sex” were Cunningham during the war was a vioPower of A tty. recorded.
MKI'A
of Llovd Pendleton <>f Isiesboro, in said i
CUBA
in matters of religious taith, was tanta- reminded, of course, that
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a j
l.ibertv, Me., May 13, It 13.
they were lent Federalist and firmly believed to have
for a license to sell and convey
piaying
petition
State of Maine,
/
mount to a funeral of the staunch old
‘Heaven's last, best gift to man.
secretly rendered aid and comfort to the County
ss‘
certain real estate described in said petition.
NOTICE. Tinof Knox,
f
April 14, 1913.
doctrines to which their fathers and
Ordered, That tin* said petitioner give notice to | tEXECUTRIX’S
On the sixth day of July the first num- enemy.
by gives notice that s be
Then appeared J. P. Cilley, authorized by
jointed executrix of the last
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
and
which they had ber of the Hancock Gazette, the first
The origin of that belief was simply power of attorney of record, and made oath aider to be published three weeks
grandfathers held,
successively in i)f
that the allegations in the foregoing bill are fiie Republican .Journal, a newspaper
published
been taught to regard as essential to
this. While the British were at Castine,
TILESTON WaDI.IN. lat•
true of his own knowledge, information and
newspaper started within the limits of
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
li the County of Waldo, decea
and before they took possession of Bel- belief, and so far as upon information and be- Court, to be held at uelfast. within and for said
Having demands against the
John Mitchell

being

his

|

the Church and the

took them to his home where they weri
The party who washed them wai 1

failing health to resign the position,
washed.
Capt. James Douglas was appointed tc
-r-»

resident

our

did

of pantaloons on the shore and supposing
them to have been lost from some vesse

a cargo of merchandise on board valued
at forty thousand dollars. Compelled by

Ban-

it ii

politi

occasiunei I

the eastern side of the river found

from Halifax toCastine with

Inspectoral

ir

of this year bv tin
the small-pox in oui

||

honest and upright
man in dealings but a little “mixed”
in his notions ot church organizations,
doctrinal creeds &c., growing a little
impatient at the delay walked up the
hill on High Street where the processior
was
formed, and accosting one of the
marshals inquired, why the processior

spring

in the

The Real Woman Question Is

It is not reprehensible, in the judgcompiler, to mingle the gay
with the grave, and therefore he records the following anecdote. While
the procession before referred to was

of

“Stands Scotlam 1

that time.
riid?“

Considerable

early

measure;

where Waldo stood

||

and

ment of the

Waldo; of the 761 against Separation
only 167 were thrown within the sami
territory. The separation was under

excellent Cashier of the Bel-

upright,

of

religious accountability

moves.
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place.
An analysis of the vote thrown in thii
the
Whittiei
afterwards
He
purchased
Bhows that of the 820 in favor o:
county
place, the same premises occupied by rhe
662 were thrown in that por
late Alfred W. Johnson, where he resid- Separation,
ed while he remained here. Nathaniel
H. Bradbury, whom we all remember as

and

final destiny were entertained and taught
only half a century ago; verily, the world
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young man

then,
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LINIMENT

I

Used 102 Yean lor Internal and External Ills

I

Are you prepared to relieve sudden cramps and pains
that may come any time?
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment responds
quickly in relieving coughs, colds, bowel
troubles, burns, cute, chaps, etc.
25e and 80c everywhere

■

I.S. JMHStNiCt.

a

■

Bostea, Mats.

~’Za

now, sportively arrayed
evening in a military garb, antique as
the days of the Revolution, for the purpose of surprising a young lady on whom
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CASTOR IA
For Infant* and Children.

Tho Kind You Han
Bean the

Signature of

Always Bought
s/yj^-^L~

(JZoS/ZTGUc&M

the loth day of June, A. D. 1913,
M ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
If any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not lie granted,

bounty,

lief, that he believes bis information to be true.
EDWARD B. MacALUSTER.
[L. s.J
A true copy.

Notary

Public

Attest:

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

{STATE OF MAINE.

Leonard, Register.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on tlie 13th day of .Mav, 1913.
Bhnma Luetta llarding, executrix of the will of
Lewis B. Harding, late of Troy, in said County,
leceascd, having presented her first and final
iccouut as executrix of said estate for allow-

WALDO

Waldo ss.

Supreme Judicial Court
In Equity.
Upon the annexed bill, it is ordered that notice of the pendency thereof be given to all
parties interested therein by publishing an attested copy of said bill, and this order thereon,
once a week for three successive weeks in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published in
the County where said deeds are recorded, in
the Bath Daily Times, a newspaper published
in the County where said Charles Crooker and
William D. Crooker resided in their life time,
and in the Daily Kennebec Journal, a newapaper published in the County where the capital
of the State of Maine is located, the last pub-

on

incc.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Beliast, in said Com ty,

j

that all persons interested nmy attend at a Prolate Court, to be helu at Belfast, on the lOthday
>f June next, and show cause, it auy they
lave.wby the said account should not he allowed.
JaMEH LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
p

1

art desired i«» present tin
Mement, and all indebted then

.•eased
to

make payment immediately
M ATI A

\

f
I

\

Belfast, May 13. 1913.
A DMINl.sTKA TKIX’S MU I*
scriber hereby gives noliei
duly appointed aiiinmistm"
ate of
HANSON G. BUKHMAN, lab

aeeu

n the County of Waldo, decea"
All
>onds as the law directs
Jemands against the estate <•!
ire desired to present the same t
ind all indebted thereto are red

payment immediately.
Liberty, Me., May

LIZZIE
13, 1913.

A.HIl1'

KodnlA to‘
Relieves sour

M.

telpitationof the heart

Digests wtonv0
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*
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Sea.

the

WHERE

York Pilot Boat William J.
the Trip in 1846 to England

<v

(joiner

Return.
....

| ^L

state

t^

■

1S46, the city of New
into a state of great
v the announcement in the
vessel of “extraordinary
ked sailirg master and a
:
.aid sail in a day or two on
i-t-ss trip lo Liverpool.”

:i^VVJw>^k
9HH||^k

the street looked susghout the day. No one
tr the announcement was
Some thought it was to
of stocks; others that
is
despatched with an
and many believed she
it a declaration of war.
eertained with any cerin the day that the clipThe
'o sail for Liverpool.
at the foot of Rutgers
rv !'th all ready and awaitrders for departure.
By
v as five hundred people

Use William Tell Flour and make home baking easy—no such thing as failure.
Goes farthest, too, more loaves to the
sack> helping you keep down the cost
of living. Milled only from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat by our own
special process, it is richest in
*•»nutritive value.

ifeolsS^^k.

■>,-*'

I: ^fesl ~T"'
I

>;^k

Your grocer will have it—
when you order your

I

next

supply, specify

-cted
’!

was

sail] to be

belonging

t-n

rain,
on,

to our

the

Thu rlinnur shin Pst-

sailed

>.

o’clock the mail arrived,

British messenger,
after the packet ship
As
t ry came down the river.
ossing Governors Island the
it-d away and shot across the
ship and soon left her far
As she spread her wings to the
dew down the bay, passing
shade of Castle Garden and
he evening haze, the straintiie thousands who watched
-I ire were withdrawn in disapi'he saucy little clipper had
: from their vision as a bird
s.nks from sight behind the
the air.
At half past four
..
evening the Sandy Hook
a
st by south, four miles disihe Homer passed the High~tood out to sea the packet
Henry was three miles
a
strong breeze from the
west.
ad the pilot boat got her
mell of land than it came
if old Neptune had deterish this daring little craft
Adventuring out to sea. At
were obliged to take the
e jib, two-reef the mainin the squaresail altogether.
of the evening the wind
little and both reefs were
the mainsail and by mid-

special

mutes

■

was

act

anu

me

surging over the waters
! rtable rate of twelve knots,
was quite cold and the bul
quite low the vessel was
spray created by her ow’n
froze as it fell upon the
about the vessel like an
•w storm and
tipped the ropes
f- athers. At 8.30 p. m. on
wind came strong out of the
tain McGuire tacked to the
ist, two-reefed the mainsail,
net out. of the jib and finally
lown and stowed it, lowered
and furled it and set the fore
■■■'■ and put the third reef in
The wind now blew a gale,
by rain, snow and hail, and
discomfort of the voyagers
"mance and reduced to the
ul terms of reality comarnest. The next day the
mum.!, the wind having hauled
the northwest, spitting out
■-quails, the wind constantly
d the waves ran in moun•Mssel then shipped a treq which swept over her decks,
innnacle with it. One after
c sails
were taken in, unraft was brought to under
storm-trysail, the wind
ct iiurricane, all hands
ry minute to be their last,
ihe next day and the next
> d to
iay-to, the gale not
ated to any perceptible det day at three o’clock p.
-ubsided a little and sail
! the vessel was put upon
I he next day, however, a
c came on from the southMauling around to the westat'd they were again forced
n a
heavy cross sea, under
^cfed mainsail. This time the
fs
accompanied with thunder and
ra*n> hail and snow, a choice
iri- (Jn
the 18th the gale still coni,-'/;.-';
"
and the
clipper (which had again
k
was

ana

no

sieei.

storm

wenL

ami the next
day (20th) it again claimed the name of
hurricane, with a tremendous sea running. They laid-to all day and part of
the next with a drag out ahead, making
very bad weather of it. and expecting
to lose the foresail every minute. On
the 22nd the weather continued thick and
heavy, with a tremendous sea running.
At 11.30 a. m., however, the sky cleared,
and the Captain, lashed to the mast, succeeded in taxing an observation, the first
they had taken in several days—Lat.
43.28.
On the 23rd the weather continued very heavy and the boat passed a
bark under close reefs, heading west.
The schooner was hove-to six hours
this day, but r, turned her course in the
evening and kept on through tie.1 next

port

on the same date
many bets made as to
:.ake tilt fastest passage
about even,
e bets being
circumstances and conlittle schooner would
:m
rage over her larger op>. ts also known as one of
ikets sailing the western
'clock began to draw
.el board began to clear
a few minutes after 12
:-d the pier and shot out
a
fleet as a courser. As
.rf the assembled crowd
arty cheers, which were
.. boat in the same manner,
•,
tiring of a gun. The
way down to the Battery
with people, eager to catch
he schooner as she roundy, which she wore around,
back into the East river
.waiting the arrival of the

snow

contend

>

ith.

obliged
squall from

On tne 24th

tne

-■

\r‘

v

STRAWS

selected

braids
jf /
swperinr finish
v/
For sale by I

e palmer.

I
J

un

ine

stn,

wmie laying at
or the messen-

Liverpool, the 1st officer of her
j Majesty’s Ship the Crocodile was sent
on boar i
by the Admiral with the request to Captain McGuire to haui down
the American flag. Suffice to say that
this strange request was peremptorily
refused by Capt. McGuire, and the officer
took his departnre. About thive quarters
of an hour later he returned with a very
polite apology, stating that the Admiral,
from the smallness of the vessel.had taken Captain McGuire’s
clipper foe an English pilot boat. The explanation was, of
course, sufficient, and we are happy to
state that the gun on Admiral McGuire's
vessel was nut required tu be used, and
his starry pennant remained unruffled as
his temper.
Or. leaving Cork Harbor
the Rom -r had ae pi-a.-urt of o:vailing
the Irish pilot boat which stared wim
her, as w< i as leaving several otnei \
ids 1
in hind ht i. Stie arrivi 1
unie
on thmorning of .he lltii, jd-t ft atys
from C iv.. It mu- nr
re 1 .fat
tile Romer in r,darning !; m.e ran to the
southward m sea rn of smeo'h water.
This made a tie usat. 1 more miles to sail
over than the "packet” w iden sailed at
the same time. Tit* fact about .hr relative speed of the pic t boat and the best
pt-.cki :s of that ti le- seems to be this:
With a smooth Sr.i .dni a peon or.. /. tlie
pilot .eat could show nything that sails
a
clean pair of la els, nut in rough
weather a d a heavy „ea the pilot boat
must lay-to while the ship could crack on
with safely.
On the voyage out tile
time consumed by the Rumer in lying-to
was equal to nine days and nights. When
this is deducted from her running time,
we
find that the Romer in favorable
weather can make the trip in fifteen
days. Captain McGuire was a skillful
and experienced navigatoi and was of
the opinion that he could cross the Atlantic with the Romer in
all ordinary
weather or seasons, even in winter, in
less time than is required by any of the
packet ships. But vessels of her size
could not be driven as the larger anu
—

to

..

73, 1913, trains connectWaterville with through
Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:

try diseases have no practical treatment.
This point is very true, but it does not
mean that nothing can be done, nor that
thi3 is all a man should know about these
troubles; it means that he should know j
about, these diseases: it means that someust be done; it means that if
thing
there is no cure for these diseases they
must be prevented.
A 'arge majority of pcultymen know
nothing.whatsoever of the anatomy of
the animals with which they are working; a thing w’hich they should know.
Every poultryman should at least have a
limited knowledge of the make-up of the
birds internally; more especially that of
the digestive, reproductive, and respiratory systems. He should know how to
d stinguish one organ from another, also
know how these organs look when normal and to a certain extent the function
of these parts. If he does not know the
way those organs look when normal
there is no way for him to know when
they are abnormal; he could not tell
whether the sick bird was suffering from
some trouble of the crop or the^ovaries.
The chances are he will look to everything else before coming to the right
point, while the real cause is disastrously
working in his flock. He might haphazardly discover a preventive after
many trials which he would have come
to immediately had he known with what
he was dealing, This man is working at
a disadvantage, since he can neither get
help from others nor himself come to
the source of the trouble. To bring this
fa t home one has only to look at the
in tuiries and questions on poultry which
come to the State Colleges and Experiment Stations.
Over half tnese questions are on some disease or ailments of
the birds; the farmer has a sick chicken
j and wants to know what to do. A great
many of these questions cannot be
answered so that the farmer can be help;
ed because the symptoms and explana! tion of the troubles are usually so vague
and many times so inaccurate that nothi g cal'; be done.
If these people, on the
other hand, had a knowledge of the
anatomy of the birds so they could more
specifically give symptoms and descriptions uf their troubles they could be helped very materially.
‘there are several very good reasons
why ii does not pay to “doct or poultry:
hirst.
The individual bird is of too
small value to allow a man spending
much time in treating it.
Si cond.
The supposedly* cured bird is
constantly coming in contact with the
res
of the flock, which in most cases is a
menace to the spreading of the trouble
and to the outbreaks of new epidemics.
Third. A bird which has been seriously ili never gets back to its former condition, which tact is shown by the low perct r.tage of fertility'
n the eggs and even
d the show it never has the giaze and
finish that it formerly had.
Fourth. Since the identity of the once
sick bird and especially its offsprings, is
very likely to be overlooked and lost
(more so with poultry than with other
these troubles become much
, animals),
harder to stamp out.
It seems reasonable to give treatment
only when it can be applied to a flock conveniently, and treatment to individuals
when treatment is simple, easy, and
j
needs to be administered but very few
times.
In dealing with poultry* diseases
the first step is to diagnose the case,
ascertain the disease, if the bird is alive
to find out where it is suffering, if dead
make a post mortem of the organs for
any abnormalities; second, ascertain the
I cause; third, counteract the conditions
leading to the disease, remove the condition, and finally, if practical, attempt to

FROM BELFAST.

■

t

in a

vulture s

grasp.

j

j

Capt. McGuire if he would take something to prevent him taking cold.he pull-

ed out a Father Matthew temperance
medal, which he said with a smile was a

preventive against taking a cold.
Arriving at Cork the man with the
glased cap started directly for Liverpool,
Whence be returned on tne 12th, and at
noon the next day the boat got under
wav and started for home. In the meanwhile, however, an incident occurred on
board the Romer which must not be
sure

name

spiritualists

innec >ok
Burnham, arrive.

W

Bangor.
Clinton.
Benton

Waterville.

Yes Sir! Studebaker wagons are
made to back up a reputation.**

II
II

,“I know, because wagons of every make
into my shop for repairs, and 1 have a
chance to see how few are Studebakers.”

II
II
II

who know the quality of Studebaker wagons.
The owners never regretted that they bought

I
II
IB

“

§

come

Studebakers.
Tested materials, accurate workmanship insure a
unequaled for durability, and this careful selection of wood, iron, steel, paint and varnish has been a
fixed rule with the Studebaker Company for sixty years.
That is why a Studebaker wagon runs easiest and lasts
longest. It is built on honor.
wagon

j

See

our

Dealer

NEW YORK

Eczema spreads rapidly; itching almost
irlves you zoad. For quick relief, Doan’s
Ointment is well recommended. SOc at all
tores.

_-_

___

Forbes

Brooks.
"ald".
Sargent s.
! City Point.
Belfast, arrive.

1

|IB

THI

CHILDKKN

EASTERN

|||

CORPORATION.

I ii,

For

We

are now

furnishing

COUCH

SYRUp

S6 00

;

Trip.

for Boston, week

m.

at 7.30

a. m., daily, exo.
Bangor
t Monday.
Leave Boston at 5.00 p. m a, ok .i i>s only.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 ■». m. (or on arrival
«>f steamer from Boston) daily,
xeept Moni day.
FRED W. POTE. Agent, 5: if
Maine

i

coa! at the fol-

lowing prices, delivered within the
limits, put in on a level :

city

rye. hr. Nose and fhroal

$6.50
8.00

PEA,
CIIESTMT,
STOVE,
E(i(i,

OtHce

houra-10

a.

7 to 8 p. To-,

151.

lu

iL.

m

_

j

(o g ^

^

and Gy
appointment

CORNER CHURl'r' AND BRIDGE
STREETS
Telephone connection
23tt’

7.75
7.75
0.00

FRA1LII CUESTMIT,

---"

--,

Millinery
SALE

The above prices are subject to a discount ot 25c. per ton for cash in 30
days.

Appreciating past

favors we hope for
continuance of the same in the future.

1 have just arrived from
Boston with a full line of

Millinery which I
pleased to show my

a

he

will

custom-

ers.

BELFAST FUEL & HW CG.

Mrs. R. C. Sheldon,
62 Church Street.
William Lincoln West

Are You Listed
in the most important
the year?

telephone directory

tv*
I

eierinary Iiispertor Bureau
S.

Department

of A

of

AM.

DISliASI

oHpltal

Phones—Hospital

S

(»(•'

Never

59-13.

C losed.

Residence 59-1J

IKUUKINu.
W. W.

14tf

Waldo Ave

126

H

,j.,e

JOHNSON,
Attorney at Law,
BELFAST,

Practice in

|

a

all

MAINE.

Courts.

Probate practice

spec altv.

!
lirilOUCSALK AM. llKTAII.
■*
by the Schoharie Nursyn
.iers for Nursery Stock of our

j

growing.
We have 160

and Pickled Fish. !

increase

j

I have single and
on Washington street just off Main street.
double hitches, buckboardr, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age issollcited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.

Is situated

own

and have been 2f»

can

from year

loti
AI.KSMKN

he

careful
years

in

developed which will

to year.

Valuable outfit furnished free.
Experience
1 not necessary.
Our wholesale method far
larKe orders, with
| direct shipment to
customers. Kivcs the a treat
* chance to do a
lot ol busines with the bur
K

| planters.
Write uk

& Transient Stable

acres

business.
A fine business

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN AND PRODUCERS OF

Livery, Boarding

I*LAZO,

GEO E.

Telephone Company

Fresh, Dry, Smoked

VNl.MAI S

I am prepared to do all kinds «>f
trucking
Furniture and piano moving a
specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt atton
K n.
Telephone connection

order to receive the many social and business
advantages that such listing insures.

SUCCESSORS TO CLARENCE E. WcINTIRE,

Animal

Hospital, Pharmacy and Office.
SIMilMJ SlIiliKT,
BI.I.PAST .HA INK
II

Frenchboro Land and Fisheiies Co,

of

gricult iin,

vetiokinakian

T he summer issue
of the Waldo Telephone Co. is about to
be made up and your
name should appear.
Indications point to
an immense summer
business; and you
should beadvertised in

Waldo

\

lid u»t ry I

Tli i;ATS

PRESTON’S

d- h a n d
of every de-

If

STEAMSHIP

Coal Prices j

con

LIRE

manager,

Portland. Maine.

I

Such letters prove the value of Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for
woman’s ills. Why don’t you try it?

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE

icaiurni « vienerai

».v-c

a

Leave Belfast at 5.00 p.

am cured.
You may publish this if you wish.”
—Miss Clara L. Gauwitz, R.R. No^4,
Box 62, Peoria, III.

WALTER H. V.OOMB8,
Corner Cross and Federal htr ts. Belfast,

station.

_Lir ited ticket! for Boston are now sold at
$5*0® from Belfast and all str tions on Branch.
H. D \\ ALDRON, General Passenger
Ahrent
morris McDonald.

i

pound and

«

Flag:

days only.

i;

sell drop me
posta card and you will rewive a prompt call.

9(0
AM

*

II
II
11

SPECIAL

//M
‘/ /llhl

inBangor.

Knox.

|I?

--

coal

Tnomdike.

10 ,30
tlO 40
10 55
11 05
(1115
u 22
11 35
(U 45
11 49
(11 55
12 01

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
and CAMDEN

W!j;

goods
scription. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniturt
a specialty. If
yoi
have anything tc

19,8

Round

••

be

12 36
3 05
922
3 32
! 60
3 50
t4 00
4 09
4 17
,4 26
4 82
4 40
(4 60
4 54
( 5 00
5 05

10 17
7 00
8 35
tg 45
8 54
9 02
t» 10
9 17
9 25
(9 35
9 39
(9 45

Humham, leave.
I Wmnecook.

gf£

us.

|8 56

7 00
10 02

Belfast and Boston. $3 25 One Way

..

charging

Bento 1.

CHICAGO
BOSTON

MINNEAPOLIS

■

Mrs. M. C. Proctor of Melrose, Mass.,
visiting her sister, Mrs. G. A. Avery.
Mrs. W. C. Harding went to Stonington
last Monday to see her mother, Mrs.
Maggie Coyed, who is quite ill.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Pierce and daughter Minerva of Sandypoint were weekend visitors at W. D. Harrirnan’s.
Mrs. W. H. Harriman and daughters
Kate and Mary, and son William, were in
Bangor two days last week on a visit to
Capt. H.
Capt. W. H. Harriman spent a few
days with his family last week while his
vessel, sch. Jacpb M. Haskell, was dis-

write

3 00

Bangor Line -Spring Schedule.

jjjMP^SHpji
HITthat

is

12 00
3 40

Clmton.
U*ngor..

STUDEBAKER

'"tfiiirtfTiim

_

or

m

AM.

—

1

j

10 00

Portland.
Waterville.

IB
IB

Whether you live in town or country’, there is a
Studebaker vehicle to fill your requirements for business
and harness of every description made
or pleasure
as carefully as are Studebaker vehicles.

Pentwater, Mich. —“A yearagolwas

j

Boston.

Unity

(.(invention.

llfi

26
2 30
( 2 36
2 47
2 62
(259
3 06
3 13
*3 23
3 36
6 06
5 20
5 30
5 36
8 26

2 13
4 50
315 pm 7 55 p
BELFAST

TO

■.

220

Portlar d. 12 05

The Maine State Spiritualist Associavery weak and the doctor said I had a
tion held its annual convention May
v»
i-;- serious displace17th and 18th in Union Hall, Augusta,
ment1 had backwith large delegations present. The enac^e aud bearing
i tire day, Saturday, was devoted to busidown pains so bad
ness meetings and Sunday was given ;p to
|
I could not sit
lecture services and public seances. Mes^ &
were sent by numerous departed
r; in a chair or walk
] sages
^
relatives and friends, and were duh re\
Jacross the floor and
ceived by those in the flesh. At. the
VS?
’. i" 1 was in severe pain
business session Mark A. Barwise of
all the time. I felt
■:.?
Bangor, was elected president fir the
’Juft
discouraged as I had
eighth consecutive te-m; Frank A. Bishtaken everything I |
7Ilf / f
op of Hermon, first vice president Mrs.
could think of and
Adele Mor.tefiore of Waterville, second
was no better.
I j
vice president; Mrs. E. N. Bartlett of
Winterport, treasurer, and Miry D. began taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Veg- [
Jenne of Guilford, secretary. The above
etable Compound and now I am strong
officers with E. M. Ilow-.d of Portland,
and healthy.”—Mrs. Alice Darling,
Dr. J. R. Stacey of Lewiston, Judge R.F.D. No.
2, Box 77, Pentwater, Mich.
Greenlief T. Stevens of Augusta and !
Mrs. Neliie M. Kneeland of Belfast will
Read What AnotlierWoman says:
constitute the board of directors.
Peoria, 111.—“I had such backaches
A committee of the president, vice
that I could hardly stand on my feet. 1
president and S. M. Gile of Guilford was i
appointed to investigate the mediums of would feel like crying out lots of times, i
1
Maine and make a list of the genuine. A and had such a heavy feeling in my right
donation of $125 was reported for the
side. I had such terrible dull headaches
Harrison Barrett memorial fund, which
every day and they would make me feel
is being raised for the purpose of secur- 1 so
drowsy and sleepy all the time, yet I
1
a
to
memorial
a
former president of c ould not
ing
sleep at night.
the National Spiritualist Association.
i
‘After I had taken Lydia E.Pinkham’s
PROSPECT FERRY.
Vegetable Compound a week I began to
improve. My backache was less and
[Deferred.]
that heavy feeling in my side went
Capt. W. D. Harriman still remains away. I continued to take the Comquite ill.

j

p
(2

Boston.

by Lydia
Vegetable
Compound.

..'/(SbvIjSSl

,7 44
7 50
7 53
(8 0S
8 20
1145
8 39
8 48
8 54

Thorndike.
Unity.

ham’s

W. S. Deveheux.
From the log of the Wm. J. Romer.

P. M.

12 20
(12 25
12 30
(12 3
12 (7
12 52
(12 59
1 06
1 13
tl 23
1 35
300
1 69

Knox.

••

111—Restored

scourge.
serpents struggling

A.M.

Belfast, depart. 7 05
t7 10
City Point
7 15
Sargent’s
Wold®.*7 20
Brooks. 7 32
Forbes. 7 37

WOMAN COULD
NOT WALK

--

i

■'

BURNHAM
Un and after Jan
ing at Burnham and
trains for and from

lay-to ana at 7.30 p. m. a
b
the north west struck
vessel, which t ori i her to her hatches,
where she remained for two minutes, no
one knowing whether she would
right
or go down. At length she righted, shipa
sea
the
decks
which
fore
ping
swept
and aft, one man narrowly esiaoing being washed overboard. Ai 8.30 p. r.i.
the gale had moderated somewhat an i
the boat was wore around and put on her
course to the eastward.
Two uiinuf-'s
later a heavy sea pooped her and nearly
washed the man at the wheel overboard.
With that she broached to and all was
supposed to be lost, but fortunately tne
vessel shook herself clear and was
brought to and laid head to the wind,
every sea making a clean breach over
her, with a furious wind and rain. The
next day and the next (20th and 27th)
the gale continued with unabated violence, and, at length increased to a p.-rfeet
(
hurricane, with the vessel laboring
| very heavily. The drag was now thrown
overboard and a small piece of storm
trysail shown to bring her head up to
wind, but the hawser parted, losing
sixty fathom with squaresail boom more powerful ships.
After this eventful voyage of the little
and yards and two pieces of pig iron.
I While laying to during this protracted
clipper, she returned once more to her cure.
The old saying that ari ounce of preformer
calling of supplying pilots to intempest it was neces| and unparalleled
sary to keep the hatches of the Romer coming ships off Sandy Hook, cruising vention is worth a ton of remedy is esconstantly dosed and the crew and pas- sometimes to Hutteras and east to Sable I pecially true of poultry. Prevention is
search of business.
It is practically the only way we have of fightsengers were confined below in the little Island in
cabin. The wild seas were leaping and proper to add in conclusion that the ul- : ing the disease.
Find our what to predashing themselves across the decks terior object, of this mysterious voyage vent by knowing the diseases and when
like infuriated animals, while the hurri- has never been made public, but years your birds have them.
Let him who has
no knowledge of these diseases and the
cane howled and shrieked among the i after it was learned on good authority
,
more
that
the
officials on the “Romer” were
simple anatomy of his birds ac- j
cordage like the prophetic voice of a
>
it
secret
serviee
dire destroyer which came at once t
men, high in the Governquire
by studyir g his birds more close- !
;
ment employ, and were expected to interwarn and destroy.
iy and also by data which he can get
irum
the
a
crimi
lal
wanted
the
Federal
College of Agriculture in his
by
For three days and three nights at one cept
State, so that he not only can help himtime all were confined below, not know- Government and who had sailed on one
of the fast packet ships, supposedly the i>elf but can help and be helped by others.
ing at every sharp dip of the little boat
But unfortunately
into the tremendous gulfs between the ship Patrick Henry.
seas whether
she would struggle up the Runu r arrived in Cork too late, tile
Patrick Henry leading her by three days.
again to the air or sink further and further with her living freight to those The Romer accomplished he." purpose,
however, as the person susj ected haii
dreary depths of mid-ocean where so wind
that he was being follow, d and did
many ghastly and imperishable wrecks
of things have passed fiom the knowledge j not have time to accomplish he object
he had intended, a scheme for .inloading !
and the memory of man.
bogus papers or bonds and gett ng away
Along the dark and ruffled waters fled
with it before he was found out, as that
The straining boat.
A whirlwind swept it on
was before the days of cables and teleWith fierce gusts and precipitating force
She Was So
to I
graphs and what would be a very simple
Through the white ridges of the foaming sea
thing today took weeks to accomplish
The waves arose, higher and higher, till
Health
EL PinkThey roared and writhed beneath the tempest in those days.
was

wr;ut

L

’/f

ger from

j

captain

'■'

LAMSONmI
HUBBARD^* I

umiLieu.

day, although there was a heavy gale
blowing, and a sea running, which tne
skipper found, it almost impossible to

Fearful anti long protracted was the
struggle between that little boat and the
i cool and determined skill of those who
! directed it on the mighty ocean lashed
into its most magnificent grandeur by
I
the tempest. Often did hope quite aban! don them. Sometimes the Captain or
I the mate would creep to the companionway, cautiously open the hatch a little
way and look out to see the weather and
watch the comoing seas as they tumbled
their mountain masses towards the little
vessel and instantly closing the hatch as
she buried her bows in the waves which
passed over her in a furious trample,
making the little craft shudder in every
timber. Once was great fear that if
she escaped being swamped her decks
would be broken open or her seams
j wrenched apart from the terrible punishment she was undergoing.
In that case
she would have filled and gone down ere
the luckless voyagers had a last glimpse
of the sky.
i But the glorious little dipper lived
through it all, and on the afternoon of
the 27th resumed her course once more,
skimming the dark waters like a bird, on
to the eastward.
March 1st she passed
and spoke the packet ship St. Patrick
| from Liverpool for New York and on the
i 4th, for the first time during the voyage,
a dry spot was visible on her decks.
At
4.30 p. m. on the 6th she made the
Skelly Rocks, bearing north-northeast,
distance 18 miles, and at 11 p. m. made
Cape Clear light, 16 miles distant.
The next morning at 9 o’clock a pilot
boat came alongside, and
a
pilot
was bargained for to take the Romer
into Cork. A line was thrown from the
Irish boat to the Romer, in the center of
which a tight noose was securely fastenthe
on her
te,
course) shipped a heavy ed to the pilot, who then jumped into the
his friends keeping tight hold of
pit S!™ carried away part of the cock- sea,
otL.1. CO 'iext
day, the 19th, they were other end of the rope. He was now haulhuQirn *«.ed on board the Romer and jumping on
deck with the water dripping from him
in streams he /nade a dash at the wheel,
singing out in a most indifferent manner,
"Port your helm." On being asked by

dWIGHT

vH'

Cork awaiting the return

constantly increasing,

make the
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BELFAST

By V. G. Aubry, Instructor in Animal Industry at the University of Maine.
Many poultry men ar6 wrong in wilfully being ignorant of the more common
and disastrous poultry diseases. I have
heard many farmers say that most poul

ii^;
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sail at or
as she seemed lost in the
hulls and towering spars
ships lying at the adjacent
was chartered by Barclay
V this city.
Mr. Barclay,
sol. was a member of this
seemed no doubt but that
out despatches from Mr.
British Minister. The
,,-r was to receive 13,000
sides the benefit of the
i>unted to SI, 500. She was
wo messengers, one from
Mr. Charles Metinnt,
i.iential and special agent
partment at Washington,
as supposed to have, iniThe
nes from that city.
that
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ressed that this dimuni: he able to compete with
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A good supply °f real old-fashioned home-baked bread
and cake and pies means the best of good living and
a row of
smiling faces three times a day.
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Make Happy Families
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start, and many
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of great ex-

hulls and bears looked
each other, expecting an-
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POULTRYMEN

MANY

G,ve at

for

terms at once.
Do not delay
,ea8t tw« references when
applying.

F. A. GUERNSEY &
CO..
SCHOHARIE NURSERIES,

SCHOHARIE, N. Y.
Reference:
Schoharie County Hank. Schoharie, N. Y.
Any well known nursery firm in New York

State._6w20
~

T

I!

I
E

notice.

)r. W. C. LIBBEY.

. .....
.....I
• k MAIN STREET,

Guaranteed work In

Chincody,

Manlcur
Alea:*Faolil Work
| nil line of all kinds of Hair Work at mj
B*rlor* over shlr"’* Store,Phcenlx Row.
mm,......
BELFAST, MAINE ^ tl23
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
I

DENTIST
^
1

"«•

Shampooing

and

FOR QUICK SALE
One 3 H. P. Stover Gasolene
Engine, guaranteed condition, $85.00
One 1 H. P. Stover Gasolene

Engine,

near-

ly new, $37.00. See them at
READ GARAGE & MACHINE CO.
40 High Street. Belfast.

1

t

____

From

Ar, stm F J Lisman, Ban-

Brunswick, Ga, May 19, Ar, sch Mary E H
G Dow, Boston; 20, sld. sch Massasoit, New
York; 24, sld, sch Gen E S Greeley. New Haven;

25, sld, sch Edith II Blake, New York.
Pascagoula, May 21. Sld, sch Governor
Powers; 24, ar, sch Margaret Thomas, San Juan,
PR.
Wiggins, S C, May 22 Cld, sch Harold C j
Beecher, New York.
Pensacola, May 21. Cld, sch Celia F, Ponce, j
P R.
j
New London, May 24 Sld, sch Wm E Litchfield, Savannah.
Gulfport, Miss May 23. Sld, bark Mannie

shown

as

Sa-

Jacksonville, May 25. Ar, sch Josephine,
Providence.
Bangor, May 21. Ar, schs Donna T Briggs,
Provincetown; A F Kindberg, Boston; W D
Mangan, do; 22, ar, sch Rebecca Palmer, New- (
port News; sld, stm F J Usman, Newport j
News; 23, ar, sch Ella M Storer, Belfast; 24, ar, j
sch Northern Light, Boston; Bid, schs Lottie
Beard, New YorkjDonna T Briggs, Bridgeport; !
Charles E Vvyman, do; Mineola, Provincetown; i
25, sld, schs Rebecca Palmer, Norfolk; Gilbert
Stancliff, Boston; 26, ar. sch Irene E Meservey;
Camden; 27, sld, sch A F Kindberg, Boston.
Stockton, Me, May 20. Ar, sch James Y'oung,
I’hippsDurg for New \\>rk; 21, sld, stm Milli- |
nocket. New York; sch Edith Mclntyrt.do; sch
Susie P Oliver, New York; 25, sld, sch Georg
ietta Lawrence, New York; 26, ar, stm Millinockett, New York; sch Clara B Kennard,
Rockland.
Searsport, May 24. Sld, stm Seaconnet,
Newport News; 25, ar, stm Mohawk, Boston,

Milbridge.

Rockland, Me, May 20.

Digested^

Apples,
per bbl,
**

Puerto

Digested

Per Cent.

|

|

Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck,

j

are

RETAIL

!

only wasted food, but it
bodily ailments.

Potatoes.
Round Hog,
Straw,

9.0C
26a2(

Turkey,
Tallow,

2
10al2

Veal,

j

PRICE.

RETAIL

MARKET.

Beef, Corned,
17,Lime,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22lOat Meal,
77 Onions,
Corn,
Cracked Coin,
72'Oil, kerosene,
Corn Meal.
72!Pollock,
24
Pork,
Cheese,
180 Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
lORye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
00 Shorts,
Cranberries,
25a27 Sugar,
Clover Seed,
6 00a7 25 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
2 60a2 751 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
14 Wheat Meal,
Lard,

Purchasing Public of Belfast
pOWethe
invite
inspection and patronage of anything

and

1 1C
f
£

12al£
7
14

1.15

3^
1

3C

5^a€

4C

Vicinity: |

boat—but be sure and come as you will see some choice merchandise. If you can not
come to Rockland write us what you want and we will forward same by return Parcel

HATS

SUMMER

Grow more fascinating as the season advances
NEW VELOUR HATS
NEW WHITE RATINE HATS
NEW CAR HATS
NEW TWO TONE PEANUT HATS
NEW PANAMA HATS
NEW SATIN CROWN RATINE HATS
NEW DRESS HATS
NEW SEMI-DRESS HATS
NEW WHITE LINEN AND STRAW HATS
Children’s Hats

RIRP’ON^
IVlDDUiMj.
American

Beauty,

Specialty,

a

50c and up.

A special lot of Doily
for hair bows, 25c. All the new shades in
(
Nell Rose and erise for Girdles, 39c and 42c.

been

Dimple
Green,

for

a

a

coat season

coat

the greatest

Plain

garments put

on

WOMENS,

and Plaid Materials.

the market for service

The

new

entrance

of

makes it much easier of access, and the

merchandise has made it

j

Rugs
Gloves
Auto

Evapero'

You don’t need to go elsewhere
aE/u>lr

we

carry the

|

CREPES, PLISSE, SEERSUCKERS.

Wash Dresses, Children’s and Infants’

None save the retailers know how difficult
it has been to obtain any of the above from
the jobbers for the past two months, but by
buying a piece here and a piece there we are
able to showr a fine assortment for your
selection.

We have
usually devoted to our line of Tub Dresses and Wrappers was wholly inadequate for our big stock.
balcony previously devoted to our millinery and refitted it to take care of our Tub Dresses, Wrappers, House Dresses
Misses and Children’s Dresses and Children’s Coats. We have opened the elevator to the balcony so that you can reach same
without using stairs as before. Safe it is to say that you will be welcome for we know you will appreciate the change

ROMPERS for Children of all ages, 19 to 95 cents.
A special
Rompers made of plain blue Chambray and small check Ginghams, either high or low neck, and
all sizes.

value in 19c.

rain garments
Slip-on. ■■■■•■•...........$1.96
Double Texture Rubber Raincoats (no
rubber showing). 9*99
Gabardine. ..$10.60 $12.60. $16.00

Childr en’s Percale and Gingham Dresses, 50c. to $4.00.
Blue. Serge Sailor Suits, $5.00. Just the thing for school

A moat select assortment of the above

*

wear.

Motorists N. B.

We insure them against burglars, fire,
theft or moth. This includes all apparel, rugs,

|

etc.

Syndicate Building

EvaperO

:i

removes

Auto Grease

from your clothing.

'If
HI a7i1UJu|ll
WmuS^KntgSjgm,
w7$wPllPfl|pPKli
g,

Balcony

The room

Nearly a hundred different patterns to
select from, for all purposes, from an apron
dress.
or rompers to a neat house or street

garments.

Department—in

taken the

GINGHAMS.

them.

1-4 the Price

FULLER COBB COMPANY

1

You need not give them another thought until
next winter, when we will return them neatly
boxed in a better condition than we received

draperies,

want.__

The Waist Department shows ior the coming season a most beautiful array of exquisite models suitable for all occasions
worn.
We beg to call attention to our waists of voile, batiste, muslin and cotton crepe that we offer at $1.25
At $5.00 the line of chiffons comprises
to $3.00. This line ol waists is entirely foreign to most styles shown at present.
choice and beautiful
many choice effects in colors that can be worn with any tailored suit. It would please you to look at the
effects in waists which are shown only in the waist department. Tailored effects in shirts in varied assortment of materials
from $1.00 to $2.50. A Special Waist for those who take a waist of unusual size, as 44 to 54.

TICKINGS.

iv'

jjPFSp

v*.

1

market.,

A new spring line of Ladies’ I'ub Dresses in Gingham, Chamand Sponge Cloth, for $2.95 up.

I bray, Ratine Voile
New Lawn

on

the

vJHL^Drug and department stores 25c.

Dressing Sacques,

j* 9

9

9
9
9
9

I

)

j

$2.95 up.
Double Service Dresses in
stripes, $1.25 and $1.50.

a

new

assortment of check and

i

Linens and Cotton
All

$2
'■

:■

styles,

Suiting

qualities, ad widths, Dress Linens in color.
Piques, Cotton Cords, Whipcords, Ratine, Eponge, Kismet
Crepes, Anderson Zephyr Ginghams, Voiles, plain and pompaduto
striped Eponge and Kiniona Crepes.

all

■

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMi:
The

Great

May White Sale of Muslin Unde
Now Going On

GLOVES
Ready for a successful season’s sales of Gloves. Many old fr
their yearly supply. We expect our Gloves to make hundreds

■

for
this season.

Fownes’ 16-Button Silk Gloves, Imperial Points, Black, White and I
Fownes’ Two-Clasp, Chamoisuede, Natural, White, Ecru.
White W'ashable Doeskin, 12-Button,
White Washable Doeskin, Black Embroidery and Stitching,
A complete line of Misses and Children’s Gloves.

Buttons and Stamped Goods

Departnu

(CENTER COUNTER)
Nightengale stamped on fine Cashmere,
Pillow Tops with runners to match, stamped

H1
2

natural linen,
Runners finished with fringe.

LUNCHEON SET OF 14 PIECES
6 Tumbler Doilies
6 Plate Doilies
1 27-inch Cloth
1 15x20 inch Cloth
Stamped on Plain Linen.$2.50 set
27-inch Doilies,* assorted patterns,
stamped on Fine Linen.50

WELCH RAREBIT SET OF 13 PIECES
6 Tumbler Doilies
C Plate Doilies
1 Lunch Cloth, 15x22, stamped on
Plain Linen .$2.30 set

CORSET DEPARTMENT
We are discontinuing the sale ot 3 models in Florita Back Lace Corsets, $5.00
quality, closing for.$2 00
A splendid opportunity to get a five dollar
Corset for two dollars.

SEWING MACHINES-That Have Been Used.

One is the Eldridge at $20, marked to $10; the other is
Standard, suitable for home tailoring work,'marked to $12.50.

COMPANY

w.

DRESS GOODS

50c.

House Dresses in all sizes up to 50 bust measure, from $1 up.
Tub Dresses in Gingham, Linen, Ratine and Voiles, from

FULLER-COBB

9

A full line of all styles for all occasions —including Mannish
cloth. Basket Cloth, Serge, Diagonals, Whipcords. Wool Cm,
Eponge, Ratine, Novelty Suitings, French Voiles, Fancy Voiles. M
Mohairs and Brilliantines.
A full line of White Goods for Graduation Gowns.

We find in changing our work room that two machines have
been used that our power machines now take the place of. We
will part with them at low prices as some one can use them.

Non-Explosive

Non-Inflammable
Leaves no odor
Leaves no
The best all-round cleaner

I

;

SILKS
™Jast

again.
just take
in

with age -or rather, shall
for the coming weeks.

40 in. Charmeusp in black, vvhire and colors,
1' •:
40 in. Crepe Meteor, black and colons.
40 in. Crepe de Chine, black and colors,
40 in. Brocaded Crepe de Chine, black and colors,
Black and colored Messaline.in width from is in. to :V. in., ;m
Foulard Silk. ‘23 in., 59c., 3d in.. 75c. and H9c.. 30 in.. $1.00
Taffeta Silk, all shadi s, 50c 75o. and $1 00
All styles of Novelty Silk —in Bulgarian, Art Silk, Diefancy stripes and checks.
Chilfon Cloths and Marquisettes in plain and fancy.

where waists are

Now is the Time to Store Your Furs.

■

growing old gracefully. Improving
young—greet you with exceptional values

Are

WAISTS -FULLER-COBB COMPANY

The customer who cannot be suited from
our extensive stock must be—well we won’t
say it—but after an examination by you we
will permit you to supply the word.

v9
9

our

Coats of Eponge, Wool Velours, Mixtures, Plaids and Stripes, in many distinct styles.
COATS FOR THE PERFECT FIGURE
COATS FOR SCHOOL GIRLS
COATS FOR THE ODD SIZE
COATS FOR MISSES
COATS FOR THE BIG WOMEN
COATS FOR LITTLE WOMEN
We make a Special Coat for those who cannot get fitted elsewhere. Our Coats of Blue and Black Serge and Mixtures for
Stout Women, in odd sizes, from 33 to 54, will please if you only give us a chance to show them.

SCRIM, ETAMINiiS,
MUSLINS, ETC.

9
.9

our store

Short

CURTAIN

,;

9

j9

I SKeSkndmoFGtffliyr

FULLER-COBB COMPANY

SILKOLINES, CRETONNES, ART

COTTON TUBING, SHEETS AND
PILLOW SLIPS

j

arriving daily.

pleasing from

We have yet to meet the woman who
will turn away from a pretty pattern of
Table Linen and Napkins. It has always
been a special feature of our business, and
all that experience and money can accomplish. Our p-esent stock is the result. and
Our stock of Towels, Fancy Hucks
Crashes is complete.
We are offering many new guest Towels
at 25c. in plain and fancy.
Also a splendid line of better qualities.

Goggles

our

Never has the variety been so great or so
which to make selections as
this season, and the prices are so low. We
have something for every room in the house.

TABLE LINENS, NAPKINS,
TOWELS AND CRASHES.

For Chaffeur and every member of your family
Rain Corts
Dust Coats of Linen and Khaki

and

ceeding Galatea.

baggage smasher.
Let us show you a good trunk.

AUTO SUPPLIES

enlargement

of THE parts of

A fabric that has come to stay is the Devonshire cloth. It meets a long felt want for
children and ladies’ wear.
On account of its unfading qualities,
weight and width (32 inches wide), it is suc-

the

WE CARRY ALL WIDTHS.
Each year we notice the increasing tendBheets
ency of customers to purchase their
and slips ready-made. If one counts their
time ANYTHING, the saving in cost tomake
is but a trifle. It is up to you which it shall be.

one

,....

There’s just one answer to Shoe Efficient
that’s REGALS. When “Both Feet” are co
with REGALS, you have the satisfaction of km
that you have done the very best possible. \
now showing Some Twenty-Four Styles tor M.
Women, and should consider it a pleasure to sin
to you whether as a purchaser or otherwise.
Ma

cent for the next week.

DEVONSHIRE CLOTH

TRUNKS, BAGS AND SUIT CASES
With en aiged quarters, we shall make
this department a greater feature of our
business.
There is no one thing the general public
of
knows so little about as the construction
a trunk, to know where strength is needed
to combat with the fiendish manipulations of

now

,■

]9

FULLER-COBB COMPANY

new

come

j

=

9

extensive alterations on our Main Floor and Basenwt,.
the past two months, adding nearly 50 % of floor i
Practically every department has been re-arranged and made lighte r, 1
space.
more commodious.
Arrangememts throughout the store have been vastly improved. !
In entering and looking toward the rear of our store wii
are more readily accessible.
to cut off the view, everyone is surprised at the dimension of our main floor and Ilia
much space. As soon as our patrons learn the location of the goods that the change s i :
we each will enjoy the results of the workmen’s handiwork.
We now occupy the whole block of five floors, covering over ">2.000 square feet o'
Each floor will receive the needed attention, making its services to you and us better.
finished

have

nearly
WE been taking"
place in

reduced the price 2r> per
We have about 50 Wool Dresses ranging in price from $8.75 to $25.00, on which we have
ste p in our
Those who wish a neat little dress without the bother of going to a dressmaker can just
for
same as low as we
here
at
them
charging
alter
direction,
We
their
selection.
your
Dress Department, 2nd floor, and make
Satisfaction guaranteed. Why do we do this? We need the room for Summer Dresses
can do it with experienced help.

jvJowhere have the changes shown to better advantage, or more needed to
business than our Basement Department.
meet the demands of the increasing

'arrangement

receiving

thing,

Wool Dresses—Reduced

BASEMENT
—•

are

I

FULLER-COBB COMPANY

checks a* a.
When last in the market we purchased a small lot of about 25 Suits made from fine and medium light
We
and August wear.
The suit season is at its height and these are just the suits for June. July
very low price.
tailors and well lined.
made
are
as
in
good
by
the
of
them,
they
them
the
worth
offer
at $S.50, hardly
workmanship
$8.50 i3 a remarkably low price for a coat and skirt. Value $15.00.

MISSES

$5.00 and $7.50
are

We

the desired

]=

I
rect^ f I

W’est Liberty, May 13, Lester

SUITS $8.50—SPECIAL

50 GENUINE MACKINAW COATS

These

In

your

JUST RECEIVED TODAY

FULU NORFOLKS $8.75

and is still one.

and did not find

^
[

DRESSES

COATS, SUITS,

has

week

25c Peanut Picnic Hats

Bulgarian Ribbon, 39c.

>

days.

garments every day, and if you were
Exceptional Values at $12.oO to $22.00
just
looking
to second floor department am
elevator
kind
shown in department on Main Floor. If you want the better
to
see creations in wearing apparel not usually found in Maine.
$25 to $50 for Coats and $25 to $87.50 for Suits, $10
show our
to
are
We
different.
are
pleased
that
$87.50 for Dresses and 3-Piece Suits. Motor Coats and Tourist Coats
is in onm c.
Dresses, each one tried on a living model before you purchase to see the effect. Our Dress Department
a hat, your
suit
with
match
can
we
and
your
tion with our new Millinery Parlors so recently fitted up on the 2nd floor,
coat with a hat or
dress with a hat that will be sure to create the desired effect you
This

FUELER-COBB CO.

j

!

our

Post free delivery.
We have just returned from New York where we were fortunate enough to secure some exceptional values in Suits
and Coats, also brought home some very choice mid-summer merchandise which we are stocking irrespective of the
cold weather. It is quite good judgment to prepare for warm weather now, it will surely come as it always has.

I

days.

Young.

|9

and appearance.
For instance: you couldn’t expect to win the
,
finals unless “Both Feet” were clad lightly and
fortably. Neither could you bring home the bin,.
catch unless “Both Feet” were covered warmh
serviceably. And who would think of winning H[t
rgainst the Other Fellow with the Only Girl
“Both Feet” were clad stylishly.

|

Pressey. In Deer Isle, May 19, Charles A.
Pressey, aged 56 years.
Randall. In Knox, May 12,
Henry K
andall, aged 58 years.
Richards. In Belfast, May 22, Percy K.
Richards, aged 41 years, 5 months and 16 days.
Somes. In Mt. Desert, May 19, Lewis Somes,
aged 81 years, 3 months and 7 days.
j
Somes. In Mt. Desert, May 17, John W. !
Somes, aged 75 years.
Sanborn.
In Vinalhaven, May 21, Mrs.
Florilla Sanborn, aged 66 years.
Townsend
In Belfast, May 22. Clara B |
wife of Walter C. Townsend, aged 37 years, 9
months and 4 days.
Veazie. In Castine, May 15, Charles W.
Veazie, aged 74 years, 5 months and 15 days.
Walker
In Union. May 21, Mrs. Mary
Bryant W'alker, aged 87 years, 8 months ai d
29

means power
.lt

Young.

4*

line that you can not
your
buy at home and for which you go to the big cities. We can supply you from our stock
of Coats, Suits, Dresses and Waists. These departments excel this season in choice
things not usually found outside of big cities and exclusive department shops.
We would be glad of your patronage and will do our utmost to please you if you
will but give us a chance. Motor down—Take the Auto stage—or come down on the
in

months and 21
Nickerson.

Webster—efficiency

In other words.
effect intended.
gett,
“Both
Feet.”
So
to
do justice to the
with
there
things demanded of them, “Both Feet” should
the greatest consideration in the way of comfort.,

In Norwood, Mass.. May 18,
j
[ Augusta Pitcher, wife of Gen. F. S. Nickerson,
of
Belfast.
formerly
4£
Pickering. In Orland, May 19. Aivah M.
60a65 |
Pickering, aged 17 years, 4 months and 20days.
1C

Oats, 32 lb.,

9a 10
9
60
24
20
18
20
20
16

Geese,

1

12
25
7

to

producing
=

I

l£
Wool, unwashed,
4 U0a4 5<
Wood, hard,
3.0C
18,Wood, soft,

Eggs,
Fowl,

not

of very many

PAID

75al.00j Hay,

Beef, sides,
Beei,forequarters,
Barley, bu,

j

i

Referring

Dunton.

ll
§9

“Now-a-Days Its Efficiency’

|

Hunt. In Belfast, May 27, Leslie Hunt of
I Unity.
PRODUCER.
Maddocks. In Belfast, May 26. Myra.
12 00al5 OC
£ ! widow' of Jason Maddocks, aged 65 years, 9

7 Hides,
dried, per lb.,
2 85a3 00 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E., 2 50a2 75 l^amb Skins,
28a30 Mutton,
Butter,

;

Baking Powder,

source

C

—..!

mi d

PRICE CURRENT.

PRODUCE MARKET.

Per Cent.

them.
is the

|

I.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

Undigested food is

Mexico May 19. Sld 4 am. stmr
Hawaiian, Dow, Delaware Breakwater; 20, 6 a
m, ar, stmr Texan, New York; 24. 6 a m, sld,

|

Digested

is shown to be entirely digesand
while
the
alum
tible,
phosphate powders are found
to largely retard the digestion of the food made from

TORTS.

FORIEGN

|

|

absolutely reliable and
of great importance
make
a
fact
plain
unprejudiced,
Food raised with Royal, a cream of
to everyone:

Sld, sch Annie B

I

!

was

EELFAST

These tests, which

New York.

li

!

1

Bread made with
alum powder:

tartar

f
|
|

held at the Odd Fellows’ hall last
Bowden. In Castine, May 12, Mrs. Clara M. 1
a good attendance. i
Bowden, aged 79 years, 9 months and 24 days.
Three candidates were made members of the
Bartlett. In Belfast, May 22, Mrs. Carrie
Canton. Plans were made for a visit to In- C. Bartlett, aged 60 years, 4 months. 22
days.
victus lodge of Monroe June 20th. Memorial
Brookman. In West Park, New York, May
day the Canton will go to Searsport to take 17, John U. Brookman, aged 83 years,
part in the program, by invitation of the Mej Carter In Belfast, May 2b, Mrs. Caro E
morial Day committee of Searsport.
jI Carter, aged 84 years, 7 months and 25 days. |
Dunton. In Northport, May 24, Robert C
j infanj son of Frank E. ar.d Florence Bowman

wun

[~67%

p

I

I

worked.

O. F.,

If
jj
I
j
t

Thursday evening with

100 Per Cent

|~68i4

j

Mitchell,

special conclave of Palestine commandery,
Knights Templar, was held in the Temple
yesterday at 4.30 p. m. At 6 o’clock supper
was served and in the evening the order of the
Red Cross and order of the Temple were
special meeting of Canton Pallas, P. M.,

If
*—

j
!

Bradman-Daggett. In Belfast, May 28, by
Rev. William Vaughan, Herbert Edwin Bradman and Miss Mildred Kathryn Daggett, both
|
of Belfast.
Bray-Little. In Bucksport, May 10, Roy
L. Bray and Gladys F. Little, both of Bucks1
port.
I
Haskell-Staples. In Deer Isle, May 4, !
Jasper P. Haskell and Miss Marion I Staples, j
both of Deer Isle.

A

phosphate powder:

vannah.

and sld 26th for

A number of the Belfast Shriners are planning on a trip to Augusta June 5th, to attend
the annual field day of Kora Temple. It will
be the first visit of the Temple to Augusta.

A

Cream of Tartar Powder:

made

========
NAUKIE!)

lent Master degrees.

follows:

Dread
Ar, sch Thelma,

Powders

Baking

Series cf Elaborate Chemical Tests:

|

Boston.

25.

A special convocation of Corinthian Royal
Arch Chapter, was held last Tuesday eve ning
for work in the Past Master and Most Excel-

O.

Royal

Port Royal, S C, May 26. Ar, sch White
Wings, Coombs, Philadelphia.
Mobile, May 26. Ar, sch Georgia Gilkey,
Jobos, P R.
Fernandina, May 24. Sld, sch Theoline,

May

|i

Bread made with

Ponce.

Bridgepor

SECRET SOCIETIES.

An equal quantity of bread (biscuit) was made
with each of three different kinds of baking powder—
cream of tartar, phosphate, and alum—and submitted
separately to the action of the digestive fluid, each
for the same length of time.
The relative percentage of the food digested is

gor.

Swan,

a

»
Lunenburg. N S, May 18. Arrived, schr
!1 Herald, New York.
Gibara, May 17. In port sch Mark Pendleton, from Amboy (discharging).
Hantsport, N S. May 15. Arrived, schr
Damietta & Joanna, Boothbay.
Newcastle. N B, May 22. Arr, sch Laura M
Lunt, New'York.
San Domingo City, May 8. Sid, schr Alice
L Pendleton Philadelphia.

j

of Food
Made with different

Achorn. In Thomaston, May 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Achorn, a son.
Cooper
In Belfast, May 27th, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph L. Cooper, a daughter.
Crosby. In Aurora, May 16, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Crosby, a son.
Perkins. In Castine, May 9, to Mr and Mrs.
Charles H. Perkins, a son.
Gray. In Belfast, May 27th, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Gray, twins, a son and daughter.
Spurling. In Cranberry Isles, May 13, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest W. Spurling, a daughter.
Stanley. In Islesford, May 14, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank E. Stanley, a son.
Wardwell. In Rocklanl, May 19, to Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Wardwell, a daughter, Charlotte Vesta.
Vaughan. In Belfast, May 23rd, to Mr. and
; Mrs. William Vaughan, Jr. a daughter, Ruth
! Isabel.

ton.

Comparative
Digestibility

New York, May 22. Ar, stm Millinocket,
Stockton; schs John Bossert, Georgetown, S C;
S G Haskell, Savannah; 23, sld, sch Martha R
Small, Jacksonville; 24, ar, schs Thelma, Savannah; Mary L Crosby, Charleston, S C; sld,
schs Thelma, New London; Grace Davis, St
George, S I, for Bangor; ar, schs L T Whitmore, Stonington; 25, cld, sch Blanche C Pendleton, Porto Rico; 26. sld, sch Warren Moore,
Chrome, N J, for Belfast; 27, ar, schs Andrew
Nebinger, Bangor; Annie B Mitchell, Roberts
Harbor.
Boston, May 21. Ar, schs Mary Augusta,
Bangor; Ella Clifton, do; 24, ar, sch Lizzie B
Willey, Savannah; 26, sld, schs Fannie F Hall,
Bangor; R L Tay, do; Nile, Rockport.
Philadelphia, May 23. Ar, stm Penobscot,
Searsport. (and cld 24th for Searsport); 26, ar,
sch Alice L Pendleton, Santo Domingo.
Sld, sch Jane
Newport News, May 20.

Palmer, Bangor.
Norfolk, May 25.

|

__

MISCELLANY.

MARINE

HORN

Oregonian, Delaware Breakwater.
Salina Crus, May 23, 5 a m.
Arrived, atr
Georgian, Nichols, San Francisco.
Digby, N S, May 16. Ar, Sch Omaha Bos-

stm

_

SHIP NEWS.

a

on

GUEST TOWELS

I

Stamped on Linen Huckabuck
scalloped edges.
Stamped for new dart.
Squares and Scarfs of Kilt t w
to embroider designs.
Dorothy Bradford series «>
Hand Weaving and Cross
Crystal Buttons, all sizes
and with brilliants Bulgar
trimmings.

j
;

{
j

|

COATS FOR THE LITTLE
Of Serge, Bedford Cord, NS
Linen, Black and White t K

years...$2.50,$<>
CHILDREN’S

^

1

SPECIAL

SCHOOL DRESSED
In

Peter

Thompkins

Suits

ar

Dresses of Serge, sizes 4 to 1

Patronise our
Parcel Post offer

According
Amount ot
Purchase

to

I

j

|

